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ORGANIZATION OF DPHE 
— A PERSPECTIVE VIEW 

(To Young Engineers) 

1. INTRODUCTION; 

The Directorate of Public Health Engineering (DPHE) is an organization 
to deal with "Public Health". 

The mission of "Public Health" is to promote and protect the health of 
human community. The same can be better understood from the definition 
of "PUBLIC HEALTH" as enumerated by Dr. Winslow, an eminet Sanitarian of 
the U.S. Public Health Services. * 

"Public Health is the science and art of preventing diseases, prolonging 
life and promoting physical life and mental sSalth and efficiency 
through organized community efforts for the sanitation of the 
environment .... " 

In fact, man like all other apecies, is dependent on his relationships 
with the environment for his safety, health p.nd very survival. And, in 
spite of that man himself has made his environment polluted through 
population growth and in the? way of development through urbanization aad 
industrialization. It no*; needs planned scientific activities to modify 
favourably the environment itself and to modify the intersection of human 
activities with the environment. This involves physical, biological, 
psychological end social factors. Man's physical environments are air, 
water, food and housing which are infested with disease causing germs, and 
other pollution caused by man himself. His biological environments 
consisting of his fellowmen, animals, plants, birds, insects, fish etc. 
also carry billions of disease causing gercis of various types which can 
infect him and ultimately kill him. His psychological environments are 
undesirable noise from vehicles, loudspeakers, factories, couunercial p.nd 
trade activities etc. which act heavily upon his mental health and thus 
cause irreparable damages to his nervous systems and thus render htm 
sick. 

And last but not the least are the social factors, frost people in society 
particularly in developing countries are ignorant of environmental health 
and sanitation. From thi? statistical records of Bangladesh it is found 
that 40 percent of tho children, before reaching the age of ten, ge,t 
partially disabled both mentally and physically due to attacks of various 
diseases and malnutrition. 

Environmental health programmes, therefore, involve in full spectrum the 
community's social, political, economic and cultural values. And this i 
needs two-fold attack — one from physicians for immunization and eure 
from imminent att?ck of diseases and- the other from engineering on the 
preventive side, that is, improvement of environmental sanitation. This 
calls for not only engineering practices to improve environmental 
conditions but also cultural rnd social issues to change behavioural 
pattern of the people. • 
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The administration of DPHh is, therefore, very very complex and quite 
unlike the administration of.other engineering organisations like 
Buildings, Roads and. Highways or JX.DB. unfortunately many engineers 
of DPHE though trained to high level." cf teohrdcal competence are 
l.'.c''Tirir;: in the knowledge of social values. 

Society also being largely ignorant of cause-effect relationship of 
diseases ca-\not fully utilise the services of DIES. People need health 
education. Trey need to he enlightened..that disease and disability 
prevention through environmental control can help reduce the rapidly 
mounting., costs of. medical care. Also, treating an existing illness is 

-less valuable :-r:d effective-than reducing the probability of an illness 
.L tfver. occurring. The function of DPHE is,, therefore, not limited to 
co'c-itiucvion only but also to give the community, health education about 
environmental sanitation which cover water pollution control, excreta 
disposal, garbage disposal, vector control etc. etc. 

Planning and. management of JvPHE ;-jorks r:>,.y.& to be o-.:.se:t on a perspective 
that looks beyond thv physical output - that .is, in case of;.Rural vaster 
Supply, not only how many wells have been cciiipieted, but also to their 
social benefit which is, • whether the people really use the isafe.tvbeveil 
water or make it unsafe tiarough' their inherent unhygienic, social and 
cultural habits. Direct output of DPHE works, therefore, is to be 
measured in terms of ;,hat the population is actually deriving by way of 
. social benefits. . . . .. . ; 

." DPRB STRUCTURE: 

DPHE. is an engineering organization with a Chief Engineer as head of the 
. administration. The tiers of administration in short are, one Deputy 
.Chief to-.work- as immediate assistant to the Chief and-6 functions.] 
. Superintending ..'engineers in the Administrative and- Sxecuti-vv: line.. 
Under* thera-,ther£. are Executive Engineers, Assistant, Engineers., ^S" xs" 
yy VY •' Sub-Assistant,. Engineers and Kechani.cs for execution, management, 
.control and maintenance.of works* Like other administrative systems 
DPI-IE operates to produce goods and services in order to achieve their 
missions, to justify their reason of being. 

The head of the organization is responsible for and has the authority 
•••.to accomplish all the works of the organization. But he accomplishes 

work b} delegating authority and- responsibilities ro sub-heads who 
make further sub-delegation within the-framework.of Government rules. 
Such delegations are administrative in character and do not relieve the 
delegator of hi? ultimate ?.ei-p,pnsibility. This is net true delegation 
it) strict sense. At each lower""leve.'i of the structure, t:u; nelegaticu 
of responsibility is defined- specifically .and is' more detailed downwards 
• uiuil the basic level of job specification -ie reached.. -.,} 
. . . - • • - ' 

T-;.H. ; sy~tem is simply a division of labour without any prejudice as to 
who is at co-si;and and who is subordinate. .The system if- one of a 
cooperative 'enterprise with good human relations as ir a family where 
different works are done by the ;oale and fomale of different age 
groups. 

http://Kechani.cs
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Division of labour leads to specialization which in turn generates 
expertness, increased productivity and economy in the training of 
workers. 

The organization is a rationalized system like a social system each 
component of which is interdependent and interacting. As an example, 
three strangers placed in a room do not form a social system. If 
they start communicating jtheir interaction begins to form them into 
a system. Should they come to depend on each other through their 
interactions a strong social system might develop. So only modern 
America and Australia have been built. It was the interaction of lots of 
people of European countries that helped not by Columbus or Captain 
Cook alone. Another example is that a family is a system. When a member 
of the family dies or becomes unemployed or shows indifferent attitude, 
a repercussion comes in the family system. If the system is to continue 
as such its remaining members will have to adjust their interactions and 
find a new steady state. Hence it is needless to say that in an 
organization too if some components do not work or interact with the rest 
of the system, they are not in effect a part of the system and has no 
true relation to it. They are like dead cells, not a part of the 
functional body. Rather they are a problem to the system like cancer 
and should be cleaned off. 

FUNCTION OF DPHE; 

The function of DPHE is to plan, implement, manage, operate and maintain 
various Environmental Sanitation Projects. The types of works on this 
account are: supply of safe drinking water, collection and disposal of 
human excreta, disposal of garbage, industrial waste disposal, drainage 
system, vector control, control of water pollution, air pollution control 
and industrial hygiene (control of dust and noise) etc. 

PLANNING: 

Planning is an orderly process of defining a problem through the collec
tion of data and their analysis, resulting in the formulation of proposals 
for a change for the better. Planning should be realistic and 
economically viable to meet needs that problem demands. The ultimate 
objectives of all DPHE planning is to reduce morbidity, mortality and 
disability of the population. 

The major health problem of the country is water-borne diseases. 
Inadequate supply of safe drinking water, absence of sanitary facilities, 
poor health habits and lack of sanitary discipline provide an unfailing 
means of transmission and a growing reservoir of infection. 

Priorities have therefore been given for implementing water supply and 
sanitation as an integral part of National Development Plans, as the 
desired social infrastructure for improving the national economy cannot 
be achieved without a health population. 
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5.- I^^W^~A§M^r^M~Jh^^ML • • . • ' • ' 

: Planning should rjriy:iarily be ..Ions-term based or. s. countrywide" need for 
- -2Sor ;,:0 years divided-: i,;tc. sever -;i five yeoir or short-term plnns for 

- implementation. In t; e absence' cf a Icng-ten plan, the natuie, size 
. rmd scope of the• problems are unknown. Successive'"thort-term plans 
: can be modified in. the li^ht of. the experience, data collected ark. 
•evaluation .of !be previous -plan. This r;lsc. helps' to look she ad of 
time to the desired v;eauiu2 ice and to cover, up -any b.̂ ck-Iogy'' In fact 
planning is a continuous process, of evolution and 'evaluation. JTroni 
•the .days.of &darj -up-to-date ciar; has planned by evolution and evaluation 

•'.- - for totter li'viy,̂  -fû l .survival. . Hence no.i biartnin^can b« -called a 
c.cinpl.*•••'•:* one .01• .fool~proof. Planning is always .subject to "daptation. and 
modification with the increase of htassii? kncvledne. snd experience. Hence 
a?;.y portially successful planning is better than no'plnniiin/- in the 

• • ̂ xpocta'-rio'.-.- or perfect planning. "' •' 

Ii. needs constant sv-rvey, data collection based or statistics' and 
correlating them within the -lii-iit of conf idei.ee. 'DVE's Engineers should 
learn elementary" statistics fcr this. 

6. PROJECT T?-!l-LÊ tfFJ.'ATIOi.r: •.,"''.. 

Whethin-r it if ;•:. development project' irr.plemenkution or a'base of 
aaintcance programme, decision making, control and'evaluation; these 
three aspects are necessary for efficient management^ 

Decision making is defined ^3 the determination of current and future 
actions-in the programme administration. For this, identification of 
objectives and a detailed knowledge of the end results are' required. 
Decision making is also a mechanism for deciding a corrective- action 
from a deviation, and communicating then, to pertinent elements of the 
organization.' This is carried out in different levels in accordance 
with i-hv distribution'of decision' making authority. If each author'ity 
does not make decisions within his sphere of competence the decision 

....making, load of higher officials will be strained, thus asking the whole 
organization paraliz^d or ineffective. 

Control is an activity to observe whether the system is behaving in 
conformity with norms Mnd, i not, -what corrective r.ci.icn is required. 
This is a kind of decision making for a particular -rivent. Bu'. in facl:, 
control is. necessary at different levels of the organisation as -sell as 
from outsi'e ovar the organization. - The purpose of sll control is to 
assess effectiveness, efficiency ?.nd adequacy. Control governs a 
system. It may be t̂ riaec as the ' brain of tin-- system. 

Evaluation is the orderly collection, . analysis -•nd i.nfcê prs-t'ation of 
information required to identify";he-. alternatives for decision maldny. 
This should be carried out continuously during programme execution ;->nd 
also from Pilot Projects. Evaluation leads to decision making for the 
current pro->:ramre 3n<; future planning. 

http://idei.ee
http://irr.pl
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It appears from the above that the three terms are interacting and 
interrelated. Control involves decision making and decision making 
is dependent en evaluation. So from deductive logic, control is 
dependent on evaluation. So any control either from outside or from 
inside, without making proper evaluation of the whole system, is 
confusing and ineffective. 

While implementing a project programme, events and activities should 
be identified clearly. They are: (1) what is to be done, (2) how it 
is to be done (3) when it is to be done (4) what are the constituent 
activities (5) how these activities and events relate to each other 
in space and time and (6) what are the constraints. These are the 
pre-requisites for management of a project implementation. One of the 
most useful forms for working out and expressing activity pattern is 
the process of line flow-chart or meshed schematic diagram. 

Programme scheduling should be made covering all the constraints. 
The major constraints are mobilization of resources: materials, human 
resources and fund. 

Many a programme has been paralysed due to delay in importing- materials 
or transporting difficulties. The same thing may happen with the human 
resources. It takes time to recruit and it is often difficult to 
properly train the human resources for efficient project implementation. 
If such constraints of mobilization and time lag be not adjusted in the 
implementation schedule, the start of the programme may be delayed, 
and idle resources will consume fund. To avoid this, time schedule, 
either in straight line diagram or line diagram meshed into net-work analy
sis may be prepared. Net-work analysis enables the planner to decide 
when certain critical activities have to take place and to identify 
those activities for which delay can be accepted. Also net-work 
analysis provide information about avoidable delays for completion 
of the project. This also reflects the type of resources required 
and at what time of each activity they are required. On the basis of 
this one can forecast when and where various expenditure of resources 
will be required and can present requests for funds for particular 
time periods. 

7. PNICEF ASSISTED 160.000 RURAL HAND TUBEWBLL PROJECT; 

This is the biggest Rural Water Supply Project ever the United Nations 
Children's Fund took up anywhere in the world. In this project DPHB 
could sink average 8000 wells per month. Never before DPHB took up 
such a gigantic project. How could we do it? Because during implementa
tion we prepared a time schedule (in line diagram) of different events of 
the project such as mobilization of materials, recruiting and mobiliza
tion of man-power and arranging training facilities for them, preparation 
of specifications and even enlistment of contractors, time to time 
evaluation of works, modification of method of work and management of 
works, modification in the use of materials through pilot projects and 
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research both for projects and future operational facilities, 
-modification in the manager:!'., nt of operation and maintenance etc. 
In the ennexure-A> a lino works' schedule whicl- has been-adopted in 
the above project has bach shewn. A ne^-work analysis of work 
schedule taken from WHO Public iealth' paper-No. 59 is annexed in B. 
It will not be difficult for ycu to understand them. 

lopletnentation of a. project is completed when it is brought to the 
point of operationi .-Training' of operational staff is therefore, a 
part of the project, otherwise for want'of. ;operators the facility may 
be idle. This is very true for urban water supply project as .'well. 
The' water, works superintendent and the pump operators should be 
'recruited and given training simultaneously-either in the job or 

• '• outside...'.,. .; 

While planning a project, type and stre^ogth of man-power required should 
bo analysed,..and projected as such. Otherwise project implementation 
would be strenuous, delayed nnd defective. 

Without vision «•••;! -without methodology, nothing cs.n be achieved. 
-" Thib is .true .in al,l walks of life, lfrbm xho President of • a Country to 

-*-••" a day labourer everybody desires that 'his son. should be a learned man 
and well established to earn a reputation ill the society. This .'is ,a > 

:•"' project requiring methodical programming of multifarious events and 
activities of .discipline. 

•That is, the son should be a boy cf good character vho minds his 
.•"•"' studies, keeps wide outlook to serve the nation and the people, develops 

•'proper human relations etc. etc. Tins is a. Jong-terra project of ..aboiit 
20 to 25 years of time nnd s. space say 16 stop3 of <?. lv.i-der within this 
period of time. During this time-space he should complete his education 
and also develop all the above qualities. The father is the head of 
the family administration who should manage «nd generate all of the 
above qualities in the mind of the boy. If he fails the son may not 
reach up to that level. So desire is one thing and achievement is 
another thing, whatever resources you have got unless you are 
methodical you cannot accomplish anything. 

8. OPERATION & MAIBT^KANCE: 

It has already been said that outputs of DPHi Projects are npt only 
limited to produce a good number of quality works but also their 
uses. The ti m e and money invested in'a DPKE Project can be completely wast
ed if the system is not used by the local poopl-3. Therefore careful 
planning, project implementation and constant evaluation is necessary 
'to "remodel the systeit. to suit c'u- people; because the behavioural 

• patterns of the people cannot be change; cv^rnifOit. This is true for 
village latrine. Constant health education through discussion with 
village people, prepared lectures to school children, •lemonstr^tion at 
work site and propaganda through leaflets, booklets and film shows 
play the most important part. 
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Regarding maintenance of rural water supply system it has become 
a headache for all due to insincerity of many of the mechanics 
who do not repair tubewells with zeal and dedication. It needs now, 
not only to follow-up and control over their activities but also 
imbibe in them true human element of service to mankind. 

In fact,, it is impracticable, if not impossible to look after 
activities of 1644 mechanics who repair about 200,000 tubewells • 
spreading over the entire area of 55,200 sq. miles of Bangladesh by 
164 Sub-Assistant Engineers and 62 Assistant Engineers in addition to 
their other normal jobs. The method of management needs a thorough 
change. 

Recently mechanics have been placed under the control of Chairman U.P. 
to report for their activities. But dual control does not work 
smoothly as it was experienced previously. Therefore it has been 
suggested that mechanics would be placed under direct control of the 
Chairman U.P. Each union shall have one mechanic. The present system 
is the first step towards that end in view. 

For health education to the people, better supervision of works and 
superior supervision of maintenance, collecting statistical data for 
depth - quality relationship of wells for economical sinking, and 
monitoring, DPHE felt it necessary to expand and establish its offices 
in Thana Headquarters under one Sub-Assistant Engineer. If that is 
done then DPHE Engineers would be in a position to take care more 
closely in social intervention programme. 

9. CONCLUSION; 

The present state of health of the people of Bangladesh is a challenge 
to the Sanitary Engineers. Our ultimate goal is the betterment of 
human health which in turn incfeases man-power and wealth of the nation. 

The DPHE engineers are quite different from engineers of other 
organizations. We are to deal with dynamic problems of social system 
not the static steel frame structures. So, to work in this human medium 
responsibly and capably it requires continuing flexibility and adapta
tion to adopt methods compatible to human behaviour. It needs leader
ship and alertness for tackling and solving a problem, and for decision 
making. It is different from working out stereotyped projects" by 
following written documents and directives. 

The benefits the DPHE engineers can give to the nation are intangible* 
Therefore their existence, in the language of poet 'Grey' is, "Many a 
flower is born to blush unseen". But their reward then is to see the 
people healthy. 

* 



ATKEXUBE - B' 

This, network method is -called/CFtl (Critical i'aih I-'iethod). 

Network analysis is a set of concepts for echeduiin,'., and controlling 
time and activity and can be accomplished wit,r.'an understanding of tb3 
following 10 definitions: 

1. Activity - Time consuming effort or work necessary to proceed from 
one 'event' to the next* 

2. Event or tiilesto&e, - A' point in time that coincides with the end of ' 
an activity - or the start of the next one - but that does not 
consume time. 

Z. Network - A diagram depicting the activities ~nd events;of a project 
so as to show t'i\eir relationships in time. Fig 1 is an example. 

4. Slack - The tinte''difference between the time an activity must, be 
completed (latest time) and the a.ullest tine an activity could be 
completed. 

5. Elapsed Time - Total time required to complete an .activity ..(including 
idle time). ' ,. 

-' i 

6. Expected'Activity Time (t ). • ,_. , . ., < .. _ .. ,, . 
• * - ••••- , . e - The number of elapsed time units that 
an activity is expected to require. 

7. Expected event tine (Tg)- _ The total number cf time ^ t s required to 

reach an event. 

8- Latest Allowable Completion Time- ( T J _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ty ^ ^ ^ 

event•has- to occur if there is not to bo a delay in,completing the 
project. 

9; Event Slack (S*). ~, -.,.. ^ . - , ,, ; , ' ., ,, 
^ E - The amount o,. acceptable mislay available in 
reaching each event. . .• 

10. Critical Path - The aeries of events in -which there is no slack. 

For a project schedule in-CPl- method the following procedure may be followed: 

'•> •• '(l) Listing of events - . - • • . . . . 

(a) Identify events .-.'• 

(b) List events .. r;-

(c) Determine inter-relationship in time. 
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(2) Computed network diagram. 

(a) Draw the network 

(b) Estimate activity time (t ) 

(c) Determine expected event completion time (T_) 

(d) Determine the latest allowable completion time (T.) 

(e) Determine event slack (Sg) and critical path. 

(f) Revise the network and recompute as necessary. 

(g) Convert T *s and TT's to Calender dates 
E L 

Computed Network Diagram 

(a) Identify events and their time inter-relationship and then draw 
network. 

(1) Events are depicted as circles or squares. The beginning event 
appears at the left side of the network and the completion event 
at the -̂ right side. 

(2) Lines are used to depict the activities that lie between events. 

(3) First put the events and activities arbitrary. Ultimately put 
them in time scale. 

(b) Estimate activity time (t ) in the following manner. 
6 

(l) It is customary to use 3 time estimates in working out the 
probable completion time of each activity. These are optimistic 
time (denoted by a), pessimistic time (denoted by b), and the 
most likely time (donated by m). 

The, T = a + 4m + b 
e 6 



Calculation of te 

Fig I 

(2) For ease of computation of t *s, a computation table may be set up. 

Activity a m b te. 

' 1-2 5"" 6 10 6.5 
1-3 1 2 3 2.0 
1-4 2 4 5 . . 3.8 
2-5 1 4 9 4.3 
3-6 2 3 6 3.3 
etc. 

(c) Determine the expected event completion time as shown below. 

(l) Work forward through the network using simple addition of t ' s, 
to determine the elapsed time needed to reach each event ana 
write each Bum above the event as, eg., Tt, =6.5 for event 2 
(Fig 2). * 
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(2) The addition is cumulative, since no event can be "ached until 
all necessary proceeding events and activities have occurred. 

(3) Whenever an event depends on more than one path, always select 
the path that consumes the maximum time. Example: in case of 
event 7, T is 18.5 (Fig 2) by following path 1-4-7 which is most 
time consuming than the path 1-3-7. 

This procedure also identify the project completion time. 

Sf43.3 

^critical path 

Calculation of 

V TL' ̂  and critical path 

Fig 2 

(d) Determine the latest allowable completion time (Tj). 
T of each event is calculated by subtracting the t0 of the 
following (right-word) activity from the TL of the following 
(rightward) event. Thus in (Fig 2) the TL of event 5 xs obtained 
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by subtracting the t© of Activity 5-8 from the T^ of Event 6 (28.l). 
The result (T, =.24.'l) is then v.-ritten above event 5. When an event 
relates to mors than one subsequent (rightward) activity, subtract 
the more time consuming-te« Thus T^ of Event 3 is obtained by 

subtracting thet"' of Activity 3-6 (3.3) from the T. of Event 6, not the 
t of Activity 3-7 (2.3) from the T^ of Svsnt 7. The TL of Event 3 

is thus 9.5 

(e) Determine event alack (£0 and critical path. 

(1) Subtract the T„ from TT of each event an<? put the result S„ of 

each event! S£ represents the amount cf acceptable delay in 
reaching that event without jeopardising the project completion 

(2) Some events will be found to have an S-eO. The path that connects 
vthese events having 3„=0 is the critical T>afrb. which represents 
the line cf activities in which no delays are tolerable if the 
project is to-be completed in tiiae. In Fig 2, activities 2-6 and 
6-8 aro critical path. 

(f) Revise and modify the network. Review the S_ entries and critical peth 
for any possible revision, such as: 

- Transferring resources of activities so as to complete the 
project earlier. 

. - Achieving ax: earlier completion time by engaging more resourcee 
to •'•the critical path activities (thus reducing their t ) 

3 
- Altering strategy for recomputation of the network, 

(g) Calendar tabulation for project control. 

(1) Starting from the event(l) determine the dete for each T„ and 
?. in the network. 

(2) Set up a table of activities in the order of successive dates 
of the TL's. 

Summary: 

In summing up the whole network of a project we find here 3 events. Event 1 
is the starting point with zero time. And event 8 is the completion event 
of the project vith time T_, say 28.1 months. This is also the latest 
allowable time T.. T- has 'been calculated through the most time consuming 
activities of the events which are 1-2-6-8. 
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In the network, successive events are dependent on one or more events which 
are, in Fig 1. 

events 2, 3, 4 depend on event 1 
event 5 depends on event 2 
event 6 depends on events 2, 3 
event 7 depends on events 3, 4 
event 8 depends on events 5, 6, 7 

To see how events are interdependent let us take a hypothetical case say, 
Urban Water Supply Scheme of Gopalganj Town. 

The works must be completed and brought into operation within about 2 years 
time, it is said. The ground water explored earlier which contains too much 
iron and need treatment plants. 

Starting works (event l) from 1 August 1973, the activities are arranged as 
shown below: 

I i A c t i v i t y | D a t e I L a t e s t I 
Activity I Activity Description i Time (t ) f Expected » J date $ Slack 

No. I J e I (Tj | Allowed J (Sj 
| J { E | (TL) ( ^ 

1-2 Survey and preparation of 6.5 months 15 Feb. 1974 15 Feb.1974 0 
maps. Design of piping 
system. Design of treat- „ 
ment plants.' 

1-3 Mobilization of materials 2 " 1 Oct. 1973 15 May,1974 7.5 month* 

1-4 Design of pump house 3.8 H Nov. 1973 June,1974 10.9 " 
and Elev.Tank and calling 
tenders. Sinking produc
tion wells 

2-5 Preparation of specifica- 4.3 " June, 1974 Aug. 1975 13.3 " 
tion & drawing and call
ing tenders for piping 
system. 

2-6 Preparation of specifica- 6.3 " Sept. 1974 Sept.1974 0 
tion and drawing for 
treatment plants and 
calling tenders 

3-6 Mobilization of materials 3.3 " Sept. 1974 Sept. 1974 0 



C o n t ' d " ••• .. 

» * • • • ¥ I Activity \ Date v 7;" S I. f _, , Activity 1 . ,. . T, ... I ™. /-.J\ J T-. ,, J date J Slac „ J $ Activity Description 5 Time It / x Expected v „ v J /<* \ No. | ,:.y J e | (J s ) j. iliwea (Sg) 

, r , - • • - X — , - — i _ » L • * 

3-7 Recruiting and on the 2.3 months Feb, 1975 Sept. ,1975 7.1 months 
job training ot ¥ater 
Works Superintendent 
and, pump drivers 

4-7- Construction of Elev. 14.7 " Feb. 1975 Sept. 1975'•''•7.1 " 
Tank, pump houses and 
installation of well 
pumps. 

5-8 Execution of piping 4.0 " Pec. 197=3 Dec. 1975 0 
system • 

6-8 Execution of....treatment I1?.? " Dec. 1975 Dec. 19r,5 0 
p l a n t s -_••••-.. . .v. • 

7-8(. Powe> connection -with/. 2.5 . " Dec.: 1975 • Dec. ±975 0 
pumps and test 
pumping •••-...... —'.;... \ 
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ROLE OF W.H.O. 

1. INTRODUCTION; 

The WHO is one of the several specialized technical agencies under the 
United Nations Organization, The WHO and Bangladesh concluded a basic 
agreement in the year 1972. Since then, under the dynamic leadership 
of Dr. Sam Street, WHO Representative in Bangladesh, various programmes 
are being taken up for the general improvement of health of the large 
population of Bangladesh, although the major one among them is 
eradication of smallpox. The WHO is aleo very much concerned with 
family planning, strengthening of health services, man-power development, 
etc. The promotion of environmental health is of particular concern in 
the context of the heavy incidence of intestinal diseases in Bangladesh. 
It is estimated that more than 50$ of cases of. mortality among infants 
in Bangladesh are due to diarrhoeahldiseases. About 10,000 bahies are 
born everyday in Bangladesh and with the present rate <>f infant mortality 
of 140, the situation is something very serious* 

2. POPULATION M P HEALTH STATUSi 

Bangladesh is perhaps the most thickly populated country in the world with 
an estimated 71.32 million population as in February 1974 of which about 
94$ live in the rural areas in some 64,000 villages. At the present rate 
of growth of population (3.1$ per annum), it is likely that the popula
tion will be doubled by the year 2000 A.D. 

. Waterborne diseases prevalent,mostly, cholera, dysentery, diarrhoeah and 
other parasitic diseases ard almost endemic in Bangladesh. Much of the 
incidence of these diseases is attributed to insanitary living conditions. 

3. •ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH; .̂ . ..--- . -

Environmental health covers to say. #ie least the following; 

Water supply, sewage treatment, solid waste disposal, the control of 
diseases vectors, control of air and water pollution, radiation protection, 
industrial hygiene, etc. etc. Among these, the most important are 
protected water supply and safe disposal of excreta. In the South East 
Asia Region of the World where probably ainost 60$ of the population on 
the earth live, the conditions regarding'Sanitation both fron lack of 
water supply and excrete disposal, art more.or less similar. While in 
the industrially developed countries of the West, both these have been net 
to a very large extent by the provision of s'afe- water supply and proper 
collection and disposal of human wastes, comparatively little attention has 
been paid in meeting these health hazards in this region. Hunan excreta 
is the principal source of pathogenic germs carried by water, food and 
flies. The latter constitute the major .vehicle of transmission of diseases 
to man. Extensive, pollution of the soil' by solid and liquid wastes 
exposes entire communities to various faecal borne infections. To these 
are supplemented malnutrition and the. consequences are incapacity to work 

' not to speak of illness and eventual death in many cases. 
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We often find that priorities are seldom given to the required level 
for items like water supply and excreta disposal, Connunications and 
housing including hospital beds, get a larger priority than for the 
effective drainage, collection and disposal of cotimunity wastes, etc. 
on the plea that the latter fields are too expensive. In fact, by 
suitable incremental planning, sv.ch eohemes can be taken up and a 
permanent eradication of water-borne diseases achieved through/the 
correction of the environment by practical applications of public 
health engineering principles which are essentially of a preventive 
nature. Curative services are always repetitive and in the long run 
prevention will be most economic, besiies being a "once and for all" 
solution tc the problem. In the developed countries cf the world, 
diseases caused from insanitary and allied conditions are practically 
non-existont with the result the expenditure for curative services 
that would otherwise be accessary, can be diverted for various other 
health promotion programmes in the field of social welfare. The time 
hna cone when nan cannot live any longer in health-andcomfort with 
his '>wn wastes surrounding him. While the environment in the developing 
countries in relation tc health is more concerned,with water supply and 
excreta disposal, the developed countries are nore concerned with 
industrial pollution, radiation hazards etc.. 

WHO ROLE IN THE PROMOTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH; 

WHO is a technical agency and has comparatively limited financial 
resources and therefore, its activities are confined tc the fields like 
placement of technically competent long-term staff and short-tern 
consultants in selected fields as required by member countries, supplies 
of essential equipments, reference books', laboratory supplies, etc. in 
specified fields cf work. Granting of fellowships to nationals both for 
university education and for Observation study tours to gain practical 
knowledge in selected fields is yet another. Sponsoring nationals for 
participation in seminars and workshops, developing information systems, 
promoting quality control, conducting national sector studies for 
initiating schemes which qualify for international and bilateral assistance 
in the country concerned arp yet sone others. WHO also assists in 
strengthening manpower in the field of environmental health by developing 
the faculty cf public health engineering in Universities, Institutes cf 
Technology, Para-Medical Institutions, etc. 

CURRENT PROGRAMME IN BANGLADESH; 

WHO is currently engaged here to assist the Directorate of Public Health 
Engineering in the implementation of the UNICEF aided rural water supply 
programme, the promotion of environmental health through the construc
tion of sanitary latrines in rural areas, schools, etc., in developing 
the sanitary engineering faculty of the University, in initiating studies 
on garbage disposal for the cities of Dacca, Chittagcng and Khulna, to 
develop a scheme for the conversion of dry latrines of Dacca city to 
flush toilets, etc. Besides^ the WHO has been active in initiating and 
financing study tours and observation trips to selected personnel in 
various fields of environmental health as also in sponsoring candidates 
for short ccurses in community water supply and sanitation, in partici
pating i.n inter-country seminars, etc. 
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PROPOSALS: 

In the coning years in addition to those stated above, WHO proposes ̂to,;. 
further develop the scope for imcroVing the conditions of sanitation 
both in the urban and rural areas. Tc be core precise, in as r_".uch 
as it nay take several decades before proper arrangements of safe 
disposal of community wastes will become possible and in the context 
of the growing problems, of conservancy system in towns, the WHO is 
possibly proposing to institute a pilot study on the ways and means 
of meeting these problems with some suitable interin measures. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

WHO's efforts may not be spectacular, but they are primarily responsible 
for initiating action in moving the Government to view the country's 
health in the larger prospective, to assign adequate priorities and 
thereby attract international and bilateral assistance and help the 
country to reach better levels of public, health. 
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THE UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND (UNICEF) 

WHAT IS UNICEF ? 

Assistant Engineers know of the UNICEF Organization. But many will not know 
much about its objectives, organization, what it is doing in Bangladesh and 
why it is here. 

Origin - UNICEF was organised by the United Nations in 1946 to h?lp „he children 
of Europe affected by the Second World War- Later UNICEF was continued inde
finitely to promote programmes which would help children in ths developing 
countries. UNICEF have the special responsibility to care for children wherever 
care i3 needed. 

Objectives - U.HCEF take special note that the future of any country is to be 
found in the health of its children. If the children grow up without adequate 
fooc, clothing, housing, and education the country cannot expect that as adults 
they will be hard working, sensible and valuable members of society. Similarly, 
if through their childhood they are racked by diseases, worm infestations, and 
vitamin deficiencies, they cannot grow into strong adults. We want to avoid the 
loss of manpower caused by disease and malnutrition, but the reason that TJNICEF 
receives such support is the feeling of sadness ail aen and women must leave 
when they see an innocent child, too young to understand anything about the 
world out already doomed to a life of hunger, disease, and Hopelessness. 

UNICEF is interested in helping countries take care cf their cnildren, their 
most valuable x-esource and the future citizens and leaders of the country. The 
first objective is to build up organizations and install systems which will 
protect the health jf children. But when emergency situation? occur UNICEF are 
piepared to help in whatever way is necessary. 

For example if a flood occurs and poor people are forced to take refuge in a 
relief camp UNICFF are prepared to help install a tubewell to provide relief 
for the victims. But UNICEF would prefer to install a well in thi village area 
so that the people will always obtain the benefit. Most of all UNICEF would 
like to help build up the OPHE organization so that it can obtain the resources 
necessary to finance find install tubewells without any UNICEF assistance what
ever. 

Area of Work - Bangladesh is only one of over 100 developing countries where 
UNICEF provide assistance. The type of assistance changes with the condition 
of fche country. For example in the rich oil producing countries the assistance 
may be key expeito paid for by the country itself but recruit :A by UNICEF. 
In moderately wealthy countries loans are given to support devplopment work*-, 
In the case of Bangladesh, which has suffered severe misfortune, assistance i£ 
given as: a gift but the projects are done in cooperation with the Government 
of Bangladesh which then provides for the local cost of the construction work 
and for the cost of the extrp s+aff required to do the work. 

2/ 
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UNICEF Finance - UNICEF is financed by Voluntary contributions. This means 
that Governments and individuals decide the work UNICEF do is worth .supporting 
and contribute money to help the work. In 1974 UNICEF received the equivalent 
of about Tk. 60 crore to help mothers and children in over 100 countries. UNICEF 
have been able to attract larger cash donations each year because the donor 
countries recognise that UNICEF is doing a gcod job to help nother3 and children 
throughout the world. It should be noted that of the total of Tk. 60 crore for 
100 countries, Tk. 8 crore has been spent on the DPHE/UNICEF rural water supply 
programme in.1974. 

It can therefore be seen that the handpump tubewell programme in Bangladesh 
i3 the largest UNICEF supported ifater supply pro grannie in the World. We snould 
also note that this makes for a special responsibility to see tha+ the money is 
properly used. If rosports of misuse of UNICEF materials in Bangladesh were to 
reach the donor countries the total amount of money donated to UNICEF could be 
great!} reduced and children all over the world would suffer as UNICEF programmes 
would have to be reduced. 

WHAT IS UNICEF DOING IN BANGLADESH ? 

UNICEF have six main prograairaes in Bangladesh'. 

1. Short term relief projects which are being phased out, such as :-

a) Child Feeding - the distribution of foods donated by the United States. 

b) Cloth distribution. 

c) Import oi medical supplies 

2. The rural water supply and sanitation programme - described later 

3. Child health programme - assistance to national health services such ass 

a) Providing equipment and transport. 

b) Providing drugs, equipment for medical schools, a plant to produce 
fluid for people affected by cholera. 

4. Education - Supply of materials for primary school construction, supply of 
equipment for primary and secondary schools and teacher training schools. 

5« Nutrition - Projects to improve the availability of protein by cultivation 
of higher yielding breeds of fish. y 

6. Social Welfare - helping unemployed and destitute people. 

All of these programmes help ^he people of Bangladesh in different ways. 
But in all cases the assistance given is in accordance with the wishes of 
the Bangladesh Government. At present the scope and direction of URICET 
projects' i& undfr review as detailed later. 



THE UNICEF/DPIIE vfATER PROGRAMME 

A most unusual programme 

The joint UNICEF/DPHE water programme is a most unusual programme. Bangladesh 
citizens who have spent all their life in the Bangladesh are often not aware 
how different Bangladesh is from most other parts of the world. Bangladesh is 
a land of rivers. Rivers formed tne country over thousands of years gradually 
building layer on layer of silt and sand on the bed of the Bay of Bengal until 
slowly the land rose from the 3ea. For this reason a well can be sunk 1000 
feet in the coastal areas and never hit a stone or rock or anything larger 
than a grain of sand. In most other parts of the world; atones, large boulders 
and solid rock may be found a few inches or a few feet below the surface. 
Because there are only alluvial materials over most of Bangladesh it is possible 
to sink wells by simple cheap drilling methods. Because much of Bangladesh is 
flooded every year and water seeps down into the ground, the wells may b§ pumped 
without fear that one day the water will all be used up. 

And so the rivers and floods which so often cause problems for Bangladesh 
also give a great opportunity to supply a large number of people with good 
health preserving water at quite a low cost. 

The bapxc programme of assistance includes : 

Item 1. The installation of 1175 deep wells and 500 shallow wells in the 
coastal areas. 

Item 2. Provision of spare parts for maintenance of 125»OOC existing public 
handpump tubeweli&. 

Item 3- Installation of 100,000 new tubewells and resinking 60,000 choked 
up wells. 

On completion of the current programme in 1975 UNICEJ hope to support the 
following : 

Item 4. Installation of 155,000 additional shallow wells between 1975 and 1978. 

Item 5. Construction of 5»000 more deep wells between 1975 and 1978. 

An important programme 

The connection between health and the use of clean drinking water has been 
discussed. Children are the ones most likely to die or get sick from drinking 
dirty water. This is true everywhere and in other countries wells are sunk 
at great expense through hundreds of feet of solid rock. But here in Bangla
desh a well can be sunk to a depth of 150 feet (the average depth of wells 
in Bangladesh) for Tk. 500, plus the materials cost which UNICEF can purchase 
for less than Tk. 1000. For a total of Tk. 1,500, a well of average depth 
can be installed. If this is a public well used by 100 people the cost per 
person is only Tk. 15• If the well is private (used by 10 people say) the 
cost is Tk. 150 per person. 

2/ 
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For this reason UNICEF agreed to supply materials for public handpump tube-
wells. When 525,000 wells have been installed UNICEF will have helped install . 
one well for every 250 people in Bangladesh. Added to the existing public and 
priva+e wells there should be one well for every 125 to 150 people in Bangla
desh. This would mean that perhaps l/3 of the people would have easy access 
to a well and over half the people can find well water without too much effort 
if they wish. 

We cannot say exactly how many children who would otherwise have died from 
cholera or other water borne diseases will not die because of the handpump 
tubewell programme. We cannot say how much distress and sickness the programme 
will save, and we cannot estimate how much time will be saved by having a 
clean and pleasant source of water near a home. But we are convinced the rural 
water supply programme is an excellent programme, unique in Asia and well 
worth the money of the Government of Bangladesh, and UNICEF, and efforts of 
DPHE staff and UNICEF staff. 

Eow UNICEF takg up a new assistance scheme 

kt present. UNICEF are considering plans, discussing with the Government, and 
estimating expenditure for future involvement, in the following areas :-

Food for food production programmes; 

Tank reconstruction and fish cultivation; 

Irrigation tubewells; 

Bural sanitation; 

School hostel accomodation; 

family Planning; 

Health; 

Educational reorganization; 

Many other projects. 

How and to what extent UNICEF become involved in these works will be decided 
in the coming months by decision of (a) The Government and Government Depart
ments (b) UNICEF Bangladesh (c) UNICEF Executive Board and (d) tne generosity 
of foreign aid donors. 

The steps in Bangladesh by which a scheme is taken up by UNICEF is generally 
as follows: 

A need is identified, which affects the lives of mothers and children, and 
in which UNICEF can help the Government do whatever is necessary <• Identifi
cation of this heed may be either by UNICEF staff in Bangladesh 01; by a 
Bangladesh citiaen acting in his private or public capacity. 

3/ 
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Discussions and consideration would then follow in which the size, shape and 
cost of possible UNICEF assistance, is discussed. At this stage, the UNICEF 
programme officer would play the main part in suggesting how UNICEP nay be 
able to help. There is no point in. putting up projects which cannot be seep-
to help mothers and children fairly' directly. U'MICEF are interested in 
projects ivhich appear to have a ^ood choice of practical success and whose 
effects will be continuing. The choice of practical and successful projects 
is of vital importance to UNICEF. 

Once UNICEF in Bangladesh have decided a project is worthwhile and practical, 
it then becomes necessary to obtain the necessary support from the UNICEF 
Executive Board who have control of what projects to finance. A written 
request from the Government to support a project is required. A detailed 
proposal of what the project entails is then prepared by UNICEF Dacca for 
discussion with the UNICEF Board. After discussion a final proposal is pre
pared. The UNICEF Board sit annually to consider the various projects from 
various countries and decide whether to support the project or not. Decision 
is based on how practical thy scheme seems, how much importance the Bangla
desh Government attaches to the scheme vthe Government financial contribu
tion to the work is a measure of the importance they attach to it) and how 
much money is available for expenditure in Bangladesh. Sometimes a project 
fits all the requirements but UNICEF just do not have enough money to finance 
the scheme. They may then issue a request to foreign governments for support 
on that particular project. Such a situation occured with the last 55,000 
wells of the current 155,000 well project. The Danish Government agreed to 
provide $ 3-3 million over four years to provide the necessary materials. 
At present v?e find the coat has doubled and we may have to approach the Danish 
Government to ask whether they will pay a further $ 3 million to continue the 
project as planned. The Danish Government have representatives in Dacca and 
visiting aid representatives and you may be sure they will inspect some wells, 
read the newspapers and talk with people here to decide whether this work is 
worth extra support. It is therefore important that the work is done properly 
at a reasonable speed and honestly, if it is to continue with full support 
from all, donors. 

Once a scheme is financially approved a Plan of Operations must be prepaied 
and signed by the main parties - UNICEF the Government and in the case of the 
water programme the W.H.O. In emergency situations this procedure may be 
waived, and in fact the Plan of Operations for the first 160,000 well programme 
was signed long after the starx of the project. However, this will not apply 
for the next project of 155,000 wells. 

Once a project ?s approved the UNICEF programme officer has some flexibility 
within the project. For example if r.oney was approved for jeeps and motor
cycles he may decide to use the money all for jeeps, all for motorcycles or 
not at all as he thinks fit. He may also decide that boats ar*1: more needed 
and without too much trouble change the order accordingly. 

4/ 
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r'ractjical Effect - The effect of these conditions is thai; ail UNTCEF programmes 
and parts of programmes uust be considered in the light of their benefit to 
mothers and children. It tiay be difficult to determine whether nilk powder or 
tubewells will in the.long run benefit children most. In an emergency UiVICEF 
aigh't gc for milk powder. In more settled tines for tubewells. Having gone 
for tubewells i.t is fairly easy to show that motorcycles and vital DPHE stores 
construction will help the tubewell programme. But it becomes difficult tc 
demonstrate that DPHE office building and Assistant Engineers quarters are 
more important to children than milk ponder ! Accordingly UNICEP B U S T limit 
involvement with the DPHE to works which will clearly help the programme. 



UNICEF BiYOHTEf-irtTT IV: TIF IIPTW PKCGRAMME 

Size of the prpfyrapiie - To give some idea "f the size of the programme the 
following figures are quoted : 

Length of pipe ordered for 160,000 wells : 20 million ft (2 crore ft.) 

Total number of screens ordered : 325,000 

Baps of cecent imported : 230,000 

Cost of UNICEF commitment 1974-78 : $ 19 million (Tk.150 million) 

(Costs have now riaen to over $ 25 million) 

In audition UNICEF recently received 6,600 tons of pig iron to manufacture 
pumps. The abew. quantities are the materials required for wells to be built 
by June 1975. 

Plan of Op^raLions 

The Plan of Operations is the document ioint'iy signed by the Government of 
Bangladesh, UNICKF and World Health Organization which details tne responsibi
lity of each. The document is 30 pages long and we have no time to study it 
all in this lecture but some cf the main points are picked out below: 

The Government, UNICEF and the World Health Organization agree chat" :-

i. The ^biects of the project are to improve the health of the people; to 
develop a better handpump; to make the people more avare of the impor
tance of clean water and try to obtain their cooperation in well construc
tion and maintenance; and find some way 'C improve well maintenance. 

2. Tubewells must be allocated fairly and so that all people may have access 
to the wells. Wells must not be in private compounds. They are not inten
ded for Government officers quarters, police stations and similar insti
tutions. Top priority {joes to populated areas where there is no tubewell 
at all. 

3. UHICEF representatives shaii have the right to request re-allocation of 
sites not conforming tc the agreed site selection criteria. They shall 
have access to site lists and shall be helped to visit sites to check that 
the criteria have been followed. 

4. Additional PHE staff shall be recruited trained end posted to supervise 
the work. Total staff should include 75 Assistant Engineers, 148 Sub-
Assistant Engineers/Overseers, and 1644 Mechanics. Additional staff shall 
be employed as necessary. 

5. Contractors appointed shall be competent tc do the work and reliable. 
After each phase of the work the contractors shall be evaluated. 

2/ 
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b. Sub-Assistant Engineers shall check all completer} wells and Assistant 
Engineers shall check at least 10 percent of such wells. 

7. UNICEF field staff shall inspect PHfi Sub-divisional stores and ledgers 
monthly. Superintending Engineers shall be responsible for continuing 
evaluation of the programe within their respective circles. 

8. UNICEP will supply pipes, screens, pucips and cement for the wells to be 
constructed under th* programs. 

9. UNICEF will import maintenance spare parts .for the period 1 January 
1972 to 30 June 1974. 

10. UNICEF shall have the right to request the return of any equipment or 
supplies furnished by it which are not used for the purpose of tb.6 Plan 
of Operations. 

11. The Government shall pay all local costs and local materials, and shall 
provide the necessary staff. 

12. The Plan rf Operation nay be-nodified by mutual consent of the Govern-
mpnt, UNICEF and WHO. 



THE IMPORTANCE AND hOhE OF ASSISTANT ENGINEERS 

Over the next three years the equivalent of approximately US $ 40 million 
will be spent on th-s rural water programme. That is over U.S. $ 500,000 for 
each Assistant Engineer. On average each Assistant Engineer will be in charge 
of an area in which 3000 wells will be built which will supply between -\ 
million and \ million people with clean water. At the sane time he will be 
responsible for the maintenance of about the sane number of old wells supply
ing about •£- million people with water. It therefore follows that with hard 
work and dedication the Assistant Engineers DPHE singly and collectively 
over the next three years will have an opportunity raise and maintain the 
health of a significant portion of the nation. Just what his responsibilities 
are and how they 3hould be exercised will be covered elsewhere in this course. 
But in summary we hope Assistant Engineers will have the following qualities: 

(a; They work intelligently and honestly. They see what the objectives of 
the programme are and they will strive to get the work done as well as 
possible. 

(b) They will act as leaders. By their example and discipline they will 
demonstrate the proper approach to work. 

(c) They will act fearlessly and speak out when jt is necessary to speak out. 

The cooperation between DPHE and UN1CEF staff and Summary 

UNICEP field personnel have an overlapping duty with DPHE personnel, vfhile 
the Assistant Engineer represents the Government of Bangladesh and has the 
duty to make rsure the Government gets what it pays for. UNICEP staff repre
sent the United Nations and the foreign governments and individuals who have 
given money in the confidence that it will be used to help children grow up 
healthy. 

Both DPHE anct UNICEP have the same objective to see good wells built to help 
the common people. Therefore it is right that UNICEP staff and DPHE staff 
should cooperate to get good wells. UNICEF staff should not do their work 
with the objective of showing up the faults the DPKE. We all realise field 
inspection work is not easy in the conditions of Bangladesh. Therefore UNICEP 
look to the Assistant Engineer to help their, carry out their duty. Notify them 
of well sites, and if necessary accompany them on visits. In return UNICEF 
will inform the JPHE of faulty wells discovered, and help the implementation 
of the programme in whatever way they can. 

• • • * • C-j 



S U M M A R Y 

UNICEF is an agency of the United Nations with a special responsibility to 
help children. UNICEF assist many'icinds of projects in over 100 countriesi 

UNICEF have spent crores of Takaa to help the DPHE in Bangladesh. 

The UNICEF/DPHE programme is planned to continue through to 1978 at least. 
The programme is a very good one. Millions will benefit from the pure water 
available iron handpump tubewells. 

UNICEF wish to continue the programme but have a duty to see that UNICEF 
funds are properly spent. The Government of Bangladesh has agreed to meet its 
obligations under the Plan of Operations. 

Assistant Engineers are essential if the work is to be carried out properly 
and the people are not to be cheated. 

UNICEF staff and DPHE staff wish tc see good wells and should therefore 
cooperate to see that Contractors do ^ood work. 

Lastly, UNICEF are proud to work with the DPHE on this excellent project 
which is bringing relief and better health to millions of people in Bangladesh. 
DPHE staff" and UNICEF staff "are" to "be"congratulated on their good luck to 
work on this project at this time. 

JFS/PQ 
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INTRODUCTION; 

Ground water is an important source of water supply throughout the.world 
since it constitutes the largest available source of fresh water. The 
continued increase of demand for water throughout the world has also sti
mulated the development of under-ground water supplies. As such knowledge 
of occurence and movement of ground water, better means of extracting 
ground-water etc. is essential for effective use and management of the 
ground-water resources and with more attention to ground water utilization, 
the knowledge of ground water hydrology, once veiled in mystery, has also 
expanded rapidly in recent decades. 

OCCURENCE OF GROUNDWATER: 

Ground-water occurs as part of the hydrologic cycle. The hydrologic cycle 
or the water cycle is the continuous circulation or movement of water. It 
is the chain of events that describes the cycle through which water moves 
from ocean to atmosphere to land and back to the ocean. The water from 
oceans and lands is evaporated and goes into atmosphere where it condenses 
and falls back either on land or sea as rain, sleet, snow etc.- various 
forms of precipitation. Precipitation that falls upon land is essentially 
the source of fresh water supply. Some of it then flows over land surface 
in the form of surface runoff and ultimately goes into ocean. The inter
cepted water in natural reservoir, transpired water and part of surface 
run off return to atmosphere by evaporation and evapo-transpiration. The 
rest of precipitation infiltrates through the ground under gravity and 
reaches the <sone of saturation to form ground-water reservoir. The ground 
water later reappears as base tlow into streams, lakes or appear as springs, 
eventually leading back to ocean and completing the cycle. 

SUB-SURFACE DISTRIBUTION OF WATER; 

Water that infiltrates the soil is the sub-surface water. The sub-surface 
ground-water is categorised into zone of aeration and saturation. The 
upper strata of soil which is partly filled with water and air is called 
the zone of aeration, which is again sub-divided into sub-zones; soil-
water zone, intermediate zone and the capillary zone. 

In the zone of saturation all the interstices are filled with water under 
hydrostatic pressure and the water occupying the voids (spaces in the 
grains of.soil) in the saturated zone is called ground water. The saturated 
zone is bounded at the top by either a limiting surface of saturation or 
an impermeable strata and extends down to underlying impermeable strata 
such as clay beds or bed rock. In the absence of an overlying impermeable 
strata, the upper surface of zone of saturation is the water table. 
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CEOLOCIC I-'OiSlATIONS AS AQUIFER; 

A rock formation or strata which will yield significant quantities of water 
has been defined a3 an aquifer. To qualify as an aquifer, as such, a geo
logic formation must contain pore or void spaces filled with water and 
these openings must be large enough to poraiit movement of water through 
them to wells or spring at a perceptible rate. Thus an aquifer performs 
two important functions : a storage function like a reservoir and a conduit 
function as a pipeline. 

Any type of rock, igneous, sedimentary or inetamorphic cay be an aquifer 
if it is sufficiently porous and permeable. Sedimentary rock which consti
tutes only 5 percent of earths crust contains 95 percent of the ground water 
and probably 90 percent of all developed aquifers consist of unconsolidated 
sedimentary rocks mainly gravel and sand. 

GEOLOGIC INFORMATION ON BANGLADESH; 

The surface of Bangladesh is characterized by the uniformity of a wide 
alluvial plain. Except in the south and north eastern portions where small 
hills-are located the land is flat throughout. The elevation of land rises 
to only 30'ft. over the sea level even at a distance of 100 miles north 
from the sea. The land has been formed by the mighty rivers; the Brahmaputra 
the Ganges & the Meghna. The alluvium extends to different depths depending 
on the physiography of the area, but generally increases in depth in the 
south and extends to several thousands feet in depth. 

(a) The first physiographic unit comprises the areas of Rajshahi -Bogra 
.. and.Rangpur - Dinajpur. .which, is under..lain__by_basement rock at different 
depths. This is dated to^have be^n formed in the Cambrian 'period (600 
million years) and is y:enerally made of volcanic and setamorphic rocks. 
In Ranipur area of Rangpur this rock is only at 600 ft. depth whereas 
in Bogra (Khanjanpur) the bases.ient rock has been located at 3000 ft. 
depth. The whole area has later been covered by sediment deposits 
during the recent epochs. 

lb,' The second physiographic unit is comprised of the hills of Chittagong, 
Chittagong Hill Tracts in the south east and part of the Sylhet dis
trict in the northeast. These hails are a continuation of the hills 
of eastern India and are believed to have been formed in the middle 
Miocene period (15 million years). Geologists believe that this whole 
area was under sea during the Eocene (70 million years) period and 
probably the sea was shallow near the Sylhet area where large deposits 
of limestone is found. The Chittagong Hills are highest in Bangladesh, 
the highest peak being keokradang (4034') near. Burmese border. These 
folded ranges run parallel to each ether in a north-south direction. 
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(c) The third physiographic unit of Bangladesh is comprised of three 
alluvial terraces in three differon4- parts of the country. These 
are the Dacca-Myoensingh Modhupur tract, Lalnai Hills near Conilla 
and the Barind tract of Rajshahi-Dinajpur area. Geologists believe 
that the terraces which are higher by 20 to 100 ft. above the alluvial 
plain are product of heavy deposition by streams (Brahmaputra and its 
tributaries) during the pleistocene (l million years) period. The total 
area being about 5000 square miles with its reddish soil is not flooded 
during monsoon due to its higher elevation. 

The fourth and the major physiographic unit of Bangladesh is the flood 
plain. The uniform and expansive flooded plain of Bangladesh is formed 
by the annual deposits of alluviums brought down by the three great 
riyer. systems of the region. The'average'elevation of this^allu^Ca^ 
plain is less than" 30 ft. Th,e acttJal'gauge tic delta is- located ift itie\, 
south western part of the country where the delta building process fs£ 
still very active. Most of the areas of Khulna, Barisal Patuakhali and 
Noakhali have been, formed by very recent alluvial 'deposits. 

6. TYPES OF AQUIFER; 

An aquifer nay be classified as water table or as an artesian type. 

A water tabic aquifer also termed as an unconfined aquifer is one in which 
ground water possesses a free surface open to atmospheric pressure. Thus 
the upper limit of an unconfined aquifer corresponds tc the water table 
and as such the water level in' a well drilled in such an aquifer will 
reveal the upper surface of the zone of saturation, i.e. the water table. 

An artesian aquifur also known as confined aquifer or pressure aquifer is" 
one which is confined under pressure greater than atmospheric by overlying 
relatively impermeable strata. The water level in a well penetrating a con
fined aquifer defines the piezoaetric surface at that point. Unlike "Water 
table aquifers, the water level in a confined aquifer will rise above the 
bottom of the upper confining layer or impermeable strata to levels depen
ding on the peizorittxic surface at that point. A confined well may be a 
flowing well, sometimes referred as spring well, or not,depending on the 
hydrostatic pressure in the artesian aquifer. 

An aquiclude is an impermeable stratum which nay contain large quantities 
of water but permitting in-appreciable novement of water. Clay is an 
example. 

An aquifuge is a formation which is impermeable and devoid of water. 
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7. POROSITY AND PERMEABILITY; 

Porosity represents the amount of water an aquifer will hold. It is expressed 
as percentage of void space to the-total volume of the material. Porosity 
of a material depends on. its shape, size, distribution,.formation arrange
ment and degree of cementation and compaction. Porosity ranges, from aero 
to more than fifty percent. Representative porosity of some sedimentary, 
materials are given below: 

Soil - 50-60, ned. to.coarse mixed,, sand- 35-40. 
Clay - 45-55, fine to 'medium' '"''°1"' " ' -'30-35'' "'""'"" -"'''• 
-Silt .- .40-50, Gravel , . -. . 30-40 

Gravel and.sand, - 20-35 

It is seen that clay has large water.holding capacity, but because of its 
tiny open spaces, water cannot be transmitted readily and as such is not an 
aquifer. 

The amou.it of water .which can be drained from a medium is expressed as spe
cific yield and the amount of water which is retained in the soil against 
force of gravity is the specific retention. Thus 

,.-... porosity = sp. yield + sp. retention. 

More important in ground water studies however, is the ability of a rock or . 
soil to transmit water. This factor is known as permeability and is related 
not only to the void spaces "in"a~ rock but" also "to the" degree of inter- ""'"' 
connection of these openings. Some factors pertaining to permeability and 
screen placement are given below: 

i). Coarser sand is more permeable than finer sand,, other factors 
•remaining same. . 

ii). lJnifprm.sand is. -more ;permeabie ;than non-uniform sand, o'ther fâ to'rs 
•'• remaining, same..; ' . 

iii) Presence of an appreciable, percentage of flat particles :(such a mica 
flakes) results in much greater lateral permeability than vertical 
permeability. 

Thin lenses or stringers of. clay in a sand section restrict vertical 
permeability but, have little effect on lateral permeability. 

iv) Both medium and coarser sands are suitable for strainer placement 
for gravel shrouded wells and also for natural development wells if 
the slot size is properly selected and the well is properly developed. 

v) Aquifer containing fine sands are suitable for screening for gravel 
shrouded wells, however the shrouding material should be carefully 
chosen and placed. 
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vi) It is advantageous to place screen in multiple aquifers if possible 
provided that the water quality is good in each aquifer screened 
since the specific capacity is increased. 

vii) Care oust be taken not to place screen opposite or closely below a 
section that contain silt or very loose fine 3and which night flow 
into the well. 

8. MOVEPENT OF GROUND WATER: 

The ground water is constantly roving over exte?isive distances fron areas 
of recharge to the areas of discharge. However the movement is very slow, 
which is governed by the permeability of aquifer and the hydraulic gradient. 
A normal range of velocities ranges fron 5 ft./year to 5 ft/day. 

Methods for determining these transaission rates are primarily based on 
the principles of fluid flow through a porous media, as represented by 
Darcy's Law. This states that the rate of flow through a porou3 media is 
proportional to head loss and inversely proportional to the length of flow* 
This is expressed as; 

v = k ^ o r v = kS (l) 

where, v = Velocity of flow, S = slope of the hydraulic 

gradient, k = a co-efficient having same units as velocity. 

To compute discharge, the equation can be written as, 

Q = pAkS (2) 

where p = porosity of the media and A = gross cross - sectional 
area. By combining p and k. 

Q = K A S (3) 

The term K is known as the coefficient of permeability, whose value depends 
on the characteristics of the porous media. Coefficient of permeability is 
usually expressed as the flow in gallons per day through a one square foot 
cross-sectional area under unit hydraulic gradient at 60 F. 

Permeability can be determined in lc.borctory by various types of permea-
neters. Field permeability can be measured by tracer movement or by pumping 
tests. Determination of permeability by pumping test is most reliable as 
it gives an integrated perueafcil'ity value of a sizable aquifer in undis
turbed condition. Typical vr.lues cf coefficient of permeability ranges 
between 10000 - 100 for clean sand and mixture of clean sand ?nd gravel, 
and for very fine sand, silts, rjixture cf sand, silt, clay the value ranges 
between 10 to 0.001. 
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Another tern which is much used in ground water conputations is the coeffi
cient of transmissibility, which indicates the ability of an aquifer to 
transmit water through its entire thickness. It is equal to the average 
field coefficient of permeability of the entire aquifer Multiplied by the 
saturated thickness of the aquifar in feet, T = Km ,,(4) 

where, T = transmissibility of the aquifer, and a = saturated thick
ness of the aquifer. Thus introducing equation (4) into eqn. (2) we 
obtain, Q, = T x section width x S (5) ' 

1 Storage co-eff icient : 

When water is recharged or discharged from an aquifer a change in the storage 
volume of the aquifer occurs. Storage co-efficient is defined ?.s the volume 
of water that an aquifer releases from or takes into storage per unit surface 
area per unit change in head. 

In the confined aquifer, storage co-efficient is the result of compression 
of aquifer by the overburden and a small expansion of contained water, caused 
due to reduction of hydrostatic pressure during pumping. The value of storage 
co-efficinnt for confined aquifers ranges from 0.00001 to 0.001. The storage 
co-efficient for an unconfined aquifer corresponds to its specific yield and 
the nature ranges fron 0.01 to 0.35. 

2 Some commonly used terms; 

Drawdown : It is the difference between the static water level and the 
pumped water level. 

Specific capacity : Specific capacity of a well is its yield per unit of 
drawdown, usually expressed as gallons per minute per foot of drawdown. 

Cone of depression : When a well is pumped the piezometric surface around 
the well is depressed due to loss of head caused by resistence of the soil 
during movement of water resulting in a shape of cone of the water table. 
This is called the cone of depression. 

Radius of influence : It is the distance from a pumping well to the limit 
of cone of depression, i.e. where drawdown is negligible, is known as the 
radius of influence. 

9. SUB-SURFACE INVESTIGATION OF GROUilD WATER: 

In order to obtain factual information on quality of aquifer (location, 
thickness, composition, permeability, yield etc.) and quality of water at 
different depths, locations, detailed sub-surface investigation has to 
be conducted. Evaluation of these factors is of iunense importance for 
proper location, construction and development of wells and helps in programm
ing a balanced ground water development and management. 
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Exploratory Borings are conducted at different places for obtaining data 
on sub-surface formations. Some relevant procedure for such test wells are 
given below. A well log is prepared which records the geologic formations 
encountered, water quality at different depths etc. after completion of a 
test well. 

Collection of sand, samples : 

i) Soil samples from the borehole from the beginning of 10 ft. drilling 
till firv.l Washing should be collected and unless the drilling fluid 
is too thick with mud mixture only a nominal washing of samples 
should be made, so that fines are not lost during washing. 

ii) The wet sanples should be dried and kept serially according to 
depth in a wooden conpartment or in a place protected from rain and 
windblow. 

iii) If within a 10 ft. sand section any clay is encountered, it should 
be noted in field log, giving the thickness and nature of clay layer. 

iv) The dried samples should be filled in bags capable of holding about 
one pound of sand sanple. The depth, field classification andx name 
of P.S. written in a piece of paper should be inserted in the ̂ ag 
and sealed tightly. The depth should also be noted on the outside 
of body of the bag. 

Classification of soil sanple in the field: 

i) Sand and gravels are granular material consisting of readily visible 
grains. In classifying sand as fine, medium, or coarse, judgement 
should oe exercised as far as possible. Fine sand : .005" to 0.01", 
Medium sand ; 0.01" to 0.02", Coarse sand : 0.02" to 0.04",very coarse 
sand 0.04" tc 0.08", over 0.08" is the gravel. Soil comparator may 
be useful in classification. 

ii) Silt is granular uaterial consisting of grains barely visible to 
naked eye, it is not plastic when wet and does not form hard clumps 
when dry. 

iii) Clay is composed of invisible individual particles, ii is plastic 
when wet and forms strong, hard clumps wnen dry. 

iv) If any gravel or stone layers are found, their average size shape, 
colour, thickness of such layer should be noted. 

Collection of water sample and field test: 

Collection of water sample should be done only when the wet~r has become 
clear and is devoid of turbidity, clay or sand particles and after suffi
cient pumping to get representative sanple from aquifer and field tests 
should be done on the spot. 
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Sieve Analysis: 

Sieve analysis of samples obtained from test or production wells reveals 
the characteristics of the water bearing strata. During sieve analysis the 
dried aquifer sand is passed through a standard set of sieves by continuous 
shaking. The retained sands in each sieve is weighed and a o'raph is plotted 
with the cumulative percentage of sand retained against the opening size of 
the particular sieve. After graph is plotted, the grain size distribution 
of a particular sand in graphical form is obtained which can be used in 
designing the screen size openings and nany other purposes. 

The effective size of a sample is defined as the particular size where 90 
percent is coarser and 10 percent is finer than this size. The uniformity 
coefficient is calculated as the quotient of the 40 percent size divided 
by 90 percent size (effective size) of the sand. 

Geophysical methods ; Electric logging. 

Geophysical iaethods provide indirect evidence of sub-surface formations that 
indicates whether the formation nay possibly be aquifer. Most common bore
hole geophysical operation is Electric logging. An E-log consists of a record 
of apparent resistivities of the fomations and instantaneous potentials 
generated in the bore-hole. These two .properties are related indirectly to 
the character of the sub-surface formations and quality of water contained 
in them. They can be measured only in mud-filled uncased bore-holes and 
serves to supplement the descriptive logging of the hole recorded during 
drilling. 

SHOUND WATER IN BLNSI&DBSH 

Occurence and aquifer quality. 

The whole of Bangladesh, as we have already discussed is underlain by 
alluvial deposits of varying characteristics. The strata or sand sections 
containing water, occur at varying depths from 50 ft. to several hundred feet 
below. This is sometimes overlain by several semi-imperirous lenses at 
different depths. The upper confining layer consisting of clay, silt and 
mixture of sand, silt varies in depth from 25 feet to 150 feet* The aquifer 
generally consists of medium sand with coarser grained aquifer in the northern 
portions and finer grained aquifer? occuring in the extreme southern areas. 
The sand is of fairly uniform quality, uniformity coefficient normally ranging 
between 1.5 to 2.5, which is generally encountered in alluvial soils. The 
total volume of water stored in this vast aquifer is enormous. 

The aquifer receives good recharge in large areas with overlying serai-
permeable soils and through slow down ward movement called "delayed drainage" 
in the areas with semi-permeable overlying strata. This is of great importance 
because of high annual rainfall-being an average of 90 inches per year -
which contributes largely to aquifer recharge. 
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Presence of good aquifer at relatively shallow depths, generally high 
static water level, ,?ood recharge capability, absence of hard rocks en
countered during boring etc. arc- prine factors that have contributed to a 
good ground water resources which can be exploited for irrigation, drinking 
water supplies and other water requirements. 

10.2 Ground Water quality: 

Ground water contains various dissolved solids and gases. Most objectionable 
constituent that is noted in Bangladesh is presence of excessive iron in 
various areas. Manganese is also found in sone areas in high concentration. 
Presence of nanganese make black stains and presence of iron nake brown or 
reddish stains. Excessive hardness is found primarily in western and south 
western parts of the country. Salinity in ground water is noticed only in 
the coastal belt. Other chenical constituents are generally found within the 
acceptable limits. Careful selection of aquifer in respect of depth and loca
tion should be nade so that the objectionable chemicals are within acceptable 
range and otherwise treataent facilities nay have to be provide! to renove 
these wherever necessary. Ground water is usually found at a fairly uniform 
temperature throughout thoj year. 

/ 
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RURAL AMD URBAN SANITATION 

Introduction 

Sanitation in the wider application of the term should include practically 
all aspects of personal and environmental hygiene. This te ing too 
extensive a field, the attempt in this article will be confined to 
sanitation as far as it relates to the problems of "community wastes , 
disposal". 

Bangladesh is possibly the eighth most populous country in the world 
with an estimated population of some 75 to 80 million as at present. 
Of this, about 94$ live in some 64,000 and odd villages and the rest in 
about 80 municipal towns. 

t 

Water-borne diseases particularly dysentery, cholera, diarrhoeah and > 
other parasitic ailments are almost endemic in this country. The 
incidence of these diseases is undoubtedly related to. insanitary living 
conditions. 

Situation in Bangladesh in relation to other countries in 
South East Asia Region 

Although the conditions of rural and urban sanitation are generally 
unsatisfactory in almost the entire region of the South East Asia, in 
the context.of the numerous fields of development calling for heavy 
investments and perhaps more pressing priorities, Bangladesh will have 
to make special effort in this field if they have to move forward with 
otheV countries. For an urban population of nearly 5 million spread 
over some 80 municipal towns including the three major cities of Dacca, 
Chittagong and Khulna, there is no .system of sanitary disposal of human 
waste except in a very limited area in xx Dacca. Eyen"in this area, 
it is estimated that about 16,000 houses are still using the traditional 
system of bucket latrines (conservancy system) which leave very much 
to be desired from considerations of health and hygiene. As regards, 
rural areas, where of course, congestion is felt more among market 
centres and in crowded villages, no system of sanitary disposal of 
excreta exists anywhere. In respect of waste water from human habita
tions in as much as piped water supplies in households are still few, 
the problem has not reached a crisis yet. It would when a good portion 
of population are provided with adequate supply of water. The Table I 
gives a fair indication of the population coverage in respect of water 
supply and sewage disposal in some of the countries in the region as 
of 1970 as reported in WHO Statistics Report. 

Global Targets 

The targets laid down for 1980 and the achievements of these targets 
approximate cost for the countries of the region are given in Table II. 
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Scope and Priorities 

The scope.of achieving the targets set under the UN Development Decade, 
is essentially dependent on several factors, namely, finance, materials, 
and manpower'. In a' developing young country like Bangladesh with its 
extremely difficult problems1 of i'ocd-, and the inter-related fields of 
development in industries, communications, education, housing,, etc. 
and. the. global energy crisis,, the extent to which improvement of sanita-' 
tion should be attempted is a difficult .mattor to ha decided upon.. The 
planners have generally laid down a firm policy in respect of improvement 
of rural water supply and sanitation, but the urban areas more ox less 
to wait except of course Tiacca and Chittagon?. In the rural" areas,: 
Bangladesh is doing exceptionslly well with the current 'and'''proposed 
programme of sinking several-thousands-of shallow and deep tubewells. 
¥he global target, of 25$> coverage of population by 1980.has already been 
surpassed. This is of course due to abundant ground water resources 
in Bangladesh,' the simple expediency of sinking wells with practically 
no1 mechanical aids and above all the liberal UKICEF assistance. However, 
the use of tubeweli waters thus provided by the people, in adequate' 
quantities and for all their household purposes,.is still a matter of 
concern. Attempts, of course, are being made to' impart better-
education through various media including schoolsi -The combined 
operations of the DNICEF,- OPHE and vIHO in this regard- are bound to 
bring better results in course of time. In regard to rural sanitation, 
an' attempt at popularising the use of water seal sanitary latrines, .. 
is initiated already but the progress is 3low for obvious reasons. 

While the rural situation ie fairly'gratifying, tho position in respect 
of urban water supply and sanitation is far from satisfactory. In tfte 
first instance, in most of the urban towns, the water supply now 
available, is very much below the demand, it is intermittent and 
irregular, inadequate in pressure and due to heavy leakage and other 
allied reasons of doubtful quality. It was only by providing about 
6,000 tubewells distributed among some 30 municipal towns, the scarcity 
of water in these areas was met with to some extent in the recent past. 

Water-borne diseases are mostly caused by faecal contamination of water 
and logically therefore-the safe disposal of lhutnan excreta is the most 
obvious solution. .This naturally calls for a deliberate effort in-
dealing with this problem both'in the urban and'peripheral urban areas 
as also, the crowded rural areas. It would not be wise to wait for every
one of the towns to have a pucca piped water supply system and all the 
houses provided with internal plumbing and then think'of sewage disposal. 
It was possible in the developed countries because of the industrial 
resource potential they developed even before tackling the field of 
sanitation. 

The writer is firmly of the view that without waiting for constriction 
of pucca piped water supplies for every town, the crucial problem of 
safe disposal of human excreta in al] the towns, and their peripherial 
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areas, the crowded slums, etc. should be tackled as quickly as possible. 
This is more so because the conservancy system now obtaining in these 
toons becoming increasingly difficult to manage, they are by no means 
satisfactory either in respect of covering the whole area or rendering 
a satisfactory service to the households. Besides, the scanvengers who 
are made to do this hazardous work, are gradually reducing in number 
nor are they becoming economically manageable by any municipality. It 
is now found that some municipalities have strangely abolished the 
conservancy system without at the same time providing alternative means 
of collection and disposal of human wastes. This is a matter of public 
health importance and in a town where density of population is high, it 
becomes obligatory on the part of the municipality to provide suitable 
means of d&sposal of excreta, the extent to which;, the h©tyse owner c«a 
make his own arrangement by septic tank system, etc. is e^remely limited. 

It is, therefore, be a matter of extreme urgency to assess the extent 
of the problem in the various towns, divide them into different zones 
for being tackled independently with suitable systems of disposal for 
the area concerned. For example, in the residential ai*ea of a town, 
where houses are well-built and premises are also available, septic 
tank system should be enforced; in some areas aqua privies and in some 
others community latrines with independent allotment of rooms to families 
and in yet other areas, pit latrines with water seal slabs and even 
bore-hole latrines where feasible,-»eaa be encouraged. This does hot 
call for heavy capital and in most cases can be done through a cooperative 
system of work as in urban housing. Where in a city a portion is fully 
built up and piped water supply also is available, an underground 
sewerage scheme with the sewage pumped away into some stabilisation pond 
or lagoon may be worthwhile. This can be taken as the first phase of 
a Master Plan for the city. 

5. Current and Proposed Schemes 

As at present in Bangladesh in the field of disposal of community wastes 
for the urban city of Dacca, a major scheme for underground sewerage is 
in the process of implementation with IDA credit. There is also a 
pre-investment study being carried out to examine the feasibility of 
converting some 16,000 dry (bucket) latrines in old Dacca city to hand 
flushed toilets to be connected to the existing sewers. 

Other than this, there is nothing in the plan. By way of promotion of 
sanitary latrines with community participation, works are in progress 
more in the form of pilot projects to the extent of local acceptance 
to sanitary pit privies. A scheme for introducing this in some 620 
villages and 700 and odd schools in the course of the current plan, 
has been sanctioned but is pending execution for the completion of the 
pilot studies. 
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£• Constraints ' 

Because o^.the substantial assistance being obtained from various . 
international and bilateral agencies particularly from UNICEF, IDA, 
etc., finaricrial constraints do not as such exist in respect of foreign 
exchange, although'to meet the local costs there appears to be difficulties 
because of completing fields and priorities. Constraints, however, do 
exist in respect of construction materials, likes cement, iron, pumps, 
machinery, etc. which are to be imported. The quantities locally 
manufactured in respect of some of the itenis are far short of- requirements. 

.In respect of manpower, there is no shortage numerically although in 
ter.ias: of expertise' in management and technical skill in various fields 
training in largely called for. 

7. Engineers' Role 

For the young engineers of the department for whom training programmes 
are being organized by the department from time to time, the entire 
field of promotion of environmental health should be a.challenge. They 
snould take up these programmes with a se>.use of dedication, willingness 

• and patriotism to put in their best effort in making every scheme a 
success and its benefits to maximum utilization by the people. In other 
words, the engineera must see whether the work's assigned to them whether 
they may be water supply tubewells or latrine constructions, are built 
properly and whether the. amenities provided are properly used by the 
people. They should assume the role of general health educators,.train 
everyone under them as service-mini?d 3evaks, educate the public, young 
or old as well as the school boys and girls in whom lie the future of 
the country. They should let the public feel that the DPHE is essentially 
meant for the improvement of public health and is not just a construction 
orga.nizati.cn. 

' 3. Conclusions' . 

It may take several decades before the standard of sanitation as obtaining 
in the developed countries of the West, can be reached in Bangladesh or 
for that matter in. any of the developing countries in cur region. But 
that should not in any way be disappointing. 

With the enormous potential of a large population, a fertile soil and 
abundant water, Bangladesh engineers^ can definitely help to br.'-ld this 
nation to maturity and from there into full growth provided they v/ork 
hard, intelligently, sincerely and untiringly. 

V?NN/psb 
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TABLE I : COMPARISON OF SERVICES - WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL 

Name of 
country 

Bangladesh 

Burma 

India 

Indonesia 

Nepal 

Srilanka 

Thailand 

Urban Water Supply 

Population 
covered by 
house 
connec
tions 

750 

369 

46,400 

5,000 

13 

920 

330 

Percentage 
coverage 
to total 
popula
tion 

16 

7 

39 

23 

2 

36 

10 

Rural Water Supply 

Population 
with reason
able access 
to &afe 
water 

31,850 

4,945 

91,300 

7,500 

323 

1,810 

6,216 

Percentage 
coverage 
to total 
population 

43 

18 

16 

6 

3 

14 

17 

Urban Sewage Disposal 

Population 
connected 
to sewers 
(wi^h or 
without 
treatment) 

500 

263 

40,000 

460 

40 

364 

— 

Percentage 
coverage to 
total 
population 

11 

5 

34 

2 

8 

14 

— 

Rural Excreta Disposal 

Population 
with 

adequate 
arrange
ments 

100 

7,200 

5,000 

4,250 

5 

4,000 

2,500 

Percentage 
coverage 
to total 
population 

-

32 

1 

4 

-

39 

8 



TA3LS II : GLOBAL TARGETS FOR 1Q80 AND COSTS"ESTIMATED FOR ACKIEVSMSSTS 

Name of 
country 
popula
tion in 
thousands 

Bangladesh 

Burma 

India 

Indonesia 

Nepal 

Srilanka 

Thailand 

Urban Water Supply 

Popula
tion to be 
connected 
to public 
w/s- syStaa 
in 1980 . 

4,694 

4,633 

1,06,015-

20,002 

, 527. 

•2,262 

j : 5V333 

1 

Increase 
over 
1970 
popula
tion 

3,944 

4,270 

59,616 

15,002 

514 

1,3,2 

2,4-97 

i 

Cost of . 
achieve
ment of 
tcrgets 
in; USS 
(million). 

35.5 

64.1 

894.2 

300.0 

: 5.1 

20.1 

.62.4 

Urban Sewage Disposal 

Popula
tion to 
be . 
connec
ted to 
public ,. 
sewerage 
system 
in 1980 

3,129 

3,093 

70,677 

13,334 

352 

1,508 

3,559 

i 

Incre
ase 
over 
1970 
popula
tion 

2,629 

2,830 

30,677 

12,874 

.312 

1,144 

3,559: 

i 

Cost of. 
achieve
ment of 
targets 
in USS 
(mill
ion) 

42.1 

45.3 .. 

490.8 

206.0 

5.0 

18.3 

56.9 

Rural Water. Supply 

Popula
tion 
to bc-
served 
with 
reason
able 
access 
to safe 
water, 

24,093 

. 6,937 

L,37,461 

32,863 

3.-35? 

5,087 

10,417 

Increase 
o<rer 
1970 
popula
tion 

5,942 

1,12,460 

32,863 

3,345 

2,997 

7,417 

Cost of 
achieve
ment of 
targets 
in US$' 
(mill
ion) 

23.7 

899.7-

131.5 

: 50.2 

62,9 

74.2 

Rural Excreta Disposal 

Popula
tion to 
be 
covered 
v;ith 
safe 
disposal 
of 
excreta 

24,093 

6,937 

1,37,460 

32,863 

3,355 

3,087 

10,417 

Increase 
over 
1970 
popula
tion 

23,993 

1,32,460 

28,613 

.3,350 

7,917 

Cost of 
achieve
ment of 
targets 
in USiS 
(mill
ion) 

48.0 

264.9-

143.1 

10.1 

95.0 
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SECTION - I ; WELL DYHRAULICS 

Introduction: 

Tubewell is a hydraulic structure and a clear understanding of the 
fundamentals of well-hydraulics is an essential prerequisite to proper 
design and successful operation of a tubewell. A detailed study on 
different aspects of the hydraulics of ground wa'ter and wells is beyond 
the scope of this paper. Attempts have been made only to familiarize the 
readers with the fundamental concepts and further studies are essential 
before any practical application of these concepts are attempted. 

Darcy's Law and It's Application to Well Hydraulics: 

Darcy's Law states that flowrate through porous media is directly pro
portional to the head loss and inversely proportional to the length of 
the flow path. 

(hi - h2) 

V = P — ± j ~ (l-l) 

where V = velocity 

P = oo-efficient of permeability 

1 =; length of flow path in which head loss occurs 

difference in hydraulic head 

The equation (l-l) can be rewritten as : 

V = P I ... (1-2) 

where I = hydraulic gradient 

Q = PLk (1-3) 

where A is the cross sectional area 

Q = Discharge 

or 

or 
Q = TIW 

where T = co-efficient of transmissibility 

W = width of vertical section 

2/ 
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Equilibrium Well Formulas: 

The basic equilibrium equation for an unconfined or water-table aquifer 
may be defined as '• 

Q = 2 v xyAPg 

where 2 A xy" = A cylindrical area at any section 

P dx = flow velocity 

Integrating over the limits H, h and R, r as in figure (l-l) 

'•• 0 _ ftp fi2rf) ••• •••••••• ^-^ 
* " loge (R/r) 

which can be rewritten in terms of convenient units. 

f (H2-h2) (i-5) 

* 1055 log (R/r) 

where Q = well discharge in gpm 

P = perneability in gpd per sq.ft. 
H = saturated thickness of the aquifer, 

before pumping, in ft. 

h = depth of water in well while pumping, 
in ft. 

R = radius of the cone of depression, in ft. 

r = radius of the well, in ft. 

For confined or artesian aquifer discharge through a well (Fig. 1-2) 
Can be defined as 

0 _ Pn (B-h) (l , ) 
y " 528 log R/r "• *'• vl"Gy 

where • m = thickness of the aquifer, in ft. 

H = static head at the bottou of the aquifer, in ft. 

Other notations are same as previous equation. 

. • . . « j / 
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1.4 Non-Equilibrium Well Formula: 

Theis developed non-equilibrium formula in 1935. The derivation of 
Theis non-equilibrium formula was a major advancement in the field of 
groundwater hydraulics. By the use of these formulas, the drawdown can 
be predicted at any time after pumping begins. The. transmissibility 
and the average permeability can be determined from the early stages 
of pumping test rather having to wait until water level in the obser
vation wells have virtually stabilized or reached equilibrium. 

In the simplest form, theis non-equilibrium formula is : 

where 

s = n j ' 6 Q V (u) ... ... (1-7) 

s = drawdown, in ft. at any point in the vicinity of a 
well discharging at a constant rate 

Q = Pumping rate, in gpm 

T = Co-efficient of transmissibility in gpd per ft. 

W(u) = The veil function of 'u' and is short for the 
,<><. exponential integral written as 

J 1.87 r S/T -J" du = V/(u) = - 0.5772 - Log eu+ u 

-£l_ + l£_ ..... (1-8) 
2x2! 3x3! 

In this expression 

1.87 r2s (1-9) 
u - Tt 

where r = distance in ft. from centra of the punped well to 
point where drawdown is measured. 

S = Co-efficient of storage (dimensionless) 

T = Co-efficient of transmissibility, in gpd per ft. 

t = Time since pumping started, in days. 

4/ 
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A direct calculation from equation (l-7) and (1-9) is not possible. The 
equations- can be solved by comparing a log-log plot of 'u' vs W(u) known 
as a "type curve", with a log-log plot of observed data r /t v s * 
In plotting the type curve, W(u) is the ordinate and 'u' is the abcissa. 
The two curves are superimposed and moved about until some of their 
segments coincide. In doing this, the axes must be maintained parallel. 
A coincident point is then selected on the matched curves and both plots 
are marked. The type curve then yields values of ' u' and W(u) for the 
selected point. Corresponding values of s and r /t are determined from 
the plot of the observed data. Inserting these values in equations (l-7) 
and (1-9) and rearranging, values for transmissibility T and storage 
coefficient S may be found. 

Modified Well Fornula: 

Jacob found out that 'r' is small and t is large, values of u are generally 
small. When ' u' is less than 0.05, the Theis equation can be modified as 

s = 2|4_a (log 0.3 Tt) # _ (1.10) 

T S 
where the symbols represent the quantities as in previous equations. 

Applying the modifications as suggested by Jacob, the time-drawdown 
graph is plotted on semi-logarithmic paper. Tine, *t' is plotted hori
zontally on a logarithmic scale; drawdown s is plotted on the arithmetic 
scale. The straightline drawn through the plotted points fits all of them, 
except for the measurements made during the first 10 minutes, value of 
'u' is larger than 0.05, so modified formula is not applicable within 
that region of the test. 

The co-efficient of transmissibility is calculated froi.; the pumping rate 
and from the slope of the time - drawdown graphs by using the following 
relationship developed from formula (l-lO) 

T = *SjLiL .... (1-11) 

A s • 

where T = coefficient of transmissibility in gpd per ft. 

Q = pumping rate in gpm 

Zi s = slope of the time - drawdown curve expressed 
as the change in drawdown between any two values 
of time on the log scale whose ratio is 10. 

5/ 
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The coefficient of storage is also readily calculated from the time -
drawdoxn graph by using tb: sero-drawdown intercept of the straightline 
as one of the ter^s of the equation. The following formula derived from 
formula (l-lO) 

b - -2 ^ ... ... (L12) 

where 
S - storage coefficient 

T = coefficient of transmissiblity 

t = intercept of the straightline at zero drawdown, in days 

r = distances in ft, from pumped well to observation well 
where "drawdown .rioasurenents were made. 

1.6 Pumping Tests 

To determine the characteristics of the aquifer and the performance of 
the tubewell; it is necessary to conduct pumping tes.ts. By pumping test, 
the following aspects can be determined: 

i) Transmissibility and storage co-efficient of the aquifer. 

ii) Specific capacity of the well. 

iii) Safe yield from the well. 

iv) Long term pumping effect on th ;:quifer. 

v) T;>robable interference on other existing or proposed wells at 
dliferent distances. 

vi) The degree of well levelopment.. 

Pumping tests can be done in any of the foi;. :tfing two ways: 

i) Constant Rate Pu:'.: .og Test: # 

In this the tubewell is pumped at a constant rate of discharge 
for a long tine ranging irju 12'hours to 14 days or even more. 
'Juring the punping water level, in the pumping well as well as 
in observation wells are measured at definite intervals. 

The observed data are analysed by using Theis non-equilibrium 
for; '.la and the modified formula and the values T.S and other 
characteristics of the aquifer can be uetercined. 

•«•••6/ 
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ii)Multiple Step Drawdown Test: 

This is a short tern test and the well is pumped at different 
rates of discharge, initially, the well is pumped at a rate of 
about 75$ of the design pumping rate for a period of 90 to 120 
minutes, then the discharge rate is suddenly increased to 10C$> 
of the design pumping rate and then the well is pumped again for 
another 90 to 120 minutes. The discharge rate is again increased 
to 125^ of the design rate and pumping is continued for another 
90 to 120 minutes. During this entire period water level is measured 
at definite intervals. 

The multiple .step̂ -draw down test is usually conducted to determine •-
how efficiently the well has been developed. The following relation
ship is used. 

s = BQ + CQ2 (1-13) 
o r §. = B + CQ (l-U) 

where s = drawdown 

B = formation loss constant 

C r* well loss constant 

The constants B & C for a particular well signify the hydraulic 
performance of the well. 

For value of C less than 5 = well developed efficiently 

C between 5 & 1# = mild deterioration as some screen slots 
are plugged. 

C more than 10 = severe clogging 

To determine B & C from a nultiple step drawdown test, values of s 
for each step is deter;nined by plotting time drawdown curve on a seni 
lo-t paper. s/Q values can then the calculated, S/Q values are then 
plotted against Q values. There should be a straight line passinf 
through these points. Then 

C = slope of the straight line 

B = intercept at X-Axis 

since the equation (l-14) represents that of a straight line. 

7/ 
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Besides deternining the extent of development, the efficiency of the 
well and the approximate values of trensaissibility can also "be determined 
from the data of a step drawdown list. 

Studies in respect of conducting pumping tests for municipal wells were 
carried out by Camp, Dresser & McKee consultants to the Directorate of 
Public Health Engineering. Step by step instructions for pumping tests 
including specifications for test and observation wells were prepared 
by them. These appear in the "DPHE Engineers Note Book". 

....8/ 
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, SECTION 2 : DESIGN OF TUBBWELL 

1 General 

Design of a tubewell involves the following: 

i) Select ion of the diameter of the well 

ii) Selection of length of strainer 

iii) Selection of slot size of strainer 

iv) Selection of materials of pipes and strainers 

v) Selection of diameter of strainer 

In case of handpump tubewells, individual design of each tubewell is 
not practicable and since the yield of tubewells are very small (4-8 gpm) 
a general design is followed for all the wells in a general area. 

However, for municipal wells where much larger yields are anticipated, 
each well should be designed properly on the basis of the expected yield 
and the aquifer conditions. 

2. Well Diaraeter 

Cost of the well depends to a great extent on the diameter of the well 
casing (pump housing and the blind pipe) and the <ell screens. Special 
attention must be given to the selection of these components. The upper 
well casing or the pump housing should be large enough to accomodate 
the pump. Usually the casing size is two nominal size larger than the 
pump bowl size. 

The following table will -,ive the recommended casing sizes for different 
well yield or pumping rate. To prepare the table, the bowl size of the 
most efficient vertical turbine pump that would give the design quantity 
of water was first determines. The optimum casing size was then selected 
as being two nominal size larger than the best bowl size. 

0 Nominal size of { Optimum size of | Smallest size ' 
Anticipated Well jj Pump bowls in jj Well Casing in J of well casing 
Yield in gpn. jj inches 0 inches S in inches 

less than 100 

100 t<f 175 

150 - 400 

350 - 650 

600 - 900 ' 

850 - 1300 

1200- 1800 

1600- 300t 

4 

5 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

6 ID 

8 ID 

10 ID -

12 ID 

14 OD 

16 OD 

20 OD 

24 OD 

5 ID 

6 ID 

8 ID 

10 ID 

12 ID 

14 OD 

16 OD 

20 OD 

9/ 
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The diameter of the lower well casing or the blind pipe should be such 
that friction losses are low. In our country, it is customery to use 
same sizes for screen as well as lower well casing. 

Length of Strainer 

The most suitable length for the strainer is determined on the basis 
of the thickness of the aquifer, available drawdown and stratification 
of the aquifer. 

In a confined aquifer, about 70 to 80 percent of the thickness of the 
water bearing sand should be screened - assuming that the pumping water 
level will not go below the top of the aquifer. 

In an unconfined aquifer, the bottom one-third of the aquifer should 
scretaed. In some cases, however, bottom one-half of the aquifer nay 
also bo screened to get higher yield. 

Slot Size of Strainer 

Slot size Ox strainers are selected on the basis of size of the surroun4-
Ing san.. A sand analysis curve is plotted for the sample to be screened 
and then 40 percent size of sand is selected as the size of slot of rr, 
strainers. Thus slot opening i3 selected in such a way as to pass 60 
percent of the sand through the strainer durims develops it. Sometimes 
to be on safe side and to avoid pumping of sand, 50 percent or higher 
size if. used instead of 40 percent. 

Diamot.'r of the Strainer 

Strainer diameter is select*.̂  in such a ..̂y as to provide enough open area 
in the strainer so that the entrance velocity through the strainer does 
nc". exceed the allowable limit. Screen length depends on the thickness 
of the acr ~:fer and the slot openings depend on the size on the sand. So, 
strainer iiametrr is the only factor that can be varied, Usually, the 
s.trainer diameter is selected in such way so that the entrance velocity 
does not exceed 0.1 ft/sec. However> this figure is considered to be 
too conservative by some ground water engineers. 

G: .vel Shrouded Wells 

In some wells, the natural formation around the screen are removed by 
drilling a large diameter hole and this space is refills . with gravel. 
These wells are called gravel packed or gravel shrouded wells. In a 
naturally d veloped wells, 60$ of the formation are pumped out through 
the strainers and thus creating more perneable formation around the 
strainer. In a gravel shrouded wells a more permeable formation is 
created artificially by placing gravels around the strainer. 

10/ 
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Gravel packed wells are constructed where ;f.ofnation consist of fine 
uniform sand with low permeability or the formations are extremely 
laninated. 

In a gravel shrouded wells, thickness of the gravel shrouding should 
vary between 4 to 8 inches. Thus, for a 8-inch well, diaueter of the. 
hole should be around 20". 

The size of the gravel to be used in a gravel shrouded well depends 
on the size of the natural fonis.tion around the-well. The following 
procedure iiay be used in selecting the size of the gravel. 

i) Sieve analysis curves for all" strata conprising the aquifer are 
prepared end that the finest sand stratuu is considered for deter
mining the size of the gravel. 

ii) 70?* size of this•sand is multiplied by a factor of 4 to 6 and that 
willr be JOfe size of the gravel to be used. This will also serve as 
an initial point for a proposed curve for the grading of gravel. 

iii)To determine the grading of the gravel a curve is drawn through the 
initial point in such a way so that uniformity co-efficient is 
2.5 or less* 

iv) Specifications for the gravel are then prepared on the basis of. 
this curve using 4 or 5 sieve sizes. The percentage to.retained'.by 
eaeh alive nay vary within the rang* of + 8 percent fron the values 
ahewn in the curve* 

• 
2,7 gffl0ĵ 8i?ns 

This protedure Of well design as described above has very little bearing 
in case of. hand puop tubewells except for the fundamental conoepts. It 
is inpraetioal to have individual design for different components of 
the tubewell in case of handpunp tubewells. On the other hand standard 
sizes of strainare, slot openings, blank pipes are used ov4r an extenjkfere 
area for obvious reason©. 

HA/PQ 
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LABORA'loSY PBACT.tO?S I>! WATER QUALITY CONTROL 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Water in the chemical composition, H O is pure. Distilled or clean 
rain water is in this form. All othc;r waters either ground waters 
or surface waters are contaminated with one or more contaminants 
and may technically be called "polluted" or impur* v»t#r« IftjJtaritt.ee 
in vater can be divided into 3 groups; physical, chemical and 
biologies!. 

Physical impurities are radioactive fall-outs. 

Chemical impurities are all cinarals. , 

Biological impurities both macro, and micro are contaminants 
of all cyanic x^astes and micro-biological .-.rganisms. 

Impure water arid unsafe water are not the sane thing. The impurities or 
extent of impurities in water determine the extent to which such waters 
are harmful to men and animals; these waters are called unsafe water 
fGr drinking purposes. Examples: vater containing pathogenic bacteria 
(disease causing bacteria) are unc-aie. «!dter containing radioactive 
fallouts are unsafe. Waters containing concentrations cf certain 
minerals or biological waste though not always unsafe oou]d be offensive 
to the senses of sight, smell end taste. 

It is not possible to determine the extent of ir<.pur-it.; ;:c* JA v/ai".er by 
visual observation or oral tests. It is only laboratory pr^^iees feat 
can determine water quality ana standardize them for different uses. 

2. WATER POLLUTION CQrTROL: 

This is a broadbase control of both surface and ground water, nationally 
or sometimes internationally against pollution. Rivers and lakes are 
the natural result of the run-off of surface waters. As the waters flow 
over the ground surface, they pick up organic and inorganic materials 
which stimulate biological growth. Stream pollution is aggravated more 
by urbanization -ino. industrialisation. 

Bangladesh has constituted a Water Pollution Control Board under the 
Water Pollution Control Ordinance 1970 defining "Water Pollution" which 
reads as follows: "Pollution means such contamination, or other 
alteration or" the physical, chemical or biological properties of any 
waters, including change in temperature, taste, colour, turbidity or 
odor of the waters or such discharge of any liquid, gaseous, solid, 
radioactive, or other substances into any waters as will or likely 
to create a nuisance or render such water harmful, detrimental or 
injurious to public health, safety or welfare or to domestic, 
commercial, industrial, a ricultural, recreational, or other legitimate 
beneficial uses, or to livestock, wild animals, birds, fish or other 
aquatic life." 
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One of the functions of the Board, is to standardise water quality of 
different.,-wa"::er courses for beneficial uses. Ths laboratory tests for 
these are the^ determination of 3.CD. and CO.1). and sometimes. Bio-assay. 

2.1 P.O. P. (Biochemical Oxygen Denand) _ x 

One of t!i3 most important tests for the determination of the 
• pejlutipji- strength of organic wastes, is the 5-day .BOD test. 
Essentially, it is the measurement of tho oxygen utilized by micro
organisms over a period of 5 days at a constant temperature of 20 c. 
This is done artifically by collecting a fixed amount of the sample 
of polluted water in a container and .aerating it under ideal 
conditions. BOD test is also done for domestic sev/age treatment 
plants. ' . ' ' • ' " 

2.2 CG.D. (Chemical Oxygen Demand) 

C.CD. is based on the fact that all organic compounds, with a few 
exceptions,, can be oxidized by She action of any strong oxidizing 
agent. This is in effect an oxidation and reduction process. 

C.CD. of a waste water is determined in the laboratory by filtra
tion with Potassium Di-chromate solution end an indicator named 
Ferroud by colour change. 

Heavy metal3 like Cyanide, Arsenic, Chromium, Cadmium etc. are also 
identified in the laboratory tests for water pollution control. 

2.3 Bjc-Assav Test 

This is a sophisticated test which determines x\ie de -ree cf water 
pollution from industrial toxic chemicals and from pesticides and 
insecticide. 

WATER QUALITY CRITERIA; 

Different countries have established water quality criteria of their 
own for commercial, drinking, irrigation industrial and other uses; 
but all of them aro more or less similar. 
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4. DRINKING WATER QUALITY: 

The drinking water quality as standardized by WHO during 1963 is 
universally accepted. They are: 

Substance 

Total solids 

Colour 

Turbidity 

Taste 

Odor 

Iron (Fe) 

Hanganese (̂ n) 

Copper (Cu) 

Zinc (Zn) 

Calcium (Cal) 

(Mg) 

Sulfate (SO) 

Chloride (Cl) 

pH rangs 

Magnesium ^ sodiuia 
Sulfate 

Phenolic substances 
(as phenol) 

Carbon ch.lor--.fm extract 
(CC1:: organic polluter'*./) 

Alkyl Benzyl Gulfonares 
(ABS: Surfactants) 

"T Max.Acceptable 
Concentration 

Max.Allowable 
Concentration 

500 mg/l 
•» 

5 units 

5 units 

Unobjectionable 

Unobjectionable 

0.3 mg/l 

0.1 mg/l 

1.0 mg/l 

5.0 mg/l 

75 mg/l 

*0 mg/l 

200 mg/l 

200 mg/l 

7.0 - 8.5 

500 mg/l 

0.001 mg/l 

0.2 mg/l 

0.5 mg/l 

1500 mg/l 

50 uni 13 
J; 

25 units 

1.0 mg/l 

0.5 mg/l 

1.5 mg/l 

15 mg/l 

200 mg/l 

150 mg/l 

400 mg/l 

600 mg/l 

Less than 6.5 or 
greater thau 9.2 

1000 mg/l 

0.002 mg/l 

1.5 mg/l *** 

l.C ĝ/J. /i 

* Plaii-iun -cobalt scale 

** Turbidihy units 

*** Concentrations greater than 0.2 mg/l indicate the r;ece3city 

for further analysis to do terrains the causative agent. 

http://ch.lor--.fm
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NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF tfATKR ANALYSIS; 

To determine properties of water (treated or untreated, surface or 
groundwater) it needs a laboratory for proper analysis. More .than 
40 or 50 properties are subject to determination, but here, a few of 
the properties which have great significance to drinking water supply 
have alone been discussed. Results of -water analysis are reported in 
terms of some units of measurements. Common unit of die-solved minerals 
is in parts per nillion (ppn) by weight. One ppn means one part, by 
weight of the dissolved mineral substance contained in one million parts, 
by weight, of the solution. 

Many laboratories, report analysis in units of milligram per liter 
(mg per l). This is the same as ppm, as assumed one liter of water 
weighs cne kilogram (which is one million milligrams). 

The dissolved minerals remain in the water in the form of ions. 
So, concentration means concentration of ions of individual mineral. 
So, chloride content in water moans chloride iono • not sodium 
chloride (coinmon salt). It may be from'sodium chloride, potassum chloride 
or magnesium chloride. 

5.1 M 

A water molecule, H?0, has a slight tendency to break down into ions 
in the same way as some dissolved minerals are ionized. When the 
water molecule ionizes, it divides into a positive hydrogen ion (H ) 
and a negative ion (0H~)called the hydroxyl ion. Ion concentration 
of water is expressed by its pK value. The range of pH is from 
1 to 14. A pH value of 7 indicates a neutral water, neither acidic 
nor alkaline. A pH less than 7 indicates an acidic condition and a 
pH greater than 7 corresponds to an alkaline condition. Concentration 
of H ion indicates acidity an eoncentrn-.tion 0P~ ion indicates 
alkalinity. 

pH 7 is the condition of distilled water. If the pK is changed from 
7 to 6, the number of H ion concentration has increased 10 times. 
If pH is changed frci:; 7 to 8, the number of H ion concentration is 
decreased to —i— than it. was in the distilled water: on the other 

hand 0H~ ion has increased 10 times. 

Acidic water is corrosive to metal and harmful for consumption. 

Th-s pH value of moct groundwater is controlled by the dissolved 
carbon-dioxide gao and dissolved carbonate and bicarbonate, in the 
mineral salts. Tit- carbon dioxide bicarbonate system becomes unstable 
when the water' is pumped from a well due to release of pressure. So, 
a sample of water taken from a well is not a true sample representa
tion of the aquifer water unless it is brought to the laboratory in 
a tightly sealed be ttle. This situation makes field determination 
of pH somewhat mor^ desirable than laboratory tests. 
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0 Specific Electrical Conductance 

The electrical conductance is the ability of a substance to conduct 
an electric rsr.rrent. II is just opposite to the electrical 
resistance. 

Chenicaliy pure water (distilled water) is a poor conductor of 
electricity. But, a sc^ll anount of dissolved mineral renders the 
water a good conductor. This is due tc the ionization of ainerals 
into positive and negative charges. The specific conductance 
varies directly, therefore, with the dissolved minerals in the 
water. 

The unit of neasurement of conductance is the inverse of chns, 
which is the unit for expressing resistance, and is written as 
'mhos'. 

The specific conductance multiplied by a factor between 0.55 to 
0.75 will give a good esticiate of dissolved sclids (in ppm), This is 
the quickest method for determining dissolved solids of a water and 
particularly of tubewell water at site. 

Water containing dissolved solids below 500 ppm is quite suitable 
for domestic use and for many industrial uses. Water with more 
than 1000 ppm of dissolved solids may, give disagreeable taste. 
High concentration of dissolved ninerals is potentially corrosive to 
steel and iron. 

3 Iron (Fe) 

Practically all natural waters contain sor.;e iron. Concentrations 
of 1 to 5 ppr: in groundwater are concon. 

Concentration of iron in a water sample is measured colouriEetric?.J.ly 
by adding a chemical nar.ed pfoananthroline or tripyridine to the 
sample of water for an average red complex. 

Iron in water stains plumbing fixtures and cloths, incrustates well 
screen and plugs pipes. Rural people cf Bangladesh are unfortunately 
nade to drink hand tubeweJl water containing iron upto even 5 or 
6 ppn without complaint. When there is no other source cf a better 
water, what else they can do. At least this i3 safe water. 

Two kinds of iron ions occur ccnronly —ferrous (fe ++) ions have 
charges equal to 2 electrons and ferric (P +++) ions have charges 
3 electrons. Iron in the ferrous state is unstable and is oxidized 
into ferric iron in presence of air and cunts out cf solution. ' The 
chefricnl compounds f.-riaed by aeration are iron hydroxide and iron 
oxide. Whan the iron content of the water is excessive aeration 
and filtration aro done to redvee the content to the desired level. 

During sampling- water-from a well, the bottle should be sealed 
airtight to «void aeration. It is best for that reason tc test 
iron in the field. 
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Chloride (Cl) 

Chloride content ir. sea water is about 19»000 ppm. Water containing 
core than 350 ppm is objectionable for most irrigation or industrial 
uses. Waters containing as such as 500 ppc of chloride frequently 
have -.a disagreeable test. It depends on the tolarfince limit of the 
users to drink water containing chlorides up to 600 ppm or nor©. 

Chloride content in water can be tested in the laboratory as well 
aa in the field by treating a sample with silver nitrate solution 
and potassium chromate. 

hanganese resembles iron in its chemical behaviour and in its 
occurrence in natural water* It occurs as soluble manganese 
bicarbonate which changes to insoluble manganese hydroxide when it 
reacts with oxygen of the air. In higher concentration it stains 
the laundry and plumbing fixtures. The stains caused by manganese 
are more annoying than due tc iron stains. 

There are different procedures for determination of manganese in 
the water depending on its source and other minerals present. 
Basically it involves oxidation of manganese to permanganate and 
measure the color concentration photometrically. 

Fluoride 

Identification of fluoride is very important in drinking water 
supply. Though optimum concentration in drinking water is set at 
1 ppu; the requirement varies for different age groups and different 
air temperature of different countries. If the water contains too 
much fluoride there is chance of occurrence dental defect known as 
"mottled enamel", particularly among children during the period when 
their permanent teeth are yet to be found. The optimum concentration 
for children of that age group is between 0.9 to 1.0 ppra. If the 
concentration is low there la oh&nce of "dental caries" for adults. 
For adults, concentration of fluoride uiay be between 1 to 4 ppa. 
For warmer climate like ours, the limit, cf fluoride content should 
be between 0.8 to 1.4 ppuu 

Water is conditioned in many water supply systems of developed 
countries. 
Fluoride content in water is determined by color photometry. 
Jar Test 

Jar test is a part and parcel of any surface water treatment plant 
to determine the optimum dosages of coagulants for flocculation 
of suspended materials in the water. In Bangladesh where stream 
water is treated in the wate$ works, a marked different dosages of 
coagulants are required between monsoon and dry season. So, without 
jar test use of coagulant for coagulation and flocculation of 
surface water would be either uneconomic or ineffective. Moreover, 
too much use of alum as coagulant, the water may turn acidic to an 
objectionable limit. 
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6. EACTERIOIOGIC.AL TESTS: 

Bacteriological test through -a rovtme test one is common with all water 
works. This is done in the laboratory to ascertain the presence of 
pathogenic bacteria in the drinking water. The habits of most pathogenic 
bacteria is the human intestines. There is another group of non-pathogenic 
bacteria called coliform bacteria which inhabit in billions in human 
intestinal tracts. Pathogenic bacteria carmot be detected by any ordinary 
test. But coliform bacteria can be detected by general laboratory test. 
Hence presence of coliform bacteria in a water sample is an indicator of 
fecal pollution of water which in turn indicates probable presence of 
pathogenic bacteria. 

There are two procedures for bacteriological tests: 

(i) Multiple tube fermentation test - (a) presumptive, and 
(b) confirmed. 

(ii) Membrane filter technique 

In water works practices, bacteriological test is a routine affair. 
Water samples from different points, - from intake upto the consumers' 
ends should be tested in the laboratory, daily. The basis for number of 
samples to be tested daily may be stated as shown below: 

Municipal Water Supplies Recommended Analysis Schedule 

? 1 
<,, x Name of Main » . . , . , J 1 . 1 m I District 
w } Town y 

{Population! No.of sample 
J 1972 I required 
fEstimated \ per month 

i Frequency 
(interval) 1 

1. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

rt. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

32. 

13. 

Dacca 

Chittagong 

Narayanganj 

Khulna 

Barisal 

Saidpur 

Rajshahi 

Comilla 

Mymensingh 

Serajganj 

Jessore 

Brahmanbaria 

Pabna 

Dacca 

Chittagong 

Dacca 

Khulna 

Barisal 

Rangpur 

Rajshahi 

Comilla 

Mynensingh 

Pabna 

Jessore 

Comilla 

Pabna 

14,00,000 

8,20.000 

2,84,000 

4,02,000 

97,000 

79,000 

96,000 

77,000 

76,000 

63,000 

66,000 

60,000 

58,000 

150 

82 

28 

40 

20 

16 

20 

16 

16 

13 

14 

12 

12 

5 Daily 

3 " 

1 " 

Alternate 
days. 

1 Daily 

Alternate 
days. 



SI. 
No, 

?.4. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27, 

28. 

29. 

J Name of Main 
f Town 

Rangpur 

Jainalpur 

Sylhet 

Dinajpur 

"handpur 

Bogra 

Faridpur 

Kushtia 

Kishorganj 

Tangail 

Rajbari 

Natore 

Patuakhalj 

Habiganj 

Munshiganj 

Cox's Bazar 

\ District 

Rangpur 

hymensingh 

Sylhet 

iinajpur 

Comilla 

Bogra 

Faridpur 

Kushtia 

Mymensingh 

Tangail 

Faridpur 

Rajshahi 

Patuakhali 

Sylhet 

Dacca 

Chittagong 

5 
• 1 

41 

Population 
1972 

Estimated 

64,000 

61,000 

52,000 

50,000 

46,000 

66,000 

38,000 

35,000 

33,000 

34,000 

22, O X 

19,000 

17,000 

17,000 

13,000 

10,000 
,57,000 

iNo. of Samples! 
{required per J Frequency 
J month J(interval) 

13 

12 

11 

10 

10' 

14 

8 

7 

7 

7 

5 

5 

4 

4 

3 . 

2 
561 

Alternate 
days. 

n 

ii 

Every fourth 

w 

Alternate 
days 

Every fourth 
day 
ti 

n 

it 

II 

Once a week 
II 

ti 

n 

n 

7. DISINFECTION; 

Drinking ̂ l̂ atê  should be absolutely free from pathogenic bacteria. 
During storage avid transmission through pipe lines water may acquire 
and carry pathogenic bacteria. Therefore it should be ensured that the 
water is disinfected upto the consumers' ends. Disinfection of water means 
killing all the potentially dangerous organisms that may be present. 

The most effective disinfecting agent for drinking water is the chlorine 
in gaseous or liquid form. Other chemicals that may be i;s$d for 
disinfection are ozone, iodine and potassium permanganate. 

Chlorine demand, residual chlorine, combined available chlorine and 
breakpoint chlorine; these are the four very important points to be 
considered while dealing with chlorine for disinfecting drinking water. 
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Chlorine in pure water forms hypochlorous acid and hypochloric acid. 
It is the hypochlorous acid tbat causes disinfection. 

If the water contains organic matter and dissolved minerals like iron, 
narigane.se, h>6rogen sulphide and aEncnis,the chlorine and hypochlorous 
acid react with some of those and form soluble and insoluble compounds. 

Thus ammonia forms chlcramines which though has disinfecting properties, 
but effectiveness of the available chlorine is reduced considerably and so, 
dosage of chlorine is required to be increased consid3r»bly. 

The chlorine tMt M s roiched other dissolved minerals has also lost its 
disinfecting power, this amount of chlorine thus lost is called 
,chj.orine demand of the water. Total dosage of chlorine must b© sufficient 
to satisfy this chlorine demand, with enough excess quantity left over 
for disinfection. 

Besidual chlorine is the amount of chlorine left behind after the chlorine 
demand having been met. 

Residual chlorine that is available for disinfection in the form of 
chloramine is called combined available Chlorine. As the dosage of 
chloride is increased the residual chlorine increases up to a certain 
level r.nd then decreases during oxidization of all the amnonia. This 
point is cilled break point. 

With the addition of more chlorine nnd when no more chloranine is formed, 
the chlorine residual is then in the form of hypochlorous acid. The 
chlorine available ivi this form is called free available chlorine. 

About 30 '.ir.utes time is requiied for added chlorine in the reservoir 
before water is let out into the distribution system. Enough chlorine 
must be added to the water to ensure a chlorine residual throughout 
the distribution system. The residual chlorine must be at least 0.1 
tc 0.4 ppm after 30 minutes contact period. 

. HARD WATEF SOFTHBIBS; 

Hardness of water is measured by the amount of soap needed to produce 
lather. Hardness more than 200 ppm needs softening for household 
use. 

The cause of about all hardness cf water is the presence of dissolved 
calci'un and magnesium salts. 

In the laboratory process hardness is determined either by calculating 
the equivalent carbonate or bicarbonate and also by an organic acid 
(EDTA). 

Tctal hardness of water may be divided into two groups: 
Carbonate hardnesrj and non-carbonate hardness. 

http://narigane.se
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Carbonate hardness is temporary hardness and can oe removed by simply 
boiling, to precir-itate calcium and magnesium carbonates. 

Non-carbonate hardness are the compounds of calcium and magnesium with 
sulphate, chloride and nitrate. Won-carbonate hardness cannot be 
removed by straight boiling. 

In water works practices, hard water is softened by removing calcium 
and magnesium in the following two methods: 

Liae-3oda-a3h treatment and, zeolite treatment 

Lime-soda-ash (sodium carbonate) applied to hard water reacts with 
calcium and magnesium to -form insoluble calcium carbonate and magneaium 
hydroxide. They are removed by sedimentation and-filtration. 

When hard water ie passed through a bed of Zeolites (granular materials) 
which has sodium ions attached, the calcium and. magnesium are exchanged 
for -he sodium, making the water soft containing sodium bicarbonates in 
exchange of calcium and magnesium. When all the sodium is thus exchanged, 
the Zeolite looses its exchange capacity. The zeolite is then re
generated by passing strong solution of sodium chloride (common salt) 
through the bed of Zeolite*. In this.process Zeolite receives sodium 
ions by giving up calcium and magnesium. Calcium and magnesium are 
removed by flushing out salt solution when Zeolite is ready for reuse. 

This method is called ion exchange method. 

DPHE LABORATORY: 

DPHE has got two regional P.H.E. Laboratories one at Dacca and the other 
?t Chittagong. These laboratories are fully equipped to make all kinds 
of tests of water and waste water. The major urban water supply system 
in Bangladesh is from groundwater-and the entire rural water supply 
system is also from hand tubewells. The major problem with ground 
water in Bangladesh is iron and chloride. So, without having these 
laboratories it would not have been possible to ascertain water quality 
and sink economical and useful wells. The Bangladesh Water Development 
Board (SWOB), the Agricultural Development Corporation (ADC) and the 
Dacca and Chittagong Water Supply and Sewerage Authority (WASA) are alco 
utilizing the services of these two laboratories. 

Each laboratory is headed by one senior chemist assisted by some junior 
chemists, laboratory assistants an*? sample collectors. 

DPHE is proposing to establish two more regional laboratories - one 
at Khulna and one at Rajshahi. 
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When these 4 laboratories are finally fully equipped with men and 
materials they would be in a position to help develop a monitorirg 
system of all the growing water supply facilities both urban and 
rural. But, for systematic bacteriological tests each urban piped 
water supply facility would need a small laboratory of its own. 

10. CONCLUSIONS; 

Laboratory practice is an indespensible part of any water works 
or sewerage practice. Every water works should hav« one laboratory 
fully equipped for routine monitoring of drinking water supply. 
Laboratory practice saves chemicals for treating water. In water 
and waste water treatment, a laboratory should work like a "light in the 
darkness." 

In planning* a water supply or sewerage system, a miniature laboratory 
should always be included in it; otherwise planning of such systems 
remains incomplete. 
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ASSISTANT ENGINEER, DFHE 

(a) flis position 

(b) Fights and obligations 

(c) Warrant of precedence 

(a) The Assistant Engineers of DFHE posted in the Sub-Divisions of 
administrative districts of Bangladesh plays a vital role unique 
of its nature in the implementation of development programmes of 
the Government executed through the DFHE under the Minis-try of 
L.G., R.D. and Cooperatives (L.G. Division). 

(b) One Division of DFHE comprises of one, or two districts and is 
under the direct control of an Executive Engineer. The Assistant 
Engineers in Sub-Divisions work under the Division. They help the 
Executive Engineers in execution of works and they supervise the 
works of departmental contractors with the help of the two Sub-
Assistant «ftgfa«8#i'1ihder them and fc%rW«1i,a^esligu-etech Thana. 
The mechanics not only supervise the ru#a!l haSd tubeweli works 
of contractors but also they repair and maintain the 'BP§E tubewells 
within their jurisdictions. The Assistant Engineer of DFHE is the 
drawing and disbursing officer of employees under him and he 
authenticate the bills of contractors for any nature of works 
executed under DFHE for payment by the Executive Engineer. He is 
the key man and on him depends the success of any work of the 
Directorate. 

(c) The Assistant Engineer is t:>e fourth man in the warrant of precedence 
. a the DPHE after tne Chief Engineer. 

WORK RULES 

The following are the works rules worth mentioning: 

(a) Approval of scheme - Transmission to the Executive Authority. 

(b) How to start the work - Budget - Revised budget - yearly allocation -
working estimates - prer>pr.-. + ion ,f r.pecif options, approved ~y 
corap̂ -teiit authorit;/. 

(c) Calling for tenders - acceptance of tenders, issue of work orders, 
contract documents for works and supplies. 

(d) Expenditures chargeable to works for purchases of various articles. 

(e) Warnings to the contractors, cancellation of tenders. 

(f) Work charge, contingent staff, etc. 

(g) Getting department works - works on deposit accounts. 

**. 



The Assistant Engineer today is the future Chief Engineer of DPHE. He 
must, therefore, get himself conversant uith the rules and regulations 
governing the.public works very intimately from now. 

(a) The Planning Cell of the Government o± Bangladesh approves a scheme 
and submits it to the Cabinet 01 Ministers (NBC) who finally givo 
approval to the scheme and the Finance Ministry allocates the 
budgetted amount of the approved scheme.to the Administrative 
Department who in turn transmits the approved scheme as well as 
the budgetted amount to the DJHE. 

(b) The Head of the /Directorate, the Chief Engineer, on receipt of 
such scheme and the budget allocation asks the Superintending 
Engineer concerned to. submit his budget how does he wants to spend 
the money in a financial year against the approved, scheme and 
accordingly the. Chief^Engineer allocates funds to1 him. < The Executive 
Engineers prepare the working estimates, plans and prepare specifica
tions of works under the guidance of Superintending Engineers. The 
Executive Engineer out of the annual development approved programme 
can approve estimates upto the amount Taka 25»O0O.OO and' accept 
tenders upto Taka 1,00,000.00. If this amount is exceeded he sends 
to his Superintending Engineer and in turn to the Chief Engineer 
for approval of estimates, plans and specifications for amounts of 
competence of respective officers. 

/che EE, may 
(c) On receipt -of the approval/call for tenders from the approved 

enlisted con/..actors- of the category suited for the work and on 
the day of openjr jt \_ open;: the tenders and prepares comparative 
statements. Theat statements after scrutiny are approved by the 
competent authority stated earlier. Usually the lowest tenderer 
gets the work and the Assistant Engineer is the man who as per ~ 
approved plans, bill of quantities and specifications gets the 
work done by the contractor with the help of his Sub-Assistant 
Engineer and. other staff. Either on partly completion or. on fully 
completion of the work the Assistant Engineer prepares bills either 
running account bills or first and final bills for payment. • 

(d) Some times for smooth running of the work the officer-in-charge 
has to purchase certain articles from the open market and the cost 
is to book directly to the works. 

(e) It sometimes becomes necessary for the Assistant Engineer to warn 
••-. the contractor for doing works out of specifications or for excessive 
delay in execution. In that case the Assistant Engineer needs to 
write to the .contractor mentioning the time, date, place and nature 
of defects he has observed for rectifications, giving a specific 
date by which the contractor must rectify as per the.specifications 
and contract documents agreed upon by both the parties, i.e. the 
Government .and the contractor-., If the. contractor, does not abide 



by t'nose instructions the duty of the Assistant Engineer is to report 
to the Executive Engineer for takiag appropriate action as per contract 
document against ohe contractor and the Executive Engineer either 
cancels his tenders or taloos other appropriate actions as per contract 
documents. (The Assistant E'ri~ir/-:>- •? are requested to go through 
one of the contract documents Bangladesh Form No. 2911 where a number 
of instructions were given how to get works done and what rules are 
to be followed). 

In cases where the contractor leaves a work incomplete the Executive 
Engineer either himself or under authority from his superiors 
cancels the works of the contractor and incomplete works are measured 
by the Assistant Engineer in presence of the contractor who is invited 
to remain present and signs a paper agreed upon by both the sides. 
In cases the contractor does riot turn up or does not send his 
representative to take measurement of such incomplete work the 
Executive Engineer by writing letters Uttder' registered cover to 
the contractor giving him a definite date may authorise the Assistant 
Engineer or may himself take the measurement of the works exparte 
and get the remaining work done departmentally or a fresh tender 
is called for the remaining work and can be done by some-other 
agency at the cost of the original contractor. . x . 

(f) In certain nature of works it becomes difficult for the Assistant 
Engineer to supervise himself along with his Sub-Assistant Engineer 
and it sometimes becomes necessary to appoint Work-Assistants, 
Construction Inspectors, Peons and Night Guards on temporary basis 
for supervision and looking after the works and materials for a 
time till the works are completed. Such employees are called 
Work-Charged employees. Their pay and allowance of 2%/° of the 
estimated amount are directly booked to the cost of works and 
those people are disbanded after completion of the schemes. 

(g) In discharge dut}' of the Assistant Engineer he may sometimes find 
that-bis Department is doing works in favour of other Govti Departments, 
Autonomous Bodies or even private party who may approach the Department 
for getting a special nature of works done through his Department. 
Such works are called "Works on Deposit Account" and under public 
works rule vrhex - the other agency is a department not guided by 
public works department (i.e. unlike Build igs, Roads and other 
Public Works Departments) they deposit the cash money or on Bank 
Drafts to the Executive Engineer against the estimates of the works 
they desire to be done through the DPHE. And the Directorate gets 
the works done as if it is his own and charges from the other 
department an amount of Taka 11% as departmental charge, audit 
and account charge, etc. etci If the other department is a department 
guided by public works department they simply approves the estimates 
of the works and ask the DPHE to get the work done and raise debits 
against them. In such cases also the DPHE gets the works done as 
if it is his own department and charges an amount of Taka 8$ departmental 
charge on account of audit and accounts and other miscellaneous 
expenditures. 

.../ 



OFFICE RUL3S 

(a) Lerve rules, disciplinary cases - disciplinary rules, pension -
pension rules. 

(b) Attendance, decorum and writing of C.C.R. 

(c.i Receipts and issues of letters 

(d) Writing of let+jrs to other offices, tour diary, tour programme, 
writing note book. 

(e) Handling of confidential matters - urgent matters> special matters 

(a) An Assistant Engineer has to deal with the.leave cases of subordinates 
under him. Leave may be casual leave, earned leave on medical grounds 
and other leaves or quarantine leave of 21 days. In case any relation 
of the Govt, servant who live with him has been attacked either with 
small-pox, chicken-pox or cholera or other such diseases the Govt, 
servant is entitled to get 21 days earned leave oalled quarantine 
leave. Leaves are granted on different terms of conditions laid 
down in the Service Rule, Part II guiding services of Govt, servants 
of Bangladesh. 

He is to deal with delinquent staff under him under the Efficiency 
& Discipline Rule I960 (Revised). It is advised that the Assistant 
Engineers go through the Efficiency & Discipline Rules, I960 Revised, 
in details and study it for himself so that he can effectively apply 
the appropriate clauses of rules for punishing the delinquent staff 
under him. 

He will have to report about the pension cases of staff working 
under him. The pension rules are fairly complicated and requires 
careful study. The Assistant Engineers are advised to go through 
the details of Pension Rules. It is informed that it is their 
duty to notify the staff concerned more than six months before he 
attains the age of going to pension and allow him the leave preparatory 
to retirement. This leave will be an earned leave. 

(b) The Assistant Engineer will regularly check the attendance of the 
office staff after their arrival and before the office hours are 
over. The Govt. Servants have to maintain all discipline and 
decorum in the ofTice which every staff has to maintain towards 
his superiors and towards subordinates. In writing letters he will 
maintain the decorum with his superiors also with his subordinates. 
The ]anguage should be short, clear and polite. He may express his 
annoyance or disapproval but the language should be elegant & expressive. 

(c) In the office of the Assistant Engineer he has to issue and receive 
letters to and from other offices. In this business all the letters 
received in a book called receipt register and issue letters to 
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other offices, recorded in a jook is cs,." .d. issue register-. Tn the 
issue register he has to r-iai: Lain t'r.e account of servioa stamp 
used in every letter .hich is -jlsc recorded in a se^ax: <:e boo;, ire 
to be accounted for and monthly ac c o :.:vt 3 of stamps alongwith stat onery 
articles and other paper are to be sent to his higher office. 

Every year during the end of December he has to write.confidential 
character rolls of his staff. There are definite forms which are 
to be sent to his superior in duplicate by the first week of 
January the following year. 

(d) An Assistant Engineer is to record the tours he performs in the 
type of diary and whatever he observes, instructs, and information 
gathers are to be noted down in a note book officially issued to 
him by his superior office. He also requires to submit his advance 
tentative tour programme to his superiors by the end of the previous 
month. It is not absolutely necessary that he will follow the tour 
programme in to-to but he is required to follow the programme unless 
there is any great difficulty in it. The Assistant Engineer sometimes 
has to write letters to other offices, public representatives or 
to individual public. In writing those letters he is to maintain 
certain decorum. The letters should be very polite and his language 
should be simple. But on policy matter he should not write direct 
or make commitment to anybody for such matter without prior approval 
or discussion with Executive Engineer. 

(e) In matters of handling confidential nature he is to maintain a 
record book; issue of confidential letters by himself personally 
and keep the confidential matters in his personal custody. Confi
dential matters are usually sealed in the envelope and a separate 
envelope is used to cover display of the matters. In the top of the 
envelope the person addressed to is to be addressed by name. In 
handling urgent and special matters it is advised that the Assistant 
Engineer should personally handle these things rather than relying 
upon the clerical staff ^ocause they sometimes may not understand 
the magnitude of urgency and of their special nature. In all 
technical matters and other urgent jobs he should personally make 
the draft and check letters before signing. 

FINANCIAL RUL^S 

(a) Powers with rank, financial sanctions 

(b) Increase and decrease of work-non tendered items - revised estimates 

(c) Survey report of materials, theft and loss of materials 

(d) Purchases - contingent expenditures, tools and plants, repairs 

.../ 



{&) Public auction of materials 

(f) T.A. Bills, Pay Bills, Pre-Audit cf Bills 

(a) The most important rules in the function of the office of the 
Assistant Engineer are the financial rules. As you know a person 
is more responsible who spends than a person who earns and should 
have high sense of judgement in spending Govt* money.- The sense 
of judgement is taught; by the Govt, through rules and.regulations. 
As Assistant Engineer you will spend the money of the Govt, under 
certain rules and regulations. If anybody makes mistake he not 
bnly makes the Govt, loser but makes himself also liable to punish
ment. Therefore, it is desired that the Assistant Engineers be 
very careful about the applications of financial-rules. In the 
DPHE an Assistant Engineer cannot purchase anything out of Govt, 
money without • prior approval from his: superiors,. To. spend, for the' 
interest of Govt, works it is required that he will submit an estimate 
of foreseen and unforeseen expenditures to his superior and take 
advance of money and as per -instruction of. his superiors he will 
spend those and submit the vouchers after their entries in -the 
measurement books along with the complete account and return the 
unspent money to his superior for adjustment. Before the complete 
account- is submitted the Assistant Engineer remains liable for the 
amount so advanced to him. 

(b) While executing works the Assistant Engineer may have to increase 
or decrease the works executed by a contractor. If the increase 
or decrease is of considerable amount he has to report to his 
superior for obtaining approval. Sometimes in some works he has 
to get it done which are essential but those are not covered by 
the bill of quantities of the work. In such cases if the items 
are too many and involve high expenditure he has to report to his 
superior and get his permission including negotiation of rates 
with the contractor and approval from the competent authority. If 
rates cannot be decided immediately it should be approved just 
after completion of work on the claim of the contractor by the • 
competent authority. After the works are so done he has to 
prepare a revised estimate of the completed works showing the 
items of the tender and the non-tendered items separately and 
submit a report along with this as to why non-tendered items, 
cropped up. After approval of the revised estimate he can enter 
the non-tendered items into the measurement book and submit the 
bills to the Executive Engineer for payment. 

(c) The charge of stores of a Sub-division has with the Assistant 
Engineer. But he may engage his office clerk to keep store records 
also. The Assistant Engineer has to check the godown under him 
of Govt, materials and from time to time he has to physically 
verify the stores and examine the papers maintained by the 

.../ 
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clerk-in-charge. If he finds accumulation of unserviceable materials 
or useless materials or deteriorated materials ha has to submit a 
report called svrvey report in duplicate in a form to his superior 
for auction sale or otherwise disposal of the useless materials. 
His superior on receipt OT" ths survey report will get it processed 
and obtain the sanction-fofr publj*; auction or otherwise disposal. 
If any materiel is lost or ,thievery occurs of any Govt, materials 
the Assistant Engineer is required to immediately report to the 
Police Station giving a First Information Report simultaneously 
he is required to report to his Executive Engineer and the Superin
tending F-igineor about the loss or theft even before verifying t^o 
account an'. f;nount. Then he is to cundac , a complete enquiry ^nto 
the Matter and J*-limit a report t-.> his .̂ x<->-.u.ive Engineer. The 
Executive Engineer on receipt of sucn r ?T?O.'\; \. .cf come to +be s^ot 
and veriry, ̂ ._ dne and ascertain th^ liability of the loss and 
submit a report to the Superintending Engineer lor action. 

(d) The Directorate from time to time will allot some amount of money 
to him under the sub-head contingent expenditure, tools and plants, 
repairs, etc. The Assistant Engineer can purchase materials out 
of those funds directly from the market if the amount is below 
Tk. 20.00. If the amount exceeoVs he has to call for quotations 
and if the amount exceeds Taka 500.00 then he can request the . 
Executive Engineer to call for tenders for purchase of those 
materials and tools and plants. In case of repairs he can only 
report to his superior with estimate for such repairs and after 
obtaining sanction the repairs can be done according to the financial 
rule s. 

(e) In cases of auction of Govt, materials the Executive Engineer will 
authorise him to conduct the public auction. In that case he will 
go to the spot accompanied by the Govt, auctioner, prepare a bid 
sheet as per profcrma and every bid is to be recorded with names 
and addresses of the bidders. The detail i3 required to be known 
from his superiors. 

(f) The Assistant Engineer being the drawing and disbursing officer of 
his subordinates is required to pajs T.A. Bills, Pay Bills. If 

' T.A. Bill is not drp'-rn within six.months from the month of journey 
it is required to be preaudited. In that case he is required to send 
to his superior for transmission to the Accountant General and the 
Accountant General after examining the bills send to the treasury 
or sub-treasury and he gets the money against the bills from the 
treasury or sub-treasury. In case of pay bill if it is not drawn 
within 3 years from the month of payment the bill is preaudited 
after investigation and ir. the same way encashed. 

.../ 
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5. RESPONSIBILITY OF ASSISTANT ENGINEERS 

(a) In office maintenance, che'cking of note boo&s • . :- :••.•• 

(b) Administration-follow up of works of subordinates 

(c) Control of subordinate staff - good manager's job , 

(d) Issue of liveries to staff, etc. 

(e) Maintenance of stores, accounts, registers ; 

(f) Payment of rent* tax, rate, etc., electric bills, renewal of • 
licences of vehicles, drivers, etc. -• 

(g) Stock accounts, writing of measurement books and record keeping 

(h) Coordination with departmental and outside offices - UNICEF/WHO/ 
local offices and public relations - contractors. 

(i) Maint enance of accounts of imprest, temporary advance 

(j) Postage stamp register, other registers 

(k) Maintenance of buildings,, structure and other Govt, property 

(l) Transmission of various periodical information to higher 
authorities - others. 

(m) Vehicle registration, maintenance, etc. 

(n) Responsibility to his community - nation 

(a) Efficient management of the office is the responsibility of the 
Assistant Engineer in doing so he is to face a number of matters which 
it is impossible to mention in a booklet form but an intelligent 
person easily can understand what are his responsibilities if some 
informations are given in nutshell. The Assistant Engineer is to 
check the activities of his staff very often. In entering into the 
office he is to see who is on his table or who is not and what the 
staff are doing. He is required to check notebooks of tubewell 
mechanics and Sub-Assistant Engineers and Overseers from time to 
time seeing what have been noted and whether they have correctly 
•noted about the works and maintenance works. :,.:•••:. 

(b) & (c) Each work given to subordinate staff must be followed up to see 
whether they have properly implemented or not. He should be very 
courteous but at the same time very strict in his principle. Thus 

.../ 
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he can become a good officer. There may be genuine grievances from 
his staff where he will give patient hearing and ventilate the feeling 
to superiors for their redressment. 

(d) Now-a-days Govt, has granted liveries to the lower staff who are 
entitled to get at Govt, cost shirts, pants, shoes and umbrellas 
according to their grades and nature of jobs and the Assistant 
Engineer is to keep in record who has taken and at what intervals. 

(e) , The maintenance of store is entirely the responsibility of the 
Assistant Engineer although a clerk is directly in charge of the 
materials.- Submission of monthly accounts, fortnightly and weekly 
and .maintenance of registers like tubewell register, works register, 
etc. are the responsibilities of the Assistant Engineer. 

(f) For the office of the Assistant Engineer he has to pay rent, tax, 
rate, electric bills, water bills and for his vehicle he needs to 
renew licences of the vehicles and driving licences of the drivers 
at Govt, cost at certain intervals as required. For any difficulty 
or for expenditure he is to consult the Executive Engineer and the 
account of expenditures are to be adjusted after having receipt of 
the bills of such expenditures. 

(g) Account keeping with respect to the works contractorwise and tender-
wise are the responsibility of the Assistant Engineer. When he records 
a measurement of work after its completion he can send those 
to the Executive Engineer for payment. As per rule the measurements 
are to be written by the Assistant Engineer in the M.B. (Measurement 
Book) himself. The measurements are recorded according to the 
language of bill of quantities of the works or as per language o^ 
the approved supplimentary tenders where applicable. 

(h) An Assistant Engineer is often required to coordinate his activities 
with those of local people, UNICEP, 'RIO, public leaders and private 
individuals. In each case he has to play diplomatically. 

(i) When an Assistant Engineer is allowed an imprest money he has to 
keep record of the imprest money and maintain an account of passing 
of bills from the imprest. He can again take the imprest money 
to get other works done. Imprest money is a fund of temporary 
advance and is required to be adjusted by paid vouchers. 

(j) In his office he has to maintain a number of registers like postal 
stamp register, issue and receipt register of letters, register of 
books and stationeries, register of furniture, tools and plants, 
register of bicycles, register of tubewells and many other registers 
besides the register of materials. 

.../ 
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(k) Maintenance of Govt, buildings, .structures and other Govt, property 
are the responsibilities of "xhe Assistant Engineers. Occasionally 
he has to visit these and-see whether while washing and repairing 
are. necessary. ,. On the roof top whether weeds grow-or crack develops, 
.lestkage through, the roof's occur etc. are . to be; checked from'tinie to 
time and repair estimate, submitted to his superior officers for 

• proper maintenance ..of the buildings and structure; 

(l) He has to reguisrly transmit periodical information to his higher 
authorities :and, sometimes to other off-ices too. •.' In this case he 
.is advised to hang some proforma in the wall-of his chamber-to 
remind of the type and nature of the information to be transmitted 
periodically. This will help him maintain this.timely. 

(m) Under him.there may be bicycles, motor cycles and-Govt, jeep and 
their regular maintenance like servicing,, tunning, checking of 
mobile oil- distilled, wafer,' fuel, tyre conditions and outside 
cleaning are. his responsibilities. 

(n) Besides that the community in which he lives deserve something from 
him and he has certain responsibilities to the nation belonging 
to him. As a young engineer he has to see that relations are 
established with his neighbours, friends', subordinates, superiors 
and everybody around him. 

6. SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTIONS, INSTALLATIONS. ETC. 

Procurement of departmental materials, issues to contractors rules 
involving in those - receipt back of materials - maintenance of 
site accounts. 

Inspection of contractor's materials, men, arrangements, tools-and 
plants, safety measure1, time of construction. 

Maintenance of site books - warning to contractors - transmission 
of information to higher authorities. 

Site inspection - cropping up of problems 

Progress reports 

The Assistant Engineer.is-responsible for supervision of constructions 
and installations. In doing so immediately after receipt of the copy, 
of the work order or even before that he has to check the departmental 
godown and see whether materials, are sufficient in his stock.for the 
future works. If there is any shortage of materials he is to write 

.../ 
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to his superiors and submit-indents in particular form and obtain 
materials for keeping in his store. When these materials are 
issued to the contractors a separate book or page of a book is 
require to maintain to show what materials are issued, what 
materials are returned by those particular contractors, what materials 
are utilized by them. These registers are called site accounts of 
materials register. These site accounts may be maintained with 
respect to a particular project or for an individual contractor. 
It is better to maintain for every individual contractor or individual 
contract. While submitting a running bill or a final bill he is 
required to submit an accounts of materials along with those bills. 

In execution of contract the contractors are sometimes required to 
supply materials. It is the duty of the Assistant Engineer to 
inspect those materials before use if they are as per the standard 
specifications. Unapproved materials should be removed by the 
contractor from the site at once. . For that, quality and quantity 
of contractor's materials should be approved and recorded by.the 
Assistant Engineer in work site book. If such people have been 
engaged by a contractor who do not behave properly the Assistant 
Engineer has the right to ask the contractor to withdraw the man 
from the work site. The arrangements of the construction, tools 
and plants, safety measures, etc. are to be examined by the Assistant 
Engineer at the work site from time to time or even before start of 
the work. The Assistant Engineer is required to ask from the 
contractor the time schedule for completion of a particular work 
and the Assistant Engineer may ask the contractor to follow the 
time schedule for the interest of the works. Department should also 
make work-schedule for each work in the line as the Chief Engineer 
suggested in his deliberation. 

The Assistant Engineer may ask the contractor to maintain a site 
inspection book in which the Assistant Engineer may write his 
inspection notes or instructions to the contractor, mild warnings 
also may be recorded in those books and if anything goes beyond 
control he is to promptly report to his superiors. 

If any problem crops up he may write in the site inspection book or 
even he may express his satisfaction of the work if the contractor 
does everything perfectly alright. 

The progress of works from time to time are required to be reported 
to his superior officers for their information. 

.../ 
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7. IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIFICATIONS • 

(a) Study and understandings of",specifications 

(b) Change - violation - overlooking - negligence of specifications 

(c) Improvement of specifications in subsequent works .''•••'. 

(d)• Ambiguous terms, simple and clear language, short and ' 
' understandable specifications, etc. 

The Assistant Engineer on receipt of vrork orders is required to go 
through the papers very very carefully specially the specifications 
because the contractor is required to follow.the specifications and 
the Assistant Engineer is required to get the works as per specifications. 
It is a vital document for getting work done perfectly. The language 
of the specifications should not have any ambiguous word. It should be 
simple and clear, short and understandable avoiding unnecessary 
description. The change of specification is strongly prohibited. When 
a work order is issued, specifications cannot be changed or should 
not be violated. If there is any ambiguity or omission in the 
specifications which is not understandable either from the side of 
the contractor or' from the side of the Assistant Engineer it should 
promptly be brought to the notice of higher authority ê d instructions 
may be sought how to rectify the omissions. He is a good Assistant 
Engineer who keeps note of such points which he found not workable in 
a particular specifications for the interest of works and in subsequent 
tenders he points out to his superiors tc change tlu specifications 
to suit a particular nature of work for its improvement or modification. 
The suggestions are always welcome. 

MHK/psb 
16.3.75 
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MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE; 

The definition of scientific uanagement as given by Frederick Winslow 
Taylor, of the U.S.A. in his cvn words explain both what management 
is not, *rA what it is. 

'Scientific management* is not any efficiency device. It is not a 
new system of figuring costs; it is not a new system of paying 
men; it is not holding a stop-watch on a man and writing things down 
him; it is not time study; it is not motion study nor an analysis 
of the movements of man; it is not any of the devices which the 
average man calls to mind when scientific management is spoken of. 

) In its essence, scientific management involves a complete mental 
revolution on the part of the working man engaged in any particular 
establishment or industry. 

Management ie an Art 

That is an attidude of mind rather than a bundle of techniques is worthy 
of further emphasis. The term 'scientific management• suggests, unfortunately 
that management is a science. True it is that a set of basic principles is 
now well established - and can be taught. True it is, too, that scientific 
management makes use of scientific knowledge. But it is not in itself a 
science, if science be taken to mean the exploration and explanation of the 
physical universe by observation and experiment, inference and deduction. 
It is, instead, an art approached in a scientific temper. 

Its classification as an art is justified by the prime importance, in 
management, of achieving desired ends by means of the collective effort of 
a group of human beings. There are many o-.her facets of management, but 
this fundamental requirement to organise human beings is its distinguishing 
feature, it explains, for example, the value attached to leadership as a 
quality in the good manager. Whether it be a shopkeeper with one assistant, 
a section-leader in a consulting engineer's office, a contractor's agent 
on a construction site, a commander of an army, a prime minister of a 
Government - whereever, in fact, tasks have to be allocated to subordinates, 
there also is needed this art of handling people so as to get from them 
their best work relevant to the job in hand. To do so inevitable involves 
consideration and assessment of imponderables, for not only is there 
infinite variety of human beings but each individual has his own range 
of variation inemotional reaction, personal inclination and intellectual 
strength. 

Two Principle Functions: 

In the higher realms of management, two principle functions are involved. 
First, there is the formulation of purpose, the definition of the goal 
towards which effort is to be directed, and second, there is the creation 
of facilities and environment which encourag men and women of varied 
ability and inclination to work together harmoniously towards that goal. 
If any business enterprise is to succeed, it must operate as a unity. 
To create and maintain that uni y is a paramound responsibility for top 
management. 
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What does all this mean for the young engineer? To begin with, he should 
reject outright the familiar aphorism that 'a good manager is born, not 
made'. The implication here is that study is a waste of time, that only 
the man with an in born flair for it can achieve managerial rank. The 
argument against management training for engineers alleges that, on the 
one hand, engineers should strive after increased technical knowledge and 
experience and so enhance their value to the community as highly skilled 
specialists; and, on the other hand, that the employer can in any case 
buy all the managerial abiloty he needs by appointing appropriate new 
comers to his staff. 

Training and Study: 

The argument against management training for engineers can also be rebutted 
by re-calling that not so many years ago, the engineering graduate was 
suspect to the employer who had struggled to success by virtue of natural 
ability and un-ramitting practical efforts. Today, by contrast, most 
employers demand engineering qualifications of high theoritical merit. 
In the engineering field it has thus come to be recognised that for those 
who can benefit by it a sound theoritical basis will enable a man to develop 
move fully his potential abilities. Exactly the same consideration can be 
applied to the field of management. Rejection of the slick and erroneous 
judgement that a good manager is born not made, should thus be followed by 
acceptance that 'a good manager is both born and made'. 

Wisdom and Knowledge: 

To study, appraise and make sound judgement, upon these external factors 
requires a mind which has acquired wisdom as well as knowledge, which has 
breadth as well as depth. Any professional engineer treading the path of 
management will inevitably acquire these qualities in some degree as his 
personality develops with variety of experience. But he will doubtless do 
so to a greater degree if he is aware as a young man of the qualities which 
will in later life be required of him before he can satisfy his managerial 
ambitions. 

Breadth of knowledge and maturity of judgement, given innate ability, can 
be developed through wide reading, foreign travel, intermingling with 
persons in other walks of life and participation in activities remote 
from the daily employment. Perhaps, too, the best result can be obtained 
by embarking upon these activities as the natural expansion of a well-
balanced personality towards a greater interest in world affairs and a 
fuller enjoyment of life. 

The Bngineer-in-Hanagement Administrator and Technologist: 

To the recently qualified engineer it may be a depressing thought to 
discover that yet further study awaits him. Cultivation of an attitude 
' of mind is one thing but to tackle yet another new body of knowledge is 
another, more daunting, prospect. The trained mind, however, once embarked 
upon the task, will find, it easy by comparison with the everage engineering 
curriculum. The professional mind, moreover, never stops all through 
life studying, contemplating and broadening in knowledge and wisdom. By 
taking an early interest in scientific management, a stronger sense of 
purpose can be engendered into that natural tendency. 
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In the less developed countries where technology has been desperately 
needed to make the transition from the static to the dynamic society, and 
industrial maturity, there is no psychological bar against the technologist 
rising to the highest level, and he does in fact do so to a much greater 
extent than in the United Kingdom. In Russia, for example, or Mexico, 
the status of the technologist ranks very high because his value to the 
community is widely recognised. He, in turn, reacts to that esteem by 
acceptance of responsibility for leadership, by a sense of mission rarely 
found today in the mature nations. 

STORES MAINTENANCE; 

In connection with maintenance of stores the following CPWA codes are 
quoted: 

CPWA Code The general administration of all the stores of a division 
P-96: is vested in the Divisional Officer, on whom primarily 

devolves the duty of arranging in accordance with such 
rules and instructions as may have been issued by Government 
for (i) the acquisition of stores, (ii) their custody and 
distribution according to the requirement of works and 
(iii) their disposal. 

P-97: Government officers entrusted by the Divisional Officer 
with the care, use or consumption of stores, are responsible 
for maintaining correct account, records and preparing 
correct returns in respect of the stores entrusted to them. 

P-98: All transactions of receipts and issues should be recorded, 
strictly in accordance with the prescribed rules or procedures, 
in the order of occurrence and as soon as they take place. 

99-(a) The accounts of stores are based on the fundamental principle 
that the cost of their acquisition should be debited to the 
final head of account, concerned or the particular work for 
which they are required, if either of these can be determined 
at once, otherwise it should be kept in a suspense account 
pending clearance, as the materials are actually issued by 
debited specific heads of account or works. 

99-(b) In accordance with this general rule, the cost of the 
supply of all stores required as tools and plant for the 
general use of the Division, is debited at once to the 
minor head "Tools and Plant" Subordinate to the major head 
under which such charges of the division are classified and 
special items of tools and plant, which are required not 
far general purposes but for a specific work, are debited 
to that work. 
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99-(c) In the case of other materials, when purchases are made 
for the requirements of works generally, the cost is 
accounted for under the suspense head "stock". 

100: The classifications of 3tores are as follows: 

1. Stores debited to suspense: 

(a) Stock 

2. Stores debited to final heads of account: 

(a) Tools and plant 
(b) Road-metal 
(c) Materials charged to works 

The stock of a division is sometimes kept in a single godown or yard 
in the charge of a store-keeper or other officer, or each Sub-divisional 
officer/Assistant Engineer, may have a separate stock in his charge, 
either at his headquarters or scattered over the sub-division in the 
direct custody of subordinates or other sectional officer, who are 
directly responsible for maintenance of accounts. The stock accounts 
are required to be maintained by the Sub-divisional Engineers/ 
Assistant Engineers under whose custody such stores are kept. 

Receipt: 

Materials may be received on stock from the following sources: 

(a) Supplies 

(b) High Commissioner for Bangladesh in U.K. and other countries 

(c) Other Divisions or department (including Government workshops), 

(d) Works, building etc. 

104: In all cases there should be proper authority for the receipt 
by the store-keeper or S.A.E. concerned of materials to be 
brought on stock. This authority should be given in writing 
by the Divisional Officer (i.e. Executive Engineer) or, if 
so authorized under local orders. 

All materials received should be examined and counted, or aeasured, 
as the case may be when delivery is taken. The record of the 
detailed count, or measurement should be kept in the M.B. 

The total or quantity received should be simultaneously entered 
in the register of stock receipts (Form-8). Such acknowledge
ment as may have to be given to a supplier for stores received 
from him can be signed by the divisional or sub-divisional 
officer (Assistant Engineer). Any certificate that the store
keeper or S.A.E. concerned may be called upon to record in 
respect of the receipt of stores, for this or any other purpose 
should be in the following form: 
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Received on .'and duly recorded in the register of stock 
receipts See also page No. ........ ,... ofM.B. No. 

Date ......... . , .. Signature ........... 

Issue; 

Materials from stock may be issued for the following purposes:. 

(a) For use on works either by issue to contractors or direct to works. 

(b) For despatch to other sub-divisions, divisions or departments. 

(c) For sale to contractors, employees, other persons or local bodies 
on competent authority's orders. 

106: Tbe stores should be issued only on receipt of an indent (Form-7) 
signed by the divisional or sub-divisional officer/Assistant Engineer. 
But when a sectional officer has to issue stock materials for the 
requirements of works under himself the use of this form may be 
dispensed with, if the sectional officer has been authorized under 
local orders to draw, such materials from his stock up to any assigned 
limit not exceeding the provision made for materials in sanctioned estimate. 

107: Indent: 

Indents should be filled up carsfully as all subsequent accounting 
depends upon it. In the col. "Head of accounts, etc." besides eater-
ing the name of account head to which the issue of stores is 
debitable, full name of division and offices to which stock is to 
be issued and of contractors, employees, other persons of local 
bodies to whoa it is authorised to be sold, should be added in 
all cases in which stores are ordered to be issued otherwise than 
for the requirements of works within the division. The last col. 
headed "Name of work> etc." should be filled in only when the stores 
are required for works within the division and in such cases the 
full name of the work as given in the estimate should be entered 
as well as the name of the contractor from whom the value is 
recoverable. 

Ill: Monthly abstract of receipts and issues: 

The receipt and issue transactions of the entire materials should be 
abstracted monthly in a single "Abstract of stock receipts" (Form-9) 
and in single "Abstract of stock issues" (Form-10). These forms 
should be posted in the sub-divisional office/A.E.•s office, from 
the register of stock receipts and stock issues (from 8 entries 
being made only in respect of quantities). 

.../ 
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112: When abstaeting the transactions recorded in the register erf stock 
receipts and stock issues, care should be taken to observe strictly 
the prescribed accounts classification. It is hot sufficient to 
enter the name of the major head affected, but the minor and detailed 
heads should also be stated, and as well as the additional particulars 
to be mentioned. 

Value Accounts; 

(a)" Payment for stock received 

Bills for supplier shftuld before/ payment, be examined and 
charged to the accounts of works by transfer credit to the 
"Purchase" account the payment to suppliers are governed by 
the rules as payments to contractor for work done. In the 
case,;of lump sum contracts, every bill or r>ther demand for 
payment should as far as possible, set forth the unit rate 
at which payment is to be made. 

(b) Recoveries for stock issued 

(i) Issue rate: 

118: \ An issue rate is assigned to each new article as it is brought 
on stock. This rate is fixed on the principle that the cost 
to be charged to works on which the materials are to be used 
should approximately equal the actual cost of the stores and 
that there may be no ultimately profit or loss in the stock 
accounts. It should provide, beyond the original price paid 
for carriage and other incidental charges, if any actually 
• incurred on the acquisition of stores. 

119. Normally the issue rates will remain constant throughout the 
half year, but as purchases are made or contractor for the supply 
of materials are entered into variations in coat should be 
watched, and if these are appriciable, issue rates, may and 
in important cases shall, at once be raised or lowered, as the 
case may be. 

If the issue rate of an article is appreciably less than the 
market rate, the following precautions should be. taken: 

(a) Issues to contractors and sales shall be made, at market 
rates. 

(b; Issues to other divisions and deptt. may be made at a 
rate higher than the issue rate. 

Half Yearly Balance Return 

The total quantities of the receipts and issues of each article of 
stock, as recorded in the monthly abstracts, (Form 9 and 10) should 
before the abstracts are transmitted to the divisional office, be 

.../ 
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posted in the half yearly balance return (Form ll), in the columns 
provided for the month concerned both under "Receipts and Issues". 
As soon as the receipts and issues of the last month of the half 
year are posted the closing balance should be worked out and 
entered both in column 21 "closing balance carried forward" of the 
return for the half year and in column 6 "Balance brought forwarded" 
of the return for the next half year. 

Ledger; 

The maintenance of a continuous ledger for each article of stock is 
not necessary. It is permissable, however, to use loss cards or 
leaf ledger in suitable forms, where this system is adopted the 
following instruction should be observed: 

(a) The card or leaf ledgers should be written up in respect of 
quantities only, but if values are entered therein for any purpose, 
they will not be recognised for purpose of accounts. 

(b) They should not replace the register of stock (Form 12) but should 
on the other hand be reconciled there with at convenient intervals. 

(c) If the maintenance of the register of stock receipt and stock 
issues (Form No. 8) is considered unnecessary they may be dispensed 
with, provided that suitable arrangements are made for the 
abstract of stock receipts and 3tock issues (Form 9 and 10) to be 
written of, as transactions takes place either by a responsible 
officer or on the authority of written reports signed by such 
an official and supported by necessary vouchers. 

(d) The ledger, if necessary may be kept in a convenient position 
in the store godown, but they should be kept locked the keys 
being in the custody of the person responsible for making entries 
therein. 

(e) The Department is maintaining the accounts of UNICEF materials 
in a particular kind of ledger sponsored by the UNICEF author!ty 
in which the particulars of receipt, issue to different deptts., 
contractors, etc. are chronologically recorded in the cols, 
provided for in the ledger. This type of ledger is being maintained 
in absence of opening of the stock accounts as per codal rules 
for which attempts are being taken to open the same in addition 
of the UNICEF Ledger. 

It is a clear understanding that stores should be recorded 
clean in UNICEF Ledger so that anybody either from DPHE or 
UNICEF visits Subdivision may look into upto date records. 
Maintenance of records and cooperation with UNICEF staff are a 
vital part of our Agreement (Plan of Operation). The system of 
this type of maintenance of ledger, it seems, is sufficient guide 
for all concerned. 

.../ 
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ll.R. challan and gate pass 

All these are required in stores, maintenance specially issue of . 
Govt, materials. Gate Pass is the exit certificate to be produced 
at the gate when materials are taken' out. Challan are required when 
materials are issued from stores to stores or from one division to 
other division or subdivision and vice versa. H.R. are required 
when materials are issued to contractors. 

De.apa.tch Schedule 

Despatch 'schedule is. a schedule which is''followed, for despatching- ' 
materials to the subdiiisional jodown for execution and maintenance 
of different scheme. Two types of despatch schedule for materials 
and despatch schedule.for spares. The despatch schedule of spare 
was prepared by a sub-committee consisted of experts for all spares 
requires for repairing of hand tubewells despatch schedule of tubewell 
spares are enclosed (Vide Appendix 'A') for explanation. 

Verification of stock 

The periodical verification of stock at least once in a year is 
required to be conducted and result theirof should be reported to the 
divisional officer for orders. As soon as discrepancy is noticed, 
the book balance should be sat right by the verifying officer treating 
a surplus as a receipt and a deficit as an issue, with a suitable remarks. 

The value of stores found surplus should be created at once as a 
revenue receipt or a receipt on capital account as the case may be. 
The value of a deficit, however, not be debited to final heads, but 
kept under "Ilisc. P.W. Advances" pending recovery or adjustment under, 
orders of competent authority. 

One identical one and very important document for materials issue 
and adjustment. 

Physical verification of stores by UNICEP personnel 

As per Plan of Operations, there is provisions with the UNICEF authority 
to conduct physical verification as and when required. It is observed 
that the UNICEF authority uses to conduct physical verifications of 
UNICEF items of the stores and the results of the verifications are 
recorded in the ledger maintained in the divisional and 3ubdivisional 
store. ' 

The system of double physical verification both by the DFHE and 
UNICEP is effectively found suitable for the security of UNICEP 
materials. 

.../ 
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Storage Facilities 

To executive any Engineering Project> the availability of storage 
facilities should not be over looked. In general storage facility 
indicates a clear understanding of keeping of different types of 
materials at a certain place which provides safety, upkeepment of 
materials and easy transaction facilities to the places where the 
works are to be executed. To satisfy the above requirements 
construction of godown, open stack yard, protection wall may be 
discussed briefly. 

This paper will not cover the structural details of construction since 
it is known to our fellow engineers well. An attempt to remind some 
essential aspects for construction of godown are classified as follows:-

Site selection 

Site for construction of (store godown) should be raised to a level 
higher than normal flood level- The location of godown demands a 
reasonably short distance from the nearest railway, river jettey 
and highway, although this facilities may not be always available. 

Protection from dampness 

For specific materials such as cement, steel specials, leather 
materials protection from dampnas3 and weathering should be made 
available. 

Stacking of materials 

In general stacking should be made in such a way that will provide 
opportunity to count and verify the stock at any moment by the vari-
fymg officer. Stacking of all materials should be made on a level 
ground to avoid damage of cement bags, bending of pipes etc. special 
care should be taken in stacking of PVC pipes and strainer which 
are sensitive to sunlight. Pipes and strainers should be stacked 
layers by layer. 

Storage in covered shed 

As discussed above PVC materials may be damaged by sunlight. It 
needs a covered shed for storage. Besides M.S. rod, K.S. specials 
tubewell spare parts, should preferably be stored in a covered shed 
to protect from rain. 

Storage in open yard 

G.I. pipes, A..C. pipes and specials may be stored in open yard but 
on a plane, clean and leveled ground. 

.../ 
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Protection and security 

The most important factor of storage is to provide adequate protection 
and security of materials which n.eces3iatos the construction of boundry 
wall and provision of guards for 24 hours. 

ORGANISATION OF MAINTENANCES STORES 

Functions of Executive Engineer 

As per CPW code the function of E.E. can be stated as follows: 

This term is applied to an executive officer of the public works 
deptt. who is not subordinate to another executive or disbursing 
officer of the deptt. 

The divisional officer is the primarily disbursing officer of the 
division and all realisations and payments on Govt, account made by 
his subordinates are made on his behalf and on his responsibility. 
The officer is personally responsible for the money which passes 
through his hands and for the prompt record of receipts and payments 
in the prescribed account as well as for the corrections of the 
account in every respect. 

The disbursing officer should check all the entries in his cash book 
as soon as possible after the date of their occurance and he should 
initialy the book, dating his initials after checking. 

It is an important functions of the divisional officer to keep a 
constant watch over the progress of expenditure, as he is ultimately 
responsible for keeping the expenditure within the allotments for 
the division. He should accordingly keep himself informed of such 
circumstances as may affect the progress of expenditure, in order 
to take early steps for obtaining extra fund or surrouridering 
probable savings as may be necessary. 

Assistant Engineers 

This designation is applied primarily to an official, whether a 
gazetted officer or not, who hold the charge of a recognized subdivision 
in subordination to a divisional officer but when the immediate 
executive charge of any works or stores has not been constituted into 
a regular subdivisiorial charge but is held by the divisional officer 
himself the latter is also treated as subdivisional officer in respect 
of such charge. 

Sub-Assistant Engineers 

This designation is used to describe those officials, usually non-
gazatted subordinates, who are placed in responsible executive 
charge of works or store under the order of the officer in charge 

.../ 
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of a recognised subdivisions and the accounts of whose transactions 
are therefore, ultimately incorporated in those of the subdivisions. 

Function of S.A.E. and S.K. 

Whan issuing materials from stock the storekeeper or S.A.E. should 
examine the indent and sign it in the space provided for the purpose 
after making suitable alterations (attested in each case by his 
dated initials) in the description and quantities ef materials if 
he is unable to comply with the indent in full, He should then 
prepare and sign the form of the invoice attached to the indent 
accordingly to the supply as actually made and eimultaneously make 
entry in his register of stock (issue Form 8). The indent should 
be returned at once to the indenting officer and the signature of 
the officer receiving the materials should be obtained, as soon as 
possible, on the invoice which should be trdated as a voucher in 
support of the entry in the register. 

When making entries in the register of stock issues the storekeeper 
should pay particular attention tc record in the column headed 
"To whom issued" and "Head of Account" the full particulars as given 
in the last two columns of the indent or as otherwise known to him. 

STORAGE OF CEMENT 

Cement was, for many years conveyed between the place of manufacture 
and the site of its use by barrels, or sockets. These containers 
give way to steel drums, for export conveyance and to paper bags 
for short-distance sea and land transport. For small works the 
paper bag will, no doubt, continue to be used for a long time to 
come, as inspite of its cost, it is easy to handle and may be thrown 
away after use. 

The cement must be protected from wind and rain during the processes 
of transportation and storage. It is of course important that stocks 
of cement in store shall be used in order of receipt, to avoid loss 
of strength through partial setting under atmoepher condition. 

Cement must be stored in a dry covered shed, preferably on a platform 
about 6" above the ground level, and away from walls, and protected 
from every source of moisture to prevent its deterioration. 

Construction of cement godown 

Construction of cement godewn is nothing but construction of godown 
with some special attention regarding dampness and water proof 
arrangement. The cement godown after construction must be dry in 

.../ 
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atmospheric condition. 

Stacking of cement 

Cement should be stacked over platform about 6" above the floor 
level so that no dampness detoriate the qualities of cement. The 
cement should be stacked in a godown which is completely dry and 
water proof. The average height of cement stacking is 10 (ten) 
bags and but must not exceed 13 (thirteen) bags. 

Routinewise rastacking of cement 

To minimise deterioting of the qualities of cement due to long 
storage the cement bags should be restacked by turning the bottom 
layer at upper and vice versa and also over turning each bags after 
certain interval. ' 

MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLES 

Fox ail development works transport is a must for its proper execution, 
supervision, maintenance and routine checking. In DFJE, almost all 
the engineers in all level associated with development works are 
provided with vehicle. Sinking and resinking of 160,000 tubewells 
in rural areas of Bangladesh is one of biggest UNICEF sponsored 
scheme in the works and major task now being executed by DEHE, In the 
scheme under master loan agreement betwen Govt, of Bangladesh and 
UNICEF about 60 .jeeps, 30 micro-bus. 30 trucks, 5 pickup and good number 
of motor cycle and bicycle were loaned to DFrlE for supervision of 
the scheme. 

Master Lean Agreement covering UNICEF Vehicles 

The master loan agreement between Govt, of Bangladesh and UNICEF cover 
all vehicles released to the respective Ministry for all UNICEF 
assisted programme in Bangladesh includes the following terms and 
conditions:-

1. The vehicles are and will remain the absolute property of UNICEF, 
unless and until title thereto has foraially been transferred to 
the Government. 

2. The vehicles will be registered or licensed by the Government tc 
operate in accordance with the laws of the country. 

3. The Government will at all times and in all circumstances hold 
UNICEF harmless from claims or suits of third parties arising from 
accidents or other causes involving the vehicles. 

4. The vehicles will be solely used for the purpose of the project as 
specified in the release indent, and will not be diverted to other 
projects or used for purposes other than those set forth in the 
relevant plan of operations without the written consent of UNICEF. 

.../ 
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5. The Government will protect the capital investment of UNICEF 
against loss through accident, fire, theft or vandalism and will 
reimburse to the extent of depreciated value of the vehicles 
at the date of loss. The depreciated value will be determined 
by UNICEF on merits of each case. In the case of accident to 
or loss of a vehicle, UNICEF \-.;ill be notified immediately and 
this notification will bo followed by a detailed report. 

6. The costs of operation, maintenance and repair of UNICEF vehicles 
are to be borne by the Government, and the Government will arrange 
to provide maintenance and repair services for these vehicles 
acceptable to UNICEF. This is to minimise the loss of vehicles 
services to UNICEF assisted programme and to hold Government 
and UNICEF transport costs to a minimum. 

7. Vehicle control records will be maintained in accordance with 
mutually acceptable procedures. Such records will be made available 
for inspection, as required, by UNICEF. 

8. The Government will furnisn to UNICEF a quartely report on the 
vehicles. 

3. In the event of any broach of the terms of article 4 above, 
UNICEF may, its discretion, withdraw any vehicle/vehicles involved. 

10. In the event of vehicles becoming obsolete or unserviceable, UNICEF 
may ^t its discretion dispose of the vehicles by sale or by transfer 
of title to Government. The funds obtained through sale of the 
vehicles shall revert to UNICEF. 

Guidelines on the procedure of maintenance .arid upkeep of 
UNICEF programme vehicle 

All UNICEF vehicles in operation with Government/UNICSF assisted 
projects are on loan to the Government. They are covered by the 
Master Loan Agreement 3?_̂ ned between the recipient Ministries and 
UNICEF. 

Under the terms of t'le Master Loan Agreement, among other things. 
Government is prespongible for the following:-

1. Registration of the vehicles, in the name of UNICEF. 

?. The oosk of operation, maintenance ana repairs of vehicles 

3. Forward to UNICEF quartely vehicle reports 

4. In case of accidents, forward accident reports to UNICEF immediately 
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j help the Government t*> overcome part of the acute shorgage of vehicle 
spare parts in the country, UNICEF imports, from time to time, limited 
quantity of vehicle spare parts to assist the Government to keep the 
vehicle in operation at ail times. 

Programme vehicle users can request for the spare parts for use in 
UNICEF vehicles alloted to them, in the indent form "Indent for 
UftlCEF vehicle spare parts furnishing the full particulars as called 
for therein. 

PREVENTIVE -MAINTENANCE SERVICE GUIDE .TOR LIGHT PETROL ENGINE VEHICLES 

For proper maintenance of light petrol engine vehicles one standard 
service guide (Appendix 3) is to be followed strictly for good service, 
safety and long life of light petrol engine vehicle 

TEMP 

"T" for transport, "E" for equipment, "M" for maintenance and "0" for 
organisation, i.e. TEMO is the abbreviation of Transport Equipment 
Maintenance Organisation. 

Ojice the TEMO is established the monthly preventive maintenance, 
repairs and reconditioning of assemblies will be the sole responsi
bility of the TEMO. 

nO'i TEMO fflLI FUNCTION 

DACCA 

1. One central Unit Assembly iieconditioning Centre to provide sufficient 
quantity of reconditioned assemblies to meet the requirement. 
Also to provide body, chassis, accident repairs and painting. 

2. One Static Maintenance Unit -co perform monthly preventive main
tenance for vehicles operating within 25 miles radius. 

3. Five Mobile Maintenance Units will operate in predetermined territories 
and provide monthly preventive maintenance to approximately 40-50 
vehicles per MMU per month. Each vehicle within 15-2- miles 
of the service points will attend for maintenance. 

4. One central parts warehouse for storage of all new and reconditioned 
vehicle parts and assemblies. 

COMILLA. AAJSHAHI AMD JffiEORE 

Each station will have the folio-ring: 

1. One Auxiliary Unit Assembly reconditioning centre to supplement 
Central Unit Assembly '.Reconditioning Centre production and work 
in similar fashion except that only smaller unit reconditioning 
will be done to meet the needs of locally operating maintenance 
units. 

.../ 
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2. One static Maintenance Unit to carry out monthly preventive 
maintenance for vehicles operating within 25 miles radius. 

"3. Five Mobile Maintenance Units will operate in predetermined areas 
and provide monthly preventive maintenance to approximately 40-50 
vehicles pei MTFJ per month. Each vehicle v/ithin 15-20 miles of 
the service points will attend for maintenance. 

PROCURWC^iT OF UNICEF SPARES 

It has already been mentioned in the master loan agreement that the 
cost of operation 'maintenance and repairs of UNICEF vehicles are 
to be borne by the Government. But in case of non-availability of 
spares in local market, the same may be obtained from UNICBF stock 
if available, provided the quarterly progress report are furnished 
properly. UNICEF makes available the spare parts for use in UNICEF 
vehicles on loan, The individual vehicles users can submit requisition 
for spare parts in the chart form "Indent for UNICEF vehicles spare 
parts" \,Appendix C) furnishing full particulars as called for in 
the form. 

QUARTERLY VEHICLES REPORT ON UNICEF VEHICLE 

Under the Master Loan Agreement covering UNICEF vehicles loaned to 
Govt, the Govt, will furnish to UNICEF a quarterly report on the 
vehicles indicating: 

(a) Licence number or fleet number 

(b) Make, model and serial number 

{cj First year in service 

(d) Totai mileage 

(e) Condition 

(f) Days out of service since last report 

(g) Reason being out of service 

(h) Cost of maintenance and repairs etc. 

The above said quaries alon£ with other bantings are recorded in a 
form "Quarterl;-" vehicle report on UNICBF vehicle" (Appendix "D"). 

• a • / 
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INSTRUCTION TO 3S OBSERVED IK TH;: CASE OF ACCIDENT 

UNICEF already circulated the following information for observation 
in case cf accident. 

1. Give every possible assistance to arrange Medical Treatment and 
Transport to injured persons. 

2. Note time, date and place of accident, 

3. Note circumstances such as road conditions, width of the road, 
weather condition, load, vehicles speed and tyre of vehicle, 

4. If other persons or vehicles are involved, obtain driver's name, 
licence number, address and insurance company of the driver of 
the other vehicle. Give your/driver's name, licence number, 
UUICEF address and insurance company to the other driver involved. 
Obtain names and addresses of witnesses and injured persons. 

5. If other persons are injured or damages to the other vehicle 
or property, a police report MUST BE MADE. 

Provide the police with the following information:-

(a) Your name 

(b) Your driving licence number 

(c) The address of UNT.CEF, Dacca 

(d) The insurance company that the vehicle is insured with and 
che insurance certificate number. 

6. Inform Dacca by cable this to bs followed with two copies of 
the completed accident and description of how accident occurred. 

7. Under NO CIRCUMSTANCES are offers of money to be made or any 
negotiations or deals entered into. 

8. The Dacca office will handle all claims in connection with accidents. 

9. Wo repairs should be carried'cut until instructions to do so are 
received from Dacca. 

LOG BOOK 

Log book is the record register for furnishing detail information 
showing mileage, timing users, signature, particular of journey, 
information of lubricants.and fuel etc. for each trip as per CPW code. 

This book should be furnished properly on daily basis. Any discrepancy 
maintaining log book officer concerned will be held responsible for 
misappropriation of public money. 



UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S (UNICEF) 
DACCA. BANGLADESH 

PREVENTIVE MAINT.EIJANCE SERVICE GUIDE FOR LIGHT PETROL 
ENGINE VEHICLES JEEPS .VOLKSWAGEN 

O P E R A T I O N 

• l a s s i s L u b r i c a t i o n 
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more—2 



O P E R A T I O N 

Check C l u t c h P e d a l Free P l a y 

Check A l l V-Bal t Tens ions 

B>ad Tes t i n c l u d i n g a Check of Ai l I n s t r u m e n t s , L i g h t s 
C o n t r o l s 
Engine Tune-up 

Adjust Tappet Clearance(NOT SIX CYLINDER JEEPS) 
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Check Exhaust System f o r Leaks 
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Ball Joints—-Check Play 

Check All Dust Covers Sleeves and Seals 
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A P P B N H P.X - C 

The Transport Sec*ion 
UNICii?.. 
15V", ^ad No. 13/1 
Dhr.iiriond.-i R.A. 
Dacca-5 

UNICEF Vehicle Fleet No. 

Moke f koooi. 

-,..:;:.., QPA:;B PAR:? (axcapT vtfj* 

_, Registration No. 

_, Milea^e/Kilonetet Re.?d:.T).̂  

is in need of the following spare parts, ltwould oe grateful if you would 

inforr.i i\e of the availability of the so ir->:c, 1;. LWIUEF stock at au early late. 

As required by clause 6 :•£ the Master Loan Agreement covering UK'J.CiJ-F 

vehicjes, the Quarterly Vehicle EleiDorts ' ̂ ^---r~— subnitted to UNIC^F District 

Office. 

* Delete which is inapplicable. 

Particulars of the spare parts are:-

Iten 
No. 

i These worn out parts were 
' previously instiled 

Full description of spare parts • jn ty . Date 
V-i.i lea*-,e 

Fu-. l a d d r e s s : -

Fleasre frivc c o r r e c t 

bivi'iciture-

Nai-.r- i n 
b l o c k l e t t e r s 

; e s i r * n a t i o n 

ro . i /u i rv ; ; r r.n - - .de ' i ^ te ^ • . j 3cr i i ; t i on . 

VoiAj?.v,;e:i ( ^ ) - o l ^ c l - : - . 
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Nc.6 
Nans of Sub-Oivision : No. of TubeweTIs : 

Total : 

H--T4 
Name cf materials 

2 I 

1. 1 ouckei i\u. 

2. 
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MAINTENANCE EXPENSE 
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Labour Cos t 
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Spare parts & supplifit. cost 

Total cost 
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SIHvING At;D RBSIHKING OF KAivD TliBE WALLS 

I INTRODUCTION: 

The term sinking raeans, boring a new tube well and resinking means 
withdrawing a derelict tubewell and sinking it again with the useful 
withdrawn materials and with additional new materials. The labour 
cost of resinking of a well is higher than that of sinking a new 
well. But overall cost is less than a new well for re-use of the 
withdrawn serviceable materials and the salvaged value of the 
unserviceable withdrawn materials.. 

A hand tubewell consists of generally: (l) Well pipes, (2) Screen, 
(3) Sand-trap, and (4) Hand pump. 

FUNCTION & SPECIFICATION OF DIFFER3KT PARTS: 

2.1,, Pipes: 

The size of well pipes used for a hand tubewell varies from IT" 
. to l4"" dia pipes of various materials such as mild, steel (K.S.) 
galvanized iron (G.I.) polyvinyl chloride (PVC)' etc. Of thes* 
G.I. pipes are universally used or a long time due to its drilling 
facilities as well as protection against corrosion. 

Recently PVC pipes, after pilot projects and research, have become 
very popular for sinking-hand tubewells for the following qualities: 

(a) It is-light weight; hence transportation cost is much less, 

(b) It is cheaper - at least 40>« cheaper than G.I. or steel pipes. 

. (c) • It has got absolute anti-corrosive properties. 

(d) Friction losses are low in coraparsi.o.n with the steel pipes. 

(e) Jointing with 'solvent cement' joint is easier and quicker. 

For the above reasons many other developing countries have started 
using PVC pipes in hand tubewells. Presently in Bangladesh PVC 
pipes are extensively used for sinking hand tubewells. 

2.2̂  Screen:-

The' screen is the perforated portion of a well through which ground 
' water enters into the well from the aquifer, keeping aquifer sand 
away from entering into the tubewell. 
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The following types and sizes of screens Are used in Bangladesh: 

(a) Brass screens are made out of IT" to iy dia K.S. or G.l.pipes 
covered with 60 to 80 ::esh copper wire net and brass rjerf orated 
sheets. It is usually made 6' long. 

A aesh is a wire net opening. 80 mesh is so called when one 
square inch of wire net contains 80 square holes cr opening and 
so a 60 mesh is so called vhen it contains 60 square holes. 
Hence it is appardnt that the opening of a 60 mesh screen is 
bif-rer than a 80 jnesh screen. 

Slotted screen is 60 called when a pipe is bodily slotted or 
when slits ar£ made in a pipe. A slot is measured in thousandth 
part of an inch. Hence 8 slotted screen means an opening of 
8/1000 inch and so forth. 

The relation between mesh and slot is that 80 mesh is approximately 
equlvalept to 8 slotted and 60 mesh 10 slotted screen. 

(b) Other types of screens are also used in hand tubewells such as 
monolithic brass screen, stainless steel screen, SVC screen, 
fibre glass screen etc. The stainless steel screen, though 
superior due to its anti-corrosive property and physical strength 
to all other screen, is not used for hand tubewells in Bangladesh 
because of its prohibitive cost. But they are used in big 
tubewells in urban areas for piped water supply projects. 

In Bangladesh fibre- glass screens are used Only in big diameter 
tubewells for irrigation use. 

The PVC screen being corrosion proof and much cheaper is now 
extensively used in Bangladesh. 8, 10 and 12 slotted screens 
are quite suitable for shallow and deep wells in different parts 
of Bangladesh. Normally 12 feet screen for shallow wells and 
18 feet for deep v:ells are used. Use of only 6 feet screen is an 
exceptional case where thickness of aquifer is meagre. 

Sand Trap: 

A sand trap is an extension of a blank pipe of about 4' to 6' long 
fixed at the bottom end oi the screen. The open end of the blank 
pipe is sealed with a cap. The purpose of the sand trap is to trap 
the incoming finer sand which escape from screening out *£ 1?he 
screen and settle ultimately in the trap -nd jhus save the screen 
from blocking. 
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2.4 Hand Pimp: 

Hand pui::p is rapde of cast iron. The function of hand pump is to 
pump water from the well by centrifugal force. Presently two 
sizes of hend puu;ps i.e. Ko. 6 and So. 4 are in use in Bangladesh. 
The yield of hand punp : o. 6 is between 6 and 10 gallons per minute. 
The component .p*?rts of a hand pump ivith their full description can 
be seen in the PFHE booklet ;,Facts About a. Tube Well". The use of 
K'o. 4 hand pump is restricted to the wells whose screen length is 
6 feet only. 

2.5 Jointing Materials; 

G. I. pipes and strainers are joined together with G.I. sockets. 
The PVC pipes have got two types of joints - (l) PVC socket with 
threaded joints, (2; Solvent cement joint - normally spigot and 
faucet ended pipes. 

TC0LS" AND PLANTS: 

For sinking and withdrawing a tubewell, the following tools are required: 

Chain Tong, Loose Chain, Wrenches,' Die, Cutter, kacksaw and Blades, 
Swivel, Pulley, Jack, Derrick, Clasps, Force pumpi Boring bit, etc. 

HffTSOD OF BOEIKG; 

Boring o^ hand tuLewells are done in two different methods in Bancla esh. 

4.1 Sludger Method: 

This is a primitive, but effective method. In this method the well 
pipe is pushed down into the earth by manual labour with the help of 
some bamboo staging and rafter. Position of different sand layers in 
different depth, are obtained correctly in this method. 

First of all a pot hole of about 2 ft., dia and 2 ft. deep is made 
whe e water is poured. Then a piece of pipe is placed vertically in it 
and is pushed up and down by jerking action through a bamboo rafter 
fastened with the pipe. While the pipe is penetrating, the ioosened 
soil enters in and comes out .through the top of the pipe making hole . 
into the earth. More pieces of pipes are added while the soil is more 
and more penetrated. 

During the process, the Head Miatry sits on the top of the staging 
and: always takes care that the pipe is driven perfectly vertical. 

At every upward and downward motion of the boring pipe, the technical 
ca» operates his hand in the mouth of the pipe in such a way that a 
vacuum is created to give a sucking action. 
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During the progress of work, soil sample is collected and examined 
at every 10 to 20 ft. layer. Boring is stopped where good wa'':er 
bearing strata or aquifer is obtained. Then the whole length of 
pipe is withdrawn piece by piece keeping the bore intact. Immediately 
after withdrawal sand trap and screens along with pipes are fitted 
and lowered up to the ascertained depth. 

The sludger systen is generally adopted for the tubewells whose depth 
is within 150 ft. The pot hole should always be kept full of water 
during the period of operation; otherwise cavir.g may occur. 

4.2 Water Jet Method: 

A powerful force pump is used to pump water into the jetting pipe to 
loosen the soil and force it out from the top through the annular 
space between the jetting pipe :->nd the casing. • 

While boring a tubewell in deep strata, beyond 150 ft., this method 
is generally adopted. This system is rapid and easy in sinking small 
tubewells upto any depth. 

In water jet method, unlike big diameter wells, full casing is not 
necessary while boring hand tube-wells. Only 20 feet long 6 inch dia. 
casing pipe from the ground level may do. The rest bore may be made • 
'open bore' without problem. 

WITHDRAWING OF Tl'BKW;SLLS; 

In our country, for withdrawing a hand tubewell the following three methods 
are generally adopted. 

5.1 "Dhekv" System; 

It is a.primitive system, very handy to withdraw a tubewell upto 
100 ft. deep. The method is to just applying a lever action to force 
out he pipes from the ground. The tools required are also simple. 
A log of tree of 8 to 10 ft. long and a few feet of rope are required 
for withdrawal operation. 

5.2 Lifting by Jack? 

This is also simple method but it needs costly equipments. Well 
of any depth can be withdrawn by this method. In this c.etLod 
2 Jacks (capacity according to requirement) and one pair of clasps 
are required. 

First, clamps are fixed with well pipe and then the jacks are fitted 
with the claiaps for lifting operation. Care should be taken to 
operate the jack very smoothly; because if undue force is applied 
well pipes may be torn at the joints where corrosion is high. When 
the pipes are too tightly attached to the ground this method eJLone 
will not help for withdrawing. 
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5.3 Side Boring: 

In difficult cases, specially uher.v the above t.-o methods f~il, a 
boring should be i::a'.!c- by the side of the well to be withdrawn vrith 
boring pipes to loosen the soil around the well ond then any of t;\e 
above two methods would be useful for withdrawing. For methods cf 
boring and sa e withdrawing of a derelict tubewell detail.' information 
may be had from "Pacts about a Tubewell", n DPHE Publication. 

6. PAH LIRE CF A TfBE^LL: 

Sinking of a tubewell is called a failure if it fails to give potable w,?ter 
or reasonable quantity of potable water by an easy stroke of hand pump. 

The following are tie probable reasons of failure of a tubewell: 

(i) Installation of screen at improper layer i.e. either clay 
or fine sand. 

(ii) Improper development of well. 

(iii) If a screr-n is located in an aqui.;'er where the concentrations 
of minerals are higher than the allowable limits. 

Civ) If tha screen is clogged with clay or sand duo to breaking 
during constructior of a well or for some other reasons. 

(v) Clogging of screen by natural process, due to corrosion, 
incrustation or sa~d filling. 

The remedial measure for the above causes is to withdraw the well r.nd 
re-sink it. 

A tubewell also fails to give water temporarily due to damages to one ir 
more component p~rts of the hand pump. The remedy is to replace the 
damaged parts. 

7. DEVELOP!!: NT OF UILLS: 

Development of a well means to pull out fine sand from the aquifer by 
pumping till sand free water is obtained. This requires to pump out 
about 50 percent o the aquifer sand around the screen. Development-thus 
makes the aquifer more per.: eable. Also a "development is not done fully 
after construction of a well, fine srnfi that comes in during normal 
pumping of a veil is deposited ?t bottom filling the sand trap nnd the 
screen, makinf the well ultimately choked up within a very short time. 
Such a well of covrse can be mad.:- good by desar.ding it — a method 
which is adopted in mainte auce pro;: ramie. 
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Currently, wells are generally developed by only continuous pumping till 
sand free water is obtained. The tiethod of course is not full proof 
method of development; but under existing, conditions this is the only 
method being adopted in Bangladesh. 

CONSTRUCTION CF PL-VTFCRH; 

Construction of pi- tform is reqvired Tor: 

(i) Keeping the land around the well dry from spilled water for the 
convenience of the users .-s well as or aesthetic reason. 

(ii) Avoiding percolation of spilled :̂ nc o -.her polluted surface water 
at the b-.se of the well. 

'(iii) To keep the well pipe rigidly fixed. 

Platform may be of brick built or cement concrete (C.C.) cast in site or 
reir'orced cement concrete (ll.C.C.) slabs fabricated at site. So .v.lso a 
spill water drain, generally 3 to 6 feet long is made to remove spill 
wa e? away to downward grown.-; slope from the o-:.se of the well. 

T>e base o tie well, if not on a raised ground should be raised, properly 
sloped, ranged and consolidated before a platform is constructed. 

CO.CLIJ5ICI-: 

In sinking a well vhe main point of observation is to maintain depth—quality 
relationship for economic-sinking. Which is, that a well is sunk in a 
shallower aquifer whei s water quality is reasonably good. In such aquifer 
the grain size o" the sand should bo ascertained by visual observation with 
the "sand comparator" and slot size of the screen determined. The observa
tion should be recorded for each area. They are: 
(l) depth of wells, (2) slot size of sere ns, (3) water quality(Pe, CI, 
hardness etc.) ?nd optimum quantity (gpm). 

In this "ay, the entire area of the country could be surveyed for ground 
water occuranco. The data may be compiled in a book form for use as 
National data for Grow dwaler i.nd -.veils. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Man's search for pure water supply began fron time immemorial; but thou
sands of years passed by before our more recent ancestors learnt to build 
cities and enjoy the convenience of water piped into their houses and 
drains built to take away the waste water. Ever since it has always been 
an attempt at improving the standard of convenience and perhaps luxury 
at the same time reducing health hazards from water to the minimum 
possible by improving the material, construction, workmanship, quality, 
aesthetics, etc. But much of the sophisticated water supplies in the 
world are still the privilege of only a few cities of the world; practi
cally half the urban population of the world are yet to enjoy the benefits 
of a piped water supply system in their dwellings. We in Bangladesh also 
form part of the latter group of the world population. 

IMPORTANCE OF WATER SUPPLY; 

Water is next to air from the point of view of its importance as man's 
survival is very much dependent on the use of water. At the same time, it 
is also necessary that the water consumed is free from disease causing 
organism or the presence of any toxic substances which would endanger 
the health of the consumer. But such needs are becoming increasingly 
difficult to meet as pollution has reduced the quality of many of the 
sources of water. 

REQUIREMENT OF WATER AND PREDICTION OF POPULATION: 

Prior to the design of any water supply system, the quantity of water 
that may be required by the users of a particular area consistent with 
their habits and possible development over a period of 25 to 30 years 
has to be worked out. This would mean that the probable growth of popula
tion in that period has also to be studied. In respect of prediction of 
population, the designers often depend on the statistics that may be 
available with the census and other related organizations. The quantity 
of water required per head per day is also assumed in comparison with 
the use of water in towns of comparable nature, also taking into account 
the prospective growth of industries, etc. in the area. 

ELEMENTS OF DESIGN: 

The essential elements of design of a water supply system of a conven
tional type are : 

a) Quantity of water required 
b) Selection of source consistent with quantity and quality requirement 
c) System of collection 
d) Treatment of water (purification) and hydraulics involved in lifting 

of water and its storage 
e) Disinfection 
f) Distribution system and their hydraulics 

• o • . • cL/ 
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DIFFERENT USES OF WATER: 

The essential uses of water are : 

a) Domestic - which includes drinking, cooking, bathing, washing, use 
by domestic animals, etc. 

b) Industrial demand - primarily for manufacturing processes 

c) Commercial demand - for hotels, restaurants, public offices, etc. 

d) For public utility services - for street- washing, gardening, fire 
fighting, etc. 

e) Unavoidable waste. 

SOURCES OF SUPPLY: 

The sources of supply of water in nature are primarily surface water as 
in rivers, lakes, etc. and from ground water. 

SYSTEMS OF COLLECTION: 

The collection system would include normally intakes and pumping stations 
in the case of surface waters and infiltration gallaries, collecting wells, 
tubewells and pumping stations in the case of ground water. 

TREATMENT/PURIFICATION: 

This of course will vary with the quality of water and the extent of 
purification called for. In respect of surface water, this would involve: 

a) Sedimentation which would remove part of the suspended impurities 

b) Coagulation, filtration and disinfection (in certain cases additional 
items like iron removal, softening, etc. may be called for). 

In respect of ground water, the treatment may be primarily for removal 
of iron and manganese or for hardness. 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM: 

This will consist of a net work of pipe lines, valves, fire hydrants and 
reservoirs, etc. There are different systems normally followed in water 
supplies, namely, the gravity system, the floating reservoir system, and 
the direct line pumping system. 

QUALITY CONTROL: 

The system of monitoring quality control is an essential item of work to 
be periodically and systematically done as the quality particularly of a 
surface water might change from time to time. The impurities normally are 

3/ 
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are physical, chemical and bacteriological in nature. There are inter
national standards laid down with regard to the system of analysis to be 
followed for piped water supplies which form a seperate paper by itself 
in this training programme. 

GROUND WATER VS. SURFACK WATER; 

Although the conventional system of drawing on surface water, pumping 
and supplying through a net work of distribution pipe line is the most 
common practice in a good majority of cities in the world, thanks to the 
abundant supply of ground water, Bangladesh prefers to draw on ground 
water and have the water supply in this country froa tubewells in uost 
cases. 

Between the surface water supply and ground water supply, there is a lot 
of advantage for the latter ov^r the former. They are described below : 

Surface Water Ground Water 

1) Quality of raw water is often bad 
and treatment by way of primary and 
secondary sedimentation, aeration, 
softening, filtration and chlori-
nation are called for. 

2) Needs larger area of treatment 
works. 

3) Storage has to be carefully 
designed and often duplicate lines 
of pumping & distribution in parallel 
may have to be laid. 

4) Disinfection with chlorine is 
a must - with systematic periodic 
analysis for residual chlorine. 

5) Cost of chemicals will be enormous. 

6) Pumping charges to lift to various 
stages of treatment & to reservoirs 
will be heavy. 

7) Overall cost will be heavy. 

1) Quality is of a much greater 
standard - although in some 
cases excess of iron is met 
which can be removed by aera
tion. Most of the other processe 
can be dispensed up. 

2) Needs much less area. Each well 
can serve a particular zone and 
the storage reservoir can be 
located right near-by. 

3) This contingency does not arise 
as each can serve ar. independent 
zone. 

4) Can be avoided and routine check 
at much greater intervals will 
be sufficient. 

5) Will be practically none. 

6) Though pumping is involved to 
lift and store water in reser
voirs the energy consumption 
may be less. 

7) Will be much less. 

4/ 
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Surface Water 

8) Tine involved for construction 
will be long. 

9) Needs detailed investigation and 
design of ah elaborate nature. 

10) Construction machinery is not very 
much required. 

11) Is applicable to any large city 
irrespective of size although 
sometimes the distance to source 
of supply nay be too long. 

Ground Water 

8) Much less. 

9) Much less technical design is 
involved except for ground water 
study, selection of strainer 
and puiaps, etc. 

10) Drilling machinery will be 
required. 

11) Cannot possibly be used for 
cities where the population nay 
go beyond some 2.5 millions. 

In Bangladesh cities are termed municipal when the population exceeds 
5f000. Although in all such cases there way not be a municipality as such, 
town committees may be in position. On this basis, there are 80 urban towns 
outside of Dacca and Chittagong. 

As for Dacca and Chittagong, major water supply schemes are under construc
tion now through independent autonomous organizations known under the name 
WASA. Both these are financed by IDA Credit and engage Forcdgn Consultants 
for design and execution, supervision, etc. with national engineers controll
ing the operations. Both these are yet to be completed. 

As regards the other towns, there are at present 34 towns with some form of 
piped water supply in operation. In all these cases the water works that 
existed in some of them prior to partition of India are still being main
tained through though soî e of them have become overloaded and obsolete. 

12. HISTORY: 

When Pakistan was seperated from India in 1947, there were some 17 water 
supplies as noted below : 

10. Jessore 

11. Faridpur 

12. Noakhali 

13. Satkhira 

14- Rajbari 

15. Natore 

16. Munshiganj 

17. Sylhet 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9: 

Dacca 

Narayanganj 

Chittagong 

Chandpur 

Comilla 

Barisal 

Myaensingh 

Rajshahi 

Khulna. 

5/ 
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The supply was cf a very much restricted nature and only a very few people 
were benefited. Even as in 1957, per capita availability of water was only 
between 2 - 1 0 gallons. 

In 10 years, one new water supply at Pabna was installed which supplied 
only two gallons per head per day. 

A scheme to augment the then existing .'•unicipel water supply systems was 
taken up in 1959 and completed in 1967 at Government cost. The augmentation 
was through the provision of additional tubewells about 60 in number. 

The following 9 important towns were then taken up for improving the water 
supply under the auspices of Directorate of Public Health Engineering which 
was developed as a seperate entity already by then. 

1. Ehulna 

2. Pabna 

3. Rangpur 

4. Rajshahi 

5. Mymensingh 

6. Narayanganj 

7. Faridpur • 

8. Barisal 

9. Comilla 

It is interesting to note that while the above 9 scneaes were under different 
stages of completion, another 21 towns were taken up for development, (vide 
list given below). 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Cox's Bazar 

Ranganati 

Noakhali 

Chandpur 

Brahmanbaria 

Habiganj 

Sylhet 

Kishoreganj 

Jamalpur 

Tangail 

Munshiganj 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15-

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Rajbari 

Madaripur 

Patuakhali 

Bagerhat 

Jessore 

Kushtia 

Serajganj 

Bogra 

Saidpur 

Dinajpur 

None of the municipal water works mentioned above can be regarded as 
satisfactory today for various reasons. Some are still incomplete, some 
do not cover the entire area, most of the supplies are far from adequate, 
the pressure is very much below the required level, no water supply is 
continuous and quality control is questionable in many cases. 

The major constraints which led to such a situation were 
money and nan-power. 

materials, 
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CURRENT PRACTICE: 

The water supplies are investigated, designed and executed by th>-: DPHE 
and handed over to the municipality for maintenance. In theory, the uuni-
cipality is to pay 2/3 of the capital cost and neet the annual maintenance 
charges from the tine they take over. Due to want of adequate experience 
and trained personnel in nanageiuent, most of the water works are poorly 
managed. Neither do they five a ,;;ood service with adequate quantity of 
safe water under pressure nor do they collect charges even to run the 
systems. To neet shortage, 6,000 tuhewells were done by DPHE in 1974 to 
supplement the existing water supply facilities in the various towns. 

A national sector study was conducted by the IBRD/WHO (PIP) Unit during 
October ' 73 and they have recoronended setting up an authority to improve 
water supply in eight selected towns, with a $ 9 Million initial credit 
from the World' Bank. The offer is under active consideration of the Govern
ment. It is presumed that the offer will be accepted and work taken up 
in the course of a year or so. 

PROPOSALS: 

The DPHE proposals are : 

a) to complete the water supplies in towns already taken up 

b) to initiate action and proceed with the works of the remaining towns 
subject to availability of funo.s and foreign exchange. 

The current Five Year Plan provides also for the following in addition to 
the towns mentioned earlier under Urban Water Supply other than that in 
Dacca and Chittagong: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13-
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

Gopalganj 
Feni 
Bazitpur 
Jhenaidah 
Jhalakati 
Perojpur 
Lalaonirhat 
Muktagacha 
Netrokona 
Parbatipur 
Sherpur 
Thakurgaon 
Noagaon 
Manikganj 
Magura 
Narsingdi 
Nawabganj 

18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23-
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33-
34. 

Nilphamari 
Bandc-rban 
Satkhira 
Narail 
Kot Chandpur 
Meherpur 
Maulvi Bazar 
Chuadanga 
Natore 
Iswardi 
Bhola 
Barguna 
Jaipurhat 
Sunamganj 
Gaibandah 
KurigraQ 
Ramgarh 
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In all the above urban water supplies the workt; involved are uore or less 
the same. They are : 

a) Investigation - Consisting of projection of population, quantity of 
water deimnded for different area - residential, connercial and 
industrial. 

o) Laying out distribution system with rospect to location of wells and 
reservoirs. 

c) Studying ground water potential, exploratory boring, location of sites 
of wells, selection of slot size and selection of punps. 

d) Supply of powers, construction of puuping structures and installation 
of pump. 

e) Type of distribution of system, metering, etc. 

f) Training of staff - field as well as management. 

g) Fixing of tariff, installation of meters. 

h) Setting up quality control units, handing over system to municipality 
including staff. 

The coverage of urban water supply in respect of population in Bangladesh, 
presents a grim picture compared to other countries in the South Sast Asia 
Region. Bangladesh rank's fifth in a list of seven. While on rural water 
supply we are very much ahead of the countries in the region, we lack 
behind in urban supply. With the potential wu have by way of source and 
the offer of assistance from foreign agencies and with all the trained 
manpower we have it is upto us to catch up and achieve the target set 
for the UN Development Decade for 1980, namely 60^ population coverage. 

''PQ 
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REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE OP HANDPUMP TUBEWELLS 
BANGLADESH 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

The Directorate of Public Health Engineering (DPEE) is essentially 
entrusted with the job of promoting Environmental Sanitation through 
the supply of safe drinking water in both urban and rural areas. 
When a water supply scheme is completed it needs operation and 
maintenance. In the case of urban piped water supply systems, 
operation and maintenance, after completion of works by the DPHE, 
are normally entrusted to the Pourashavas. But in the case of rural 
water supply systems (rural hand tubewells) the operation in effect 
is carried out by the individual uger. The department need only 
maintain them. 

Proper maintenance in fact is vital for any water supply system and 
particularly so for the rural hand tubewells as the health of about 
200 people is dependent on every single hand tubewell and thus the 
vast majority of population of the country as there are already over 
200,000 wells. Hence DPHE has taken up the tank of maintaining them 
also besides sinking. If DPEE fails to maintain hand tubewells 
properly, soon "he tubewells will be out of order and people will be 
deprived of safe drinking water and in effect the existence of DPHE 
will be meaningless. So, the maintenance and repair of rural hand 
tubewells is a sacred duty of DPHE. 

2. MAINTENANCE! 

Literally, maintenance means to nurse, to develop, to upkeep, etc. 
and technically it means to keep an installation in true working 
condition. In general, the term maintenance of hand tubewells means 
to keep the pump in good working order, to keep the strainer clean 
and to keep the platform in good condition. 

5. REPAIR: 

Repair of a hand tubewell means generally the repair of hand pump. 
fr>e hand pump consists of many movable parts of various materials 
ssembled together. The hand pump consists of the following parts: 
Figure l) - Barrel, Base, Head Cover, Piston Rod, Plunger, Handle, 
Bucket, Seat Valve, Valve Weight, Nuts and Bolts, etc. 

It is just common sese to understand that the component parts of any 
machine go out of order due to wear and tetr from long use, sometimes 
due ^o mishandling and occasionally due to unusual break-down and 
needs fresh spare parts to bring the machine into commission. In the 
case of the hand pump of a tubewell, there is no exception to it. 
Sut the salient point is, are DPHE wells are brought into commission 
in quickest time as they would demand? 
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The most vulnerable parts of a hand pump to wear and tear are the 
bucket and seat valve, because they are made of either leather or 
PVC. Other parts being of cast iron or mild steel last longer. 
A PVC bucket may last between 6 months to one year whereas a leather 
bucket lasts between 15 lays to 3 months. This is our latest finding. 
Also PVC bucket is much cheaper than leather bucket. Seat valve is 
made of leather and. icay Inst between 6 months to i your. DFRE i« now 
using PVC bucket extensively. PVC seat valves have not yet proved 
successful. 

Tools and plant required for repair of a hand pump, as shown in figure 2, 
are: Uria wrench, Pipe wrench, Sly wrench, Screw driver, Hack-saw blade, 
Hack-saw frame, Pipe cutter, Chain pipe tong, Die etc. Use of each of 
the above tools would be demonstrated to you in the field after the 
class hour. 

4. MANAGEMENT OF MAINTENANCE AKD REPAIR: 

Today DPHE has got 200,000 rural hand tubewells spread over an area of 
55»200 sq. miles. Each tubewell needs care and attention of a 
responsible person who can repair it. 

In the management set up, last tier consists of the mechanics who are 
the directly responsible persons for repairing of wells by going from 
village to village like a postman. Four mechanics in each Thana have 
been placed for this. They have been posted in Unions. For supervision 
and control over the activities of mechanics two Sub-Assistant Engineers 
and one Assistant Engineer have been posted in the 3ub-Division head
quarters. This means that thess three persons, are to manage and. 
control about 26 mechanics spread anywhere in 876 sq-. miles of a 
Sub-division boundary. This is in addition to their other jobs of 
execution of rural hand tubewells spread over the same area. , If the 
mechanics do not move and work with dedication, it is extremely 
difficult for Asstt. Engineers and Sub-Assistant Engineers to keep 
watch over their movements. It requires initiative, intelligence 
and tact on the part of Assistant Engineers to monitor their movements. 
The Assistant Engineers can utilize the offices' of Union Parishads as 
information media. The Chairman of each Union Parishad has been given 
authority to look after the activities of the mechanics. Assistant 
Engineers should impress upon the Chairman the necessity of their 

• giving authentic reports against the inefficient and defaulting 
mechanics. For this, the Assistant Engineers should see the Chairman 
in their places at least once a year. Unless people are taken into 
confidence and told about our purpose, the maintenance programme 
would be a failure. 

It should be remembered that for every well that is out of pjrder, about 
200 people will suffer for want of safe drinking water. An* if an 
epidemic of diseases like, Cholera, Typhoid or Dysentery breaks out, 
lots of people fall sicfc from water-borne diseases and many may die. 
This human feeling ahoulJ he imbibed in the minds of Sub-Assistant 
Engineers, Mechanics, Members of U.p. and all concerned. To 4o that 
each Assistant Engineer needs to make up his Bind first. 
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5. INVENTORY: 

It requires strict control over the inventory of materials both in 
stock as well as issued and used by the mechanics. The proof of use 
of a component part is the production of a damaged part to be taker* 
back to store stock by the mechanics. If that is not done then what 
else is the proof of utilization? For this, the Assistant Engineers 
should make random check in the field with the copies of the previous 
month's progress reports of mechanics. 

6. CONSTRAINTS; 

The mechanics have got no permanent address or a place of residence 
in the Union where they can be hauled up. 

If DPHE had Thana offices with stores under some supervising staff, 
service and inspection could be quicker and thorough. 

However, till such a position is reached the DPHB Engineers will have 
to work such harder and make up for the constraints. 

7. COHCLPSION; 

The ultimate goal of the DPBB is to eradicate water-borne diseases and 
thus improve environmental sanitation of the entire country. This is 
really a humanitarian job and hard too, because it is difficult to 
induce people to adopt health habits and ever* if attempted it will 
take a long time. The best way is, therefore, to give health education 
to school children. They may also be taught about the simple mechanism 
of a hand pump and how to repair it. Then they will find interest at 
least to check if the mechanics have actually repaired wells. Also 
they can diagnose the defect and inform the authority through suitable 
information media. 
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TIT-E SCaiifU'LS '-• COURSE OUTLBIE 

Monday 

9.00 At-. - 10; 00 AM 

Class ROOF, Lecture : (assistant Engineer) 

Duties and responsibilities of tubowell mechanics. Present system cf nain-
teaance Pro grannie. UN1CEF-DPHE prcgraijues of sinking and res inking tubeveil.-i. 
(Sae Annexure - L) 

10:30 AM - 12;50 PM 

Demonstration ; (Sub-Assistant Engineer) 

Demonstration of new purcp and spares; PVC buckets; Deep set punps (where 
applicable). 

Sone routine repair and naiflteBance works. 

2.30 PM - 4:30 ?M 

Class Rooa Lecture : ('Assistant Engineer) 

Basic information on sinking and re sinking of tubevielis. Selection of 
aquifer. 

Selection of slot size. Use of sand comparators. Development of tubewells. 

Platform construction, water quality, field tests. (See Annexure - D) 

Tuesday 

9;00 AM - 5;00 PK 

Field Dork : (Assistant Engineer « Sub-Assistant Engineer) 

Sinking of a tubewell by sludger .:'3thod; Installation with PVC solvent 
ceaent pips. Tubewell Devslopnent. 

Wednesday 

9; 00 AM - 10; 00 AK 

Class Rocn Lecture : (Assistant Engineer; 

Specification DPHE-007; Clarification clause by clause; Maintenance of records; 
List of tubewells; Progress Report. Cooperation T'-.th local people. 

10:30 An - 12:30 K"I 

Field VJork : (Asr?ista- t Engineer ?•• Sub-Assistant Engineer) .• 

Demonstration of Pl^tfoja Construction. 

2:3.0 ¥K - 3:00 ?P; 

Written Toat 

3:30 PK - 5:00 PM 

Practical Test. 



IJ^y^IISHS. y 0 R CONDUCTIIIS DRAINING PROGRAMMES 

All the trainees wast attend the clashes in time. The trainees who fail 
to report on the first day at scheduled 'time Wv?.i be sent back and this 
should be reported to the Executive Engineer. 

Attendance of all the trainees nust be checked i,ti every class. Sons should 
be allowed to miss, or laave any class unless he is trick. 

Disciplinary action should be taken against those.who are irregular in 
attending class or are otherwise causing trouble. Action i>ay include 
debarring from receiving the training allowance. 

.For the lecture on sinking and r.:;3inking tubevrells, \he booklet "'{"'acts 
about Tuhswells" uay generally be followed. However, thin should be 
supplemented by recoct developments in the us* of new materials arid 
other information. One copy of the booklet (Bengali version) should ba 
made available to each trainee. 

In the sinking of demonstration tubewell, the mechanic? themselves will 
do all the work. They should bo taught how,to select the proper aquifer 
by visual observation of thv? sand samples using "sand comparators'1. 
Importance of development of tubewe!;s should also be explained.. .Site 
for the demonstration tubewell should be selected near the FhE office 
where there is need for a tutewell. 

Copies of Specification 007 (Bengali translation) should be la&de available 
to the trainees. All the relevant clauses should be explained to the 
mechanics. Special attention should be given to the items on 'tuba-well 
construction and development and platform construction. 

The trainees themselves vri.il construct, the platform under the guidance of 
the Assistant Engineer and Sub-Assistant Engineer/Overseer. 

In. repair and maintenance demonstration, the trainees should be asked to 
dismantle the entire pump end then reassemble it. They should also be 
asked to do sone common repair v.'orks. 

"In all the classes, the trainees should bo --JUCou.-vi.-.god to t-?Jce p.irt in 
the discussions and bring out the problems, difficulties and their 
observations about the i/ork. 

The written test should be objective type where negative marks uijl be 
given for wrong answers. The total mark for vjritten test will be 100. 

The practical tost will include identification of tools, spares and 
implements M i soma repair -.forks within, a specified time.' Total marks 
•wil.1 be 50. 

After test the Assistant Engineers will examine the papey and prepare 
a raarksheet which should be sent to the Executive Engineer. 

-X"??'^ 
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AiFiBXftaS - A 

!• l̂ tjj-'s and Responsibilities of Tuba'TCllui.Kochanic3_ 

0?ubewell mechanics -amployed. oy th? Directorate of Public Health Engineer
ing are responsible for r.r.-air av'i "-air-.teaance of all OJEE tubewolls in 
the rural areas of Bangladesh. '*.hoy r.r.-i .it+»c?hed to the offices of foe 
Assistant 3ngi*-..e?.rs in the sub-divisions hut th<*y-stay in the field 
most of the ciine rop<?iri :f tube-Tel"!3 in the villages. They coae to the 
sub-division office at the b^g-innvag of averv fortiiis-lit u collect 
spare parts and suto.it progress report. rIhcy '.fork ur.de r thw supervision 
of the Sub-Assistant Engineera and the Assistant Eiu:in̂ -5*'a. 

The-1, job of a mechanic is of great importance for the wolibeing of the 
common people. Hand tubewolls are the o^ly safe source; of water in 
the rupal areao o£ Bangladesh. The yuccesct 0'' tb.9 C-J1.? I water supply 
programme depends to a great extent on the performance of the tubetfell 
mechanicB. Again, the standard of he-.lta of the rural population is 
vitally linked >'ith the success of the rural water supply progrsmae. 
Thus, the significance and importance of the rol3 of raechanica -in tho 
rural society cannc?. be overemphasised. The nechanics have great 
official and moral responsibilities towards the society and a lot of 
dedication and hardwork arc necessary to fulfil these r3sponsibi3itio3, 
HOT-:, the question in, "ars the mechanics doing thoir .job properly?" 
'The answer, in .majority cases, is "no". -There are still frequent 
complaints tbrtui tubev/eila being lying out of order for months. The-
inpact of a tubs^ail lying out of order, although not always clearly under
stood, is rather serious. A broken down tubeveli would deprive about 
150 people froja a oafs source of water causing health hazards to all of 
them. And definitely, in most of the cases the reluctance or negligence 
of the mechanics is to be blamed for this situation. Wow the .question is 
whether the raechenics have any valid reason for not being hardworking 
or sincere. The answer again is r definite "no". The mechanips are 
reasonably yell paid compared to othur3 in the society and they have 
some privileges lite opportunity of staying in their own homee, having 
e bicycl*'. wttt. t.hich laoat. of government •Mnployoos do not hay*?. As a 
matter of fact, OHLE is srjendinc' icore Money on every tubewell than a 
private owner ts.A "till the D5H?2 tubewells are not working all the tine. 
Thus, the mechanics can hardly justify any claim for additional facilities 
which th'-v, oftorj a<?.:'.cinu as 1 condition for better work. The country can 
hardly afford to svi'iivi anything more than what is being spent now. On 
the other hand, th^ 'U^chanics should realize, or be -ar-de to realise that 
t*ey have nc right to <3tav unless tfc.sy do their" duty properly. The 
sooner they g-?t tht" message, tha. bitter would be offept on society. 

2* Present, Sygte"'- o,f Jjaintenance ' 

Under x-h* pre.-ezt 3-r.teir', four i.î c.'rnics art posted in each thana. They 
are attached to tho office of the Assistant 'Sncinefer and work directly 
under +.3r.:- Sub-Assist^t Snyineors a.xL thv.. Assistant Engineers. As the 
head of "00 of^icu, the- Aasistsnt F;n-*ineer i--; the controlling officer 
of the mechanics «f.A h;> csn suspsnd :• mochsnic for ^gli^euce of duties. 

.../ 
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Ou. an average , there? *•;•>:, ibout vOO 'D'2!?j t ^ e - r o i l s i.; evar- thanes thus 
'a aechaaie haf; be look a f t - r •voovLt 150 t u b e - i l l s s^i-sad cvs r 2 to 4 
Union Par ish-vis . i f ». i:ech*>:j.o i"op«oty ^bo-it 3.0 tv-bev^lls a ds,v, he 
should or. sb lo to in:-oerrt a21 tubs -Tills under h i s j u r i s d i c t i o n wi th in 
15 vorkin:; da*rs.'. In ,?ev extreme c.-ses, t!vi..s r a t e nay -iot be achieved 
but in i.:03t cises, thi:-: stat:;.-} r a c e c ••:..->. e a s i l y be exceeded. Thus, t ne 
complains =-hct the nochardoa p-re cverburdsnM can Ivirdly be j u s t i f i e d . 

'To improve the oyrstem o'' fainter!* i co , th.? ttovern-veni -as empowered the 
Chsiruem of- the TJni.cn P-irichade t o chock th? •i-rc-i-iis of acchanios and !;he 
us* r>f ?-v--ro p?.r t3. Unless they c e r t tf.--- about tiis arr t isJ 'actory *jork of 
She meo--«;::iic«, the A?33J.9V-r.-.;rb nngine^r :'.>: r,:v- e.:ti--"l?><3 to pay s a l a r y to 
the •.^eo'Vanicp... Altb'HV/lb t.hxv. j ive?. r i ^ t o Aorr of tual adiu.r>.iatrationv 

th:Lfj "ri l l d e f i n i t e l y improve th;-? i5it-<;r!;ion provided the d . P . Chairman 
fc??,\-/.> p o s i t i v e i n t e r e s t vc. th^ «..•.'•• t t f l r . 

Ths A s s i s t a n t ^Dffin^r -i •' •-••rer: th;: Sub-Assist .sat Engineers can make 
'-he *ioo:i&::j.c:-: ic b e t t e r '-o^- by- ^ropor- (rvidfuci.*, phy3.iie.ily ver-ifyiug 
the ivcrrc*;? rercrfc3 by tslcir;/-; .1:; ecipii / iao-/ a c t i o n i.f ^ i l wne:o. . lesessaiy. 

^• £ $ p J - ~ ^ T 3 J ^ H ^ ^ P . ^ . J ^ . S 3 j ^ 7 / j r _ a n d . / ^ i i i ^ l l . _ u f Tijfe^U.s. 

'•Jith the ^:-i.3t-v'Cn "h •••iitcd ' l .hJon* Ciriidre:-1 :s ^urtd (u*rICP?)v the 
Governrvr-jit of oongladash hos uv-lerter.cu .5.11 ambit ious -oian of -providing 

' o l a rgo •?uabf?r of hand bubs-ieHf- i n rurfr.i ?3 v?ell ao 9-ona urb?m a rea s 
of ^an.'i'ladsDh. Ths ha-sie ^u-a-gra?'r?e inc ludes 

a) I n s t a l l a t i o n of 1175 doer vei l : - and 500 oiialiov; v/el>.e i n the 
coas t a l a reas . 

b) P rov i s ion of rvu-aro p a r t s for B:ainta:\aace of 125#QOO •exist ing 
ttovernaent txibewello. (.Nov oo>?*aittjasiit i s completed) . 

c) Sivikins cf. 100,000 new tuba-?eli:i and r e s inking of 60,000 chokad 
up luce-wellsi 

The prosra."^is i© expected to be completed by- the end of 1975. On 
completion of t j i is pixigrsn:--?, T;iTIC"-;i.v' i s expected 00 yuppoi't the fol!.QT?ii'\s 
new pro^ajnnea between 107? and 1973.; 

a) SrLiiking cf '155* 000 nsv shal low tubevreils . 

0) ^irdci;!^ 5»000 nav; deep tubov/el'is 

http://TJni.cn
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$asic Information on Sinking and Residing of Tubewells 

The booklet "Facts about Tubes-rells" jaay ^-rasraliy be followed in respect 
of •methods of drilling of b.?.nd tubev?ell", tools and equipment necessary 
fd̂ r drilling and insts.ila.tion of tube:--»e:l3 o+.c., withdrawal of choked 
up uubewells 3to. Thft paper entitled "Sinking and Re3inking of 
Eand Tube veils" written by Mr. !?atiarMftr.V.:.

-.tfn and ussd in this course 
should also be followed. 

Selection of Aquifer^ 

Selection of proper aquifer or sand layer -,,'il.l deterain.-? the success of 
the tubewell. The aquifer or aand layer in wnich the strainer is to 
be installed must coasiat of medium or coarse sand and for economy the 
first available 5uch layer should bo selected. It is completely wrong 
to think that tube-'jells installed at the deeper coarse layers will 
yield more and better weter than these at shallower coarse/medium sand 
layers. Coarse or medium aand layers situated at any d-apth below the 
groundwater tab".* trill produce sufficient quantity of water, if the 
tuoewell is installed and developed properly. Howov-ar, there may be 
restrictions due to water quality but in absence- of any clear evidence 
of unacceptable water quality at shallower depth there is no point in 
going deeper. In rural areas, mistakes have been »ade in this respect 
and tubewells have been drilled at unnecessarily deeper layer and often 
producing inferior quality and/or quantity of water. 

Selection of proper aquifer need proper collection and identification 
of sard samples. SaEplss isay bo collected at 10 feet intervals and then 
each sample b« carefully ispeeted «nd identified, %t is preferable to 
prepare a field boring log for 6very tubswell. There ia no reason wfcijr 
mechanics cannot be properly trailed to do this. After identifying 
eaci. sample and, if possible preparing the boring log, the propjer depth 
can easily be ascertained and length of blank pip© required can be 
determined. 

Selection of Slot^Size; Use of Sand Comparators 

The slot &iz<i in the straiaer is related to the sand size around ths 
strainer. The slot opening should be sveh as ths strainer will retain 
only &Q% of the sand reaaini^ S0£ will pass through thv ^trsi^er. 
For easy and quick identification of said ciaes ir, the field, ONICBP 
h:u: prepared "send co^paratovs" vrhich <ill be distributed among all the 
tochviieal personnel :r2.i&&2 in.clv.dir»£ mechanics. The cenparator is a 
plastic tuba having three co.Tjp&rtmer.te in which'three different sizes 
of fMi:;d »»mt;lef» are sh;v*r.. Ths sand sample with narking "8". indicates 
the siae of aav.d in vhioh Nc. S slot strainer can be used, thie also 
means 40^ of this Is coarse* than 008-inch $nd 60/£ is finer. Thus, in 
sands with markings "10" sflA "12", strainers with, !Jo. 10 and Ho. 12 
slots respectively m y be used. 

http://insts.ila.tion
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4. Development of Tubewells , 

Thii; ba« toon discussed in sufficient details in ths paper "Sinking and 
I'.esiaking of Tub ewe lis" by Nr. Matiar Rahman, 

5. Platform Construction 

Platform construction is very important specially in case o.( tubewells 
with PVC pipes where failure of a platform uay very well rae&n the los3 
of tubewell. Good platform construction 'fill require the following; 

a) Use of adequate quantity of cement (l bdg) 

b) Use of good qualitv khoa and'sand 

o) Proper mixing of ingredients , 

d) Proper curing 

e) Strictly., following the drawing and specification. 

6. Vater Quality and Field ̂ 'ests 

In drinking water from tubewells, quality is as important as quantity. 
If the tube-rell wat'jr is not of acceptable quality due to presence of 
some undesirable chemicals, people may not use thia water and may switch 
to other unsafe source of water. In Bangladesh, iron and chloride are 
the two problem chemicals which are frequently present in excess of the 
acceptable limits. Unfortunately, this aspect has been overlooked in 
many cases and we still find a large number of tubewells producing water 
with excessive amount, of iron arid chloride. 

The concentration of iron and chloride can easily and conveniently be 
measured in the field with help of field test kits. The mechanics can 
easily be trained in the tse of these kits. This will help the strict 
implementation, of specification in respect of water quality. 

MA/psb 
15.3.75 
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TRAINING OF TUHEWELL KBCHkiflCS 

General 

The t ra in ing programme for tubewell nechanics i s considered a part of over-* 
a l l programme for t ra in ing of the technical personnel of DPHE. Mechanics 
are primarily responsible for the naintenaace of the tubewells, but they 
are also involved in the supervision of sinking and resinking of tubewells. 
Hence i t is inportant that the sechanics sLoulti have sone basic knowledce 
and iafcrnation on sinking, resinkirvj and repa i r of tubewells. 

duration and line-Schedule 

The programs should be of ? day-duracion. s t a r r ing preferably on a Monday. 
The exact date for di f ierant sub-divisions will be deci;'«(l l a t e r on as per 
Chief Engineer's d i r ec t ives . A tenta t ive tn.e-schedule r>>vi course outline 
have been prepared. 

General Arranpsi^nta 

The traini-w wi l l be hela in the Sub-divisional headquarters. The Assistant 
Engineer will be en' i re ly responsible for thvjibrgauisation and nanagenent 
of the t r u i r i ng . All tY.n aechanics poster in u-;y par t icular sub-division 
oust attend the t raining to be arranged in that sub-division. Fai lure of 
any nechanic to attend the t ra in ing wil l roak^ hiv l iable to disciplinary 
action and must b- reported to the C-;j.ef Engineer through proy-? channel. 
The" nechanics she aid be inforn^d ^bout the txt. ininr at leas t 2 weekn e a r l i e r . 

Th« class roon lect 'ir^ nay be arranged in any school or any oth«r educational 
. ins t i tu t ion loca t e ! in any cent ra l place. The A.K. wil l uaki. a i l n-.i>::... r,,-y 
arrangements well ahead of t i n e . The Assistant .S^ineer & tl-.. Sub-Ass^tant 
Engineer/Overseer wi l l conduct the class roon lectures and fi-^1' ^:>.uustra-
txon as per pr<3-detenaified t i ne schedule. The nechanics nay be given a 
copy of the tifle schedule (Bengali) at the beginning of the programme. 

Expenses 

The cost for training will include 

\) 41j.uwances for the jaechanic 

A training allowance of Tk 60/- per nechanic will be given on the ' r-
iay of the training. This will be in addition +-~ usual travelling <.w.J 
daily allowances thf nechanics ?•••; .;a titled •'.-•• i.eeive. 

2) Sinkii.;; *.f Deû nf-' + rr- !:ion v -o'/iv.. 

The mechanics th^aseivts . i l l - \-ct p .rt in the en t i re process o-.' lriii.i.>. .,-
and i n s t a l l a t i on of the n i ' e v e l i ; ho^c--. wiere wi l l be no labour ••.ost 
involved. However ujto Tk. l o V - nay re epent for btuuboo, ro;; s e t c . 

. 2 / • 
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3) Cons t ruc t ion of Denons t ra t ion P la t fo rm: 

The. necbanics : should. Uienselves c o n s t r u c t the, p l a t f o m ' u n d e r the guidance 
,. of • the A.E. and SAls/Overs-ier. An amount of. Tk. 7 5 / - nay be. spen t fo r 

purchasing khoa : , sand e t c . . . _. 

4) S t a t i o n e r y : ' . ' • ' . . - ' 

Bash nechanic nay be provided with a pencil and fsvr sheets of paper. It 
nay also bo necessary to purchase chalk, duster etc'. An amount of Tk.200/-
,may be. necessary for. .these. 

The Assistant Engineers will prepare a consolidated estii.iate covering 
all these items and submit to the Executive Engineer for prior approval. 
A typical estiî ate would as follows (based on 32 nechanics). 

E S T I M A T E 

1. Training allowance for mechanics @ Tk. 60/- mechanic = 60 x 32 = 1,920/-

2. Purchase of Banboo etc. for sinking tubewell = 100/-

:'. Purchase of khoa etc. for platfona 75/-

4. Stationery = . 200/-

TOTAL = 2,295/-

5 . UNICEF c o n t r i b u t i o n ? On n o t i f i c a t i o n by the E.E to UNICEP wator s e c t i o n 
Dacca t h a t a l l L.rrr.r.g:er.ients have been ruvle to.- a nechanics t r a i n i n g course 
i n a p a r t i c u l a r sv-b-oivisioii,, tTNICEF w i l l wr i t e agree ing to pay the 
above cos t s upto a n&xiiuun of Tk. 3.000 per s u b - d i v i s i o n . Payment w i l l 
be nade through the app rop r i a t e UNICEF D i s t r i c t Represen ta t ive to th^ 
A.E or d i r e c t to the nechanics as nos t convenient . 

MA/PQ 
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HEALTH EDUCATION IN "HiS VILLAGE :;ATER SUPPLY 
AND SANITATION PROGiLAME 

In the rural areas of Bangladesh, the most important public health problem 
is one concerned wi th wholesome drinking water and a safe system of excreta 
disposal. More than half of the aicKnes? in uhe country, are attributed 
to enteric diseases priori ly caused by faecal pollution, #e have the solution 
to t'i.is in a simple handpump tubevell water supply (good water is fortunately 
available in plenty in the country) and a sanitary latrine for every home, 
•'-'e nave a massive scheme in operation for the former and a proposal for 
introducing the latter in .elected areas as a pointer for better health. 

The desired benefits of this sclierae, however, depend largely on the public 
as unless the water supply is utilized properly and in a hygienic manner 
and the latrines are also used by one and all, the cherished objectives 
of public health are not achieved and large sums of money spent will be 
just a waste. 

Health education needs are, therefore, perhaps the most important in a 
situation of this kind. This would mean bringing about a change in the 
people from their traditional habits of taking to the nearest source of 
water or defecating in the open. These changes cannot be achieved easily 
or quickly. Changes can be brought about only with conscious sustained 
efforts in educating, encouraging and motivating the people gradually and 
with consistant effort. 

People do not change their habits unless they understand the need for such 
a change. This would mean enlisting the participation of the people in 
all the programne, to help in plannin/j and installation and in making them 
utilize the facilities. Health education thus becomes a continuous process 
at changing the habits of the people in all spheres - cultural, social and 
economic. It is not just passing oo an information. The field engineers 
and other staff while in contact with the villagers should create an inter
personal relationship and through 3uch relationship pass on the information 
required for better living, gradually and methodically. 

The health education staff who are specialists in the science should support 
the activities in the field by training the field workers engaged in water 
supply and sanitation to: 

l) create an awareness in the families al'out need for safe disposal of 
excreta, 

2; the necessity to use protected -Jater supply, 

3) follow hygienic hr.bits at all stages, 

4) make every member of the family including the eld and the voung to 
practice go^i habits and, 

5) help the farailv to take a decision tc use only good water all the time 
and also to see that a sanitary latrine is provided and used. 

.../ 



Health Educators can impart thi3 trailing by showing the vrorkera how to 
carry out group discussions?, how to elicit support from local people, etc. 
They can also show how by constant association with the villagers, leaders 
could be selected and useful village couinitteos formed who in turn would 
shoulder major responsibilities of popularising the programme and also make 
the people utilize the amenities extended to them. It i<? also necessary 
for the health educators from time to time to evaluate whether in their 
imparting training to. the workers, they have achieved the desired results 
and if not, how to improve them. They should help the workers to enlist 
the cooperation and involvement of local .teachers, voluntary workers, volun
tary organizations, etc. to work with them to make the progra^e successful. 

In respect cf tubewell water supply, the field workers must be in a position 
to meet as cany of the potential users of the Nells as possible and explain 
to theai the difference between the existing sources of water and the tubevell 
water, how they can keep the wells in good condition, what they have to do 
in case of a failure, how to prime a pump, what to do after floods in oaae 
of submerged wells, advantage of using bleaching r>owder, the necessity to 
keep the platform around the well clean, etc. etc. Similarly in the case 
of sanitary latrine, the field workers should be trained to talk to the 
potential users on the clean habits they have to follow in respect of the 
use of latrines, in flushing, in keeping the approach clean, in making every
one of the family use the latrine, the hazards of open defecation, etc. etc. 

The educational methodology to be used may include techniques of working 
with individual villagers, group discussions and usual contacts, demonstra
tion, village meetings* orientation for school teachers, use of audio-visual 
aids and periodic evaluation. 

It must be said in this connection that before we attempt an educational 
nrogramme we must understand the .community first and this means the health 
educators and field workers must visit the villages- as frequently as possible; 
and not only that, every visit.must include demonstrations and talks in the 
villages for a sufficiently long time. Such contacts alone.will help them 
to select the leaders. Some of the leaders may be informal in nature, and 
cannot be located easily. Once the proper leaders are selected, the 
problem becomes simple. It is then, only a two step flow of communication. 
Any message ;-;iven will be taken up by the leader and transmitted to the 
villagers without any difficulty. Action taken before educating the people, 
will be more a waste of funds. Again we must patiently listen to the people, 
be sympathetic and thus stimulate their interest in the programme to ultimately 
identify with them. Obviously for these qualities to be developed the workers 
must nave an essential sense of duty end discipline in them. 

AMFR/psb 
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Mustaq Ahmed 

Joyual Abedin 

Quddusur Rahman 

Hafizur Rahman. Kh-.r. 

Saleftuddin Ahmed 

Qutubuddin Ahiaed 

Abul Kaiara 

Md. Yakub Al i 

Ishaque A l i 

Mursheduddin Chowdhury 

Sk.Md. Khcrshed A l i 

Md. Shah Jahan Ka l l i ck 

Kayemuddin 

Ayufc Ali 

Bazlur ilahman 

A.K.N.A. S a t t a r 

Golam Sharfuddin 

W>^39ruddin Khondker 

NUT. I Alam 

Tofa i l Ahmed "hovdhury 

Shsnsul Huda 

A.v.M. Ahsanul Hoque 

Ka t iu r Rahman 

Haripada Sarker 

Saifuddin Ahmed 

Afzal Kossain 

Abdul Bar i 

Md. Shacisuzzoha 

Nazrul Islam 

Abdul Huq Sarder 

Abdur Kazzaque 

Abdur Rahman 

Dacca Sadar (North) 

" " (South) 

Narayanganj 

Manikganj 

Taivrail 

Par idpur Sadar 

Ra.jbari 

Sopalganj 

Gopalganj (on t r a n s f e r ) 

Mymensingh Sadar. (North) 

•' " (South) 

Kishoreganj 

Netrokoria 

Jana lpur 

B a r i s i l Sadar (North) 

»• " (Sou-:h) 

Jha l aka t i . ( f r oc i Sa tkh i r a ) 

Pe-rcjpur 

Pa tuakha l i 

Bhola 

Burgoiia 

Nara i l 

J e s so re Sadar 

Jhenaidah 

Rajshahi Sadar 

Nawabgan.j 

Nao^aon 

Serajganj 
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Nilphamari 

Kuri^raJ' 

(iaibiindah 
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Mir Aftab Hossain 

Kazi Khawja Baksh 

Khalilur Rahman 

Khorshed Alan 
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Abdul Karim 

Abdur Rahman 

Abdul Kader Ohowdhury 

Golam Sarwar 

Arshadullah 

Nurul Hoque 

Nurul Islam 

K. N. Das 

Afiluddin Ahmed 

Md. Kanjurul Islam 

Md. Yusuf Ali 

Binajpur Sadar 

Thakurgaon 

Conilla Sadar (North) 
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Chandpur 

Noakhali Sadar 

Sunamganj 

Sylhet Sadar 

Habi^anj 

Moulvi Bazar 

Cox's Bazar 

Chittagong Sadar (North) 

Madura 

Kushtia Sadar 

Heherpur 

Khulna Sadar. 


